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Part I. 

PRICING AND DIST1UIlUTION IN MOTOH CONTROL GEAR INDUSTRY 

.. • 
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OBJECTIVE OF ,THE PROJECT. 

The Department of Industrial Engineering and ~lanagement of this 

University lms commissioned by the National JoIarketing Council to prepare 

several papers on the theme 'Y~rketing in the Electrical Engineering 

Industry' for presentation at the forthcoming conference at the 

University. 
" 

The motor control gear industry ~las selected as the medium for 

a study of price and distribution policie~. The study was to cover 

every manufacturer, large and small, in the industry. It was intended 

to investigate manufacturers' pricing objectives and methods and to 

appraise the importance of pricing as a competitive strategy: also. 

to examine the channels for distribution and to analyse both the 

motivation of distributors and the methods used for their selection and 

performance evaluation. 

The writer ;TaS required to >lork on a suitable project and then 

to submit a thesis'in part-fulfillment for-the requirements of the 

course of study leading to the N.Sc.' degree. It ;TaS confidently felt 

that the study in 'Pricing and Distribution Policies of 11anufacturers 

in the Hotor Control Gear Industry', carried out in sufficient depth, 

would be adequate for submission as the thesis. 

Because of the limited time available, it was decided to acquire 

the bulk of the necessary information through a postal questionnaire 

rather than through the more effective but lengthy process of personal 

interviel1s. HOI'Tever, the draft of the questionnaire was discussed 

in personal interviews, liith top-level marketing executives (marketing,! 

sales directors, commercial managers, etc.) of a few major firms in 

the industry and their comments were very favourable and highly en

couraging. ' 
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The final questionnaire which is given on Appendix I was sent to 

100 manufacturers in the Indus·try. 

The almost immediate reaction to. the questionnaire for the survey, 
'1 

came on behalf of BEAl',A, in the form of a recommendation to ml3mber 

firms in the motor control gear industry not to participate in the 

survey. * 

The result !-las a poor· response to the questionnaire, certainly 

very far below the. expectations built up during the discussions with 

the marketing executives: but that which WaS obtained eventually was 

considered to be of sufficient merit to justify maintaining the study, 

which, augmented by 'lork from other sources, might prove of SOme value 

to the industry in this relatively unexplored field. 'At the same time 

this would fulfil the requirements of the course of study for the writer. 

Therefore, basically, this liork is divided into two parts. One 

part deals with pricing and distribution in the motor control gear 

industry and the other with pricing and distribution of industrial· 

products. 

The first part is concerned entirely with the survey, that is, 

with the pricing and distribution in the motor control gear industry. 

The methodology for survey, the response and the results are discussed' 

'along \;ith any conclusions which could be derived from the survey. 

* The writer was told by some manufacturers over the telephone and 

during personal interviews that they had received a letter from the 

Chairman of BEAHA Sub-Committee on Motor Control Gear recommending 

not to participate in the survey. 

British Electrical and Allied ~!anufacturers Association. 
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The second part is sub-divided into two sections, A and B. In 

Section A, r..lanufacturer's pricing objectives, the factors which influence or 

deter,oine price and the methods of pricing are discussed and then presented 

in such a for" as· to give a better understanding of the role of price and 

the :lethods of pricing in r.;any of the situations which arise in actual 

practice, including situations involving uncertainty and/or risk, where 

operational research techniques are applied. The initial discussion ia 

based on the vie\';s put forward by various writers mentioned in the bibliogl'aphy 

and, not the least, on the studies conducted on p'ricin5 by Brookings 

Institution, Haynes, Lanzillotti and Eaclunan (ii-ll in the U.S.A.) and by Fog 

and Earback (1r. Europe). 

In Section B, the distribution system, the cost" and the channels of 

distribution. are discussed with particular emphasis on the industrial 

distributor. The discussion is based to a large extent on the studies . . . 
conducted by the National Industrial Conference Board (in the U .S.A.) on 

'Selecting and Evaluating Distributors' • 

• 



HmOR CONTROL GEAR INDUSTRY 

The motor control gear industry is a complex industry 

uith manufacturers "hose products are individual components, 

integrated equipment, or both •. These products can be classified 

as conventional (i.e. with moving parts) or non-~onventional 
• 

(i.e. static) and they eventually find application in the 

field of motor control. Nanufacturers building Sliitchboa.d 

panels only ·are also included in this industry. 

The turn-over in the U.K. has gradually increased from 

£20.m. in 1954 to around £41 m. in 1965. Since then it has 

remained fairly static (1). Concurrently the number of control 

gear manufacturers with a turn-over of over £0.5 m. has increased· 

from 15 in 1954 to around 40 in 1964 (1). 

One of the reasons for the large entry of manufacturers 

into this industry is~e relatively low initial capital outlay 

required. In recent years there has been increased competition 

from overseas manufacturers, "ho import either··integrated 

equipment or individual components which:are subsequently 

assembled in their plants in this country. 

The majority of the manufacturers, including all the large 

ones are members of B.E.A.M.A. (British Electrical & Allied 

lfunufacturers' Association).· 

(1) fieures given by B.E.A.M.A. 
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The manufacturers seem to be in an olieopolistic markct (2) 

1'Ii th a handful ~f manufacturers having over 75% of the total 

. murkcto The market segmentation is rather nebulous and; 

except in isolated instances, there"do not appear to be price 

leaders in the industry. 

It Hould appear that the larger firms manufacture othcr . 
• 

products in addition to motor control gear, and the mnjority 

of them are divisionalised (i.e. profit-decentraliscd). 

~ere has not been an official survey conducted in the 

recent past on product, pricing and distribution policies in 

the indUstry, and it has been confirmed by B.E".A.M.A. that, 

to their knOl"rledge, there are no plans for such a survey to 

be conducted in the immediate future. One large manufacturer 

is said to have approached B.E.A.~!.A. last year rith a proposal 

for a similar survey to be conducted at his expense but because 

of a lack of adequate response, with only about 3 manufacturers 

indicating I"lillingness to" participate, the survey was dropped. 

It is understood that a similar proposal from another "manufacturer 

met an identical fate a few years previously. 

(2) some observers fail to recognise that the 
mere existence of a large number of firms 
"in a particular industI"J does not assure 
that industry is competitive~ Haynes in 
'Pricing Decisions in Small Business'. 
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SUNi,iARY 

Pricing 

The manufacturerers primary pricing objectives were to achieve 'a 

certain rate of return on turn-over' and/or 'a certain rate of return on 

capital employed'. Of these, the former is fundamentally an unsound 

objective for a manufacturer, because it does not lead to optimisation of 

his overall objectives. There was a lack of clarity about the guidelines 

(i.e. the prici~g policies) used to achieve the objectives. The pricing 

( policies were not sufficiently comprehensive to deal with different situations 

that arise in the process of pricing the different classes of products, at 

different stages of the product's life cycle and in different marketing 

condi tions. The pricing method's used by the manufacturers were those of a 

total-cost pricing system, i.e. total cost per unit plus a percentage profit 

margin to arrive at the price of the product; but vdth the majority of the 

manufacturers, this profit margin was flexible, depending upon marketing 

conditions and var~ing with individual products, thereby suggesting that 

some consideration to demand and competition VIas given when pricing. There-

fore, it can be said safely that the pricing policy was basically cost-

oriented rather than demand-oriented, i.e. it over-emphasised the role of 

cost but did not emphasise the role of demand and competition. Price was 

not the most important factor in the manufa'cturers' competitive strategy -

not even among the ,first three factors in the case of large manufacturers. 

By and larg~, the manufacturers did not have a very realistic idea of the 

demand characteristics 'for their products ~d wore rather indifferent to or 

unconcerned with their competitors' marketing strategy. When they ( the 

manufacturers) were introducing price changes, they seem to have had given 

inadequate consideration to the external factors, Viz. effects on customers, 

distributors, etc. and reaction from competitors. 
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Distribution 

The manufacturers havo been making greater use of distributors (i.e. 

wholesalers) and this trend will continue; in the case of the larger 

r.lanufacturers, the trend could well be to own their distribution outlets. 

The distributors were chosen on the basis of industrial coverage rather than 

geographical coverage: they were given sales targets, required to carry a 

mini~Q~ value of stocks and their sales force was provided VQth product 
• 

training by the manufacturers. But the manufacturers did not avail themselves 

of. the various ancilliary services which the distributors are in a position to 

provide. The criteria used by the manufacturers for the selection of their 

distributors was not unlike that used by their U.5. counterparts, with 

management ability·of distributors and the quality and competence of the 
• 

sales force being the most important attributes. Adequate attention was 

not given to the establishment of the standards of performance required of 

the distributor and to the methods used to evaluate the performance achieved. 

Technical and managerial assistance was the most important means of motivation 

provided by the manufacturers to their distributors, but there was no measure 

of the effectiveness of the means used. 
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HETHODOLOGY FOR SURVEY 

, The survey "Ias to cover all the manufacturers in the 

motor control gear industry. The names of manufacturers 

Here taken, in the first instance, from B.E.A.l"I.A.' s membership 

list for motor control gear. i-Ti th the refusal of the Statistics 

·Branch of the Hinistry of Technology, to disclose not only the , 
names but even just the number of manufacturers ~Iho contribute 

to the Bu8iness Honitor's Production Series on Hotor Control 

Gear, names of other manufacturers in the industry ~Iere taken 

from Kompass Publications, Section 37-13 and 37-15. The 

total number of manufacturers oh the list amounted to 100. 

Studies on pricing by manufacturers have been conducted 

by Brookings Institution, Lanzillotti, Haynes and Baclanan, 

(all in U.S.A.) and by Fog and Barback (in Europe). These 

studies ~Iere based on lengthy or extended personal interviews 

with top executives of the manufacturers, because this is the 

only really effective method of analysing objectives, policies 

and methods of pricing.. In almost every study, each firm was 

intervie>red on not less than tl~o occasions. The National 

Industrial Conference Board conducted a major study in U.S. 

on Selecting and Evaluating Distributors. 

HOl·;ever, in this study, the limited time available made 

it impossible to adopt the above approach, and it ~Ias therefore 

decided to acquire the bulk of the necessary information through 

a specially constructed, comprehensive postal questionnaire, 

care being taken to avoid stretching the patience or killing 

the interest of the respondent. 



A preliminary questionnaire ~Tas constructed 'on the general 

assumption that the pricing and distribution policies of manufacturers 

in the U.K. \'Tere not vastly different from those of their oounter-

parts studied by Brookings Institution, Lanzillotti, etc. It 

~:as then tested on the relevant case studies available from 

various sources • The appropriateness of this questionnaire 

• 
1-raS discussed, in personal interviEms, 1<i th top marketing 

executives, viz. Harketing/Commercial Directo'rs, Commercial 

Nanagers etc., of a fe" major firms in the industry. The 

comments from these executives uere very favourable' and highly 

encouraging. They even suggested the ways and means, and the 

sources to approach, in order to obtain a ~Tider response to 

the survey, and they gave an overall impression that such a 

'survey was much needed 'in the industry. Because of the 

approaching summer holidays for the industry, it ~ras not possible' 

to test the effectiveness of the questionnaire by means of a 

pilot survey. 

The final questionnaire (Appendix I ) was addressed to 

the J.!arketing Hanagers and mailed to the 100 manufacturers. 

The que::;tionnaire is divided into t\{O separate parts, , 

Pricing and Distribution. ,The pricing questionnaire is 

concerned >lith two classes of products, standard or catalogue 

items, and special or custom-built items. There is a further 

sub-classification to distinguish between the product ~Thich is 

new to the manufacturer, but not nm'T in the market (i.e. it is 

a ne" brand), and the product \{hich is a major .innovation, thus 

new to the market. Distribution is concerned entirely ldth 

standard products.' 



By average _standards, it Has a lengthy questionnaire; 

this '-ras necessary because of the depth of study required. 

There Here several open-ended questions, the overall objective 

of the questionnaire being to seek the reasons for a particular 

decision taken, thc alternatives considered before taking the 

dccision and the basis for a particular policy adopted, rather 

than accumulahng data and figures. To this extent, questions 

on vital matters '1ere almost duplicated and were tantamount to 

makine doubly sure. 

There 'faS a pre-supposition in the questionnaire that 

every firm had some form of pricing objectives- and policy" 

formal and othenrise. The reason for this pre-supposition 

being that: where decisions are made on 'ad hoc' basis or 

on intuition, i.e. ,dthout resort to reason or any conscious 

mental process, neither the decision-maker himself can explain, 

nor anyone else can learn anything useful from the process. 

An improvement was attempted on the conventional method 

of ranking in an anS>Ter, Hhere more than one factor is involved, 

by introducing the a~rarding of marks, bet~reen 0 - 10, to these, 

factors. This is the only method whereby one is able tOo have 

some idea not only of the relative iinportance betueen the factors 

involved but also the degree of their relative importance. It 

was realised that special circumstances could alter the degree 

and even the relative importance bet>reeI! the factors involved. 

It ,-ras antiCipated that some of the anSl-rers, and even the , 

questions themselves might need further clarification. lYhere 

there ~ras ambiguity or lack of clarity in the question, it' '-ras 

requested that it be altered to makc it more meaningful and 

then to ans,-rer the rephrased question. 



COl!l!Cents and elaborations on any of the ansuers ''lere explicitly 

inv~ted. 1>!here the anS1'1er had to be an approximation, it ~TaS 

explilinad - that a reasonable approximation ~las far more useful 

than no ang'-ler at all. It ,TaS realised that one or hlO ans''lers 

to the questions involved hi~hly confidential information which 

some ~~nufac~Qrers might find it difficult to disclose; therefore, 

a clear disti,!ction ,TaS solicited beblean the information ;lhich 

could not be disclosed and that which '"laB not available. 

General instructions on the questionnaire were'provided in the 

pre=ble. 

Lastly, subject to encouraging and prompt replies to the 

questionnaires, it ,ms planned to seek personal intervie;lS 

lasting several hours, '-lith the marketing executives of the 

leading manufacturers and to have brief discussions over the 

telephone, ;Tith the rest of the respondents, in order to make 

the study on the lines conducted by the sources mentioned earlier. 

Application of the official pricing policy, the assessment of 

opportunity costs in the decision to manufacture a particular 

product, the corrective action taken when the actual results 

deviated from the desired performance, the relationship behTeen 

the firm's share of the market and its annual profit, the factors 

-taken into consideration in determing the nature and the number 

of channels of distribution and the factors involved in deciding 

the margins for distributors ;Tere intended to be included ,a thin 

the scope of this further study. 



RESPOESE TO TH E SURVRY 

The response to the qvestionnaire ~ms very poor indeed. 

ii'everthelesn the turn-over of the 'firms liho participated in 

thc survey is more than half of the industry's total turn-over. 

About t1iO dozen manufacturers claimed that they liere not in 

I:lotor control, eear industry, half of that number excused themselves 

from ~eplyine on the grounds that their involvement in' control 

eear \'Ias neglieible; some manufacturers replied that they 

"ould not participate in the survey, and a feu did not even 

ackno\'Tledge receipt nor return the blailk questionnaire. 

It lias realised that those executives \'Tho replied to the 

questionnaire were perhaps not involved with actual price 

setting or not intimately al'lare of th~ pricing process in their 

firms. Furthermore, the terminology used in the questionnaire 

might not have been the one to lihich these respondents ~rere 

accustomed - after all, there is some lack of consistency 

among accountants regarding the terminology used in accounting 

practice, therefore it \fill be little surprising, if marketing 

executives did not understand as intended. 

Among those I'rho returned the completed questionnaire, 

there I'rere a feli ,rho left ::lome of the questions unanSl'rered, 

in other questions the respondents replied that the information 

was not available or that they had declined to disclose., ~!any 

respondents obvipusly found it difficult to quantify the several 

factors involved in some of the an~.ers and gave a bla~et reply' 

'all factors are significant'; others gave the conventional 

ranking to the factors involved. 
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To this extent, the system of mmrdine marks did not achieve its 

full value. In a fel" cases there I'laS a significant inconsistency 

in the an'Swers., in some instances the anSlIers could not be used, 

and ansl·,ers received to one or hro questions ranged from a 

generali ty to vagueness: for example,. on question C5 "Who is 

respons~ble (function of the individual) for setting the price?' 
.' 

one of the anSvTers "1as 'Nanugement'. Another, on question CIa 
, 

'Does your firm have a formal statement on pricing policy? one 

respondent inquired <rhether it meant a 'price list' - the price 

list can hardly be a firm's pricing policy, but the 'list is the 

outcome of the decisions taken I·,ithin the framework of pricing 

policy. And while many of. the respondents either' did not 

anS'ler questions Nos'. : GlO and Gll, or declined to disclose the 

information, one answer obviously included the administration 

costs and other general overheads as part of the manufacturing 

. costs. 
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AN.A.I.YSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

It Has intended to folloH the conventional method of 

giving fictitious names to the manufacturers participating 

in the survey and then tabulating the anm'Ters provided in the 

questionnaire. Ho,:ever,' as the industry is dominated by a 

handful of large manufacturers, of ~Thich some. have participated, 

i t ~IaS soon nealised that, from the ansl{Crs to as· fe}T as four 

key questions, a marketing executive from the. industI"J could. 

iI:!l!lediately deduce the identity of at least tI'TO large manufacturers 

involved. Because of the highly confidential information 

involved, it has been decided to adopt the more labourious 

method of analysing the results. 

The manufacturers are divided into tI{O groups; the smaller 

rranufacturers I{hose turn-over is less than £1 m. per annum are 

placed in one group and the other manufacturers, i.e. the larger 

ones, are placed in the other group. The results are discussed 

separately for each group. 

common for the tl{O groups. 

The summary and conclusions are 
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PRICmG 

Group 2: (1e.rge Hanufacturers) 

Eost ma!'lufacturors have more than one main objective. 

To the majority,. profit "ras stated as the top objective. There 

Has one firm "rhere profit ,'ras the only objective. Gro~rth '~as , 

high on the l~t of objeotives for the majority. Almost half 

of the firms included the good':rill of customer,s and. the esteem 

of the public as objectives. To one firm, prest:ige ''IllS a minor 

objective. Survival ~TD.s not an objective to any of the firms. 

To one firm i t ~ras not possible to quantify behreen the inter

related objectives. 

In a majority of the firms the above objectives !-rere formally' 

laid dOHn. 

All the fi~s (studie~ manufactured other products as well, 

and in the majority of the firms motor control gear 1~as profi t

decentralised. 

Achieving return on turn-over, or rate of return on capital 

employed, or both, ,rere the top pricing objectives of all the 

firms. Achieving profits to pay regular dividends, and improving 

liquidity of the firm were also included· as pricing objectives. 

For one firm it "ras not possible to quantify the interrelated 

factors. 

I-!ost firms revie1~ed pricing objectives continuously, one 

firm revic1'red them annually. 

A majority of firms had a formal state~ent on priCing policy, 

and profits seemed to provide,the main points of such policy. 
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Share of the market '"as mentioned by one .firm. \'/here there. 

1fas no formal stateoent, profit uas stii1 the main point of 

the policy generally understood. 

The pricing po1:lcy 1'TaS common to all classes of products 

in all firms, i.e. profits, on all classes of products. 

Forou1ation of price policy in these firms varied slightly 

from J:1arketing management to board room,. and this policy ;ras 
.' 

revieHed continu,ously in all firos. 

'''-e f -n responsibility or setting prices varied from firm 

to firm. It ;ras generally the sales executive, the cost 

accountant, or the product manager. 

Discretionary latitude in pricing ,TaS perinitted in all 

firos and the individual authorised to use discretion ,!as a 

top ranking executive, viz. managing director, marketing 

director, etc • 

. Profit margin 1;aS the most important factor for all 

firms in pricing all classes of products. For standard 

products, sales volume and costs 1fere also important factors. 

One firm specifically mentioned design leadership and gave 

it top marks; this firm also included prospects of ne;/ 

markets as a factor. Share of market ,TaS the third most 

important factor for one firm; production capacity and 

contribution to overheads ,/ere mentioned by another. 

Competi tion 1'/aS a less important factor to all and no firm 

considered neoand as a factor of importance. Only trIO firms 

replied to the section on special products, and innovative 

products. To one firm, costs 1fere verJ important to both 

types of products, ne;/ and innovative, and for innovative 

products, sales volume and share of.market·1fere almost as 

important as cost and profits. 



All firms gave di:;count for trade, the majority gave discount 

for quantity and almost half of thc firms "ave discount for prompt 

payment. Almost half the number of firms gave arbitrary discounts, 

sometimes to special customors. No firmc, had a geographical 

price policy. 

The majority of the firms did not have a policy of maintaini~ 

constant profit margins and the same majority changed profit 

margins depending upon marketing condit{ons. 

Almost half of the number of firms never accepted orders 

for special items which did not cover their full share of the 

fixed costs, and the others did so in special circumstances, 

depending upon the competition and the type of'customer. No 

firm accepted orders for special items whose price barely 

covered variable costs. 

All firms sold replacement parts and their pricing policy 

l'TaS based primarily on retaining customer gOOdl1ill, while source·' . 

of profits was the next most important criterion. 

Only one firm indicated a steady increase in the share of 

the market; for other firms their share of the market was 

steady. or slightly dmm. One firm declined to answer. 

Every firm replied that the trend for the next five years 

~1Ould be an increase in their share of the market and most 

of them even specified what this growth rate .,ould be. 

The majority of the firms did not appear to know the 

trend of their major competitors' share of the market. 

All firms avoided specifying the techniques employed 

for sales forecasting and estimating market trends. 

Almost half of the firms claimed that price ~ensitivity 

to their products l;as 10>1, i.e. a 5% to 10% variation in price 

would not affect demand for their product.. To the other half 

of the firms, the sensitivity was positive and even considerable. 
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I·lost of the firms I'Tere of the opinion that there VTaS no 

price leader bccause of product differentiation. Onc firm 

thouGht that' there I'TaS a price leader for some products. 

Fo= the majority of firms, standard products formed the 

bulk of their turnover. To one firm, standard products 

constituted about 50% of total sales. 

All the firms appeared to use the total costine system, 
.' 

and this l-raS applied to all classes of products. Standard 

.costs \'Tore used by all the firms, except one, which used future 

costs vi th allol-Iance for inflation. 

EveI"'J firm "as confident that the variable and fixed cos ts 

associo.ted ·"i th each one of their class of items 11as identified 

and m~acllred accurately, and )Thile most of the firms disclosed 

the ratio of fixed costs to variable costs, one firm replied. 

that it l1as not available. 

This ratio seemed to vary considerably in every firm. 

All firms gave costs as the most important basis for pricing 

a product vThich l-raS an innovation in the market. Assessing 

the value of a product to the customer VTas given little. importance 

by all the firms. One firm stated that :ail the factors "ere 

influential. 

The majority of firms recovered research and development 

costs as part of overheads. One firm recovered it as a 

standard percentage of costs. 

To almost all firms price Has the least important of the 

areas mentioned for their firm's competitive strategy. 

Quali ty and relia'bility appeared to be right on to~, follo;red 

closely by service before and after sales, product development, 
r-

and delivery ~f distribution. To onc firm it was not possible 

to quantify the interrelated factors. 
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Reactions taken into consideration "hen introducing price 

chane-es ~'rere varied. To one firm it "as profit, to another it 

"as market reaction, to a third, customer reaction, and so on,_ 

including one "ha ,-!ould consider l'lhether -it I"ould he a temporary 

or permanent gain of business. 

On pricing standard items in relation to pricing of competitors, 

one firm kept -~ ts .. prices 5% belm'! the market. To another firm 

this ,,,as not' a prime factor as there Ims no constant relationship, 

"hile still another replied 'dependent on the comparative values 

of the products:. 

'dhen the main competitors reduced their, prices, most of the 

firms said they liould re-examine their costs and "ould not folloli' 

the competitor. One firm did not find it possible' to generalise. _ 

A majority of the firms said they would not raise their prices 

if their competitors did so. One executive replied that the 

reaction of his firm would be 'none, except satisfaction'. One 

firm replied that it I",ould raise its prices subject to P.LE. 

clearance. One firm did not find ,it possible to generalise. 

Almost half the number of firms said that they had 'loss 

leader priced' motor control gear in recent times, but all the 

firms replied that no other product of the firm was 'loss leader 

priced' ,to benefit motor control gear in recent times. 

Ne\'! products lie re , or seened to be priced equal' to or below 

conpetitors prices'by some firms. Others declared that it depended 

upon the product, and some replied that there was no constant 

relationsilip. 

The cost of manufacturing, advertising and selling and 

distribution as a percentage of total sales varied vastly with 

the firms. In one firm the percentage of distribution costs 

seemed particularly high. 
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PRICHTG 

Group 1. (Small ~anufacturers) 

All fir~s had one or more overall objectives. Profit 

'TaS the top or nearly the top objective for all firms. Survival 

l·las next most important objective for a few firms, and for one 

fim it 1·las the most important immediate objective. Gro'lth 

l-IaS mentioned by a fel-1 firms as one of the important objectives. 

Only one firm gave importance to good,rill of customers, and 

public esteeo as objectives. To one firm all the objectives 

'Iere import an t. 

In the majority of the firms these objectives were not 

laid do,m formally. 

The majority of firms manufactured other products besides 

motor control gear, and the. motor control gear section I·TaS not 

divisionalised. 

Rate of return on turn-over I-Ias the most important pricing 

objective for nearly all the firms. Improving liquidity 1·las 

mentioned by few firms, and rate of return on capital eoployed 

and profits to pay regular dividends were quite important to a . . . 

a few firms. 

In the majority of the firms these objectives were reviewed 

annually. 

None of the firms had a formal statement on priCing policy. 

Rate of return on turn-over \fas the main point of the policy 

generally understood. In one firm it I-Ias at the board of 

directors discretion to formulate policy, or perhaps to decide 

the main points of the policy. In the majority· of the firms 

the policy was not common to all thedasses of products and one 

of the reasons put for.ard was the coopetitiveness of the product. 
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The board of directors or the managing director formulated 

pricing policy in the majority of the firms and this policy l;as 

revie'"led annually. 

In the majority of fims, a sales executive was responsible 

for setting the price, but in one firm it Ims the managing 

director. 

All firms replied that discretionary latitude I"ras permitted 

in pricing and the authority was vested in the executive \-rho 

sets prices. 

Host of the firms gave discount for trade and for quantity, 

a fe,r only gave discounts for prompt payment. Only one firm 

had a ceo.:;raphic price policy based on F.O.B. Factory/Harehouse. 

A majority of the firms gave arbitrary discounts. 

The majority of the firms maintained constant profit margins" 

bet;reen different items of the same class, and most of the firms 

changed profit margins depending upon the marketing conditions. 

A majority of the firms accepted orders whose price did 

not cover the full share of fixed costs only ",here the quantities 

involved" I"rere large, and the customers \-rere of importance to the 

firms. Ho"ne of the firms would accept orders \-rho-se prices barely 

covered variable costs. 

All firms sold replacement parts and customer" goodwill I"ras 

the pr~a~J factor influencing the policy for pricing of" replacement 

parts. 

Only one firm disclosed its" share of the market for the 

year, and it ;ras steady. Some declined to disclose; One 

replied ",le have no idea", and one found it difficult to estimate. 
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Some firms replied that the trend {or their share of the 

market "las increasing (or erm·ting)i one aimed at mansive increase 

in 5 years time, one hoped to increase and one did not kno;/. 

I:ost of the firms· appenred not to knm/ the trend of their 

competitors' share of the market; one .replied 'Static (,·/e hope)', 

and another replied 'increasing ' • 

• Varied replies uere given in describing the techniques 

used for sales forecastinG, etc., such as, economic climate, 

rate of expansion, professional surveys, sales force reports, 

etc. 

Some firms claimed that their products 1~ere not sensitive 

to price variation of 5~; to 10%; one claimed only certain items, 

at or .belo;/ a specific price level ;re re price sensitive; another 

firm claimed a hiGh degree of price sensitivity to some items, 

and a rise in price ,/Culd price them out of the market. 

A majority replied that there 1ms no price leader; ,one 

did 'not understand the question. 

Around 80% of turn-over 1fas made up of standard items in 

some firms. 

!'!ost of the firms use a total costing systeo and . it ,Tas 

applied to all classes of products. 'Historical costs and 

standard costs ;re re Hidely used, and only one firm used future 

costs in its costing system. 

From the replies it appeared that in the majo~ity of the 

firms the variable ap.d·fixed costs associated ;rith each class 

of item had not been identified and accurately measured. 

For pricing a product ,·/hich >laS an innovation in the market, 

half of the firms used 'value to the customer' as the more 

important basis, the other half used costs. 
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Research and development costs "rere recovered as general 

overheads in some· firms, in other firms as standard costs, and 

some firms did not specify (probably they did not do any research 

and development). 

Quali ty ·and reliabili t~! made up the most important areas 

of the competitive strategy of all "the firms. Price and product 

devclop:cent 1<elOe quite important ar~a"s for some firm'>. One firm 

replied that all areas "lere important. 

Nost firms a,)parently did not take any possible cOIJpeti tive 

reactions into consideration ,Then introducing price chanees. 

Em·rever, some firms replied that they notified the changes and 

the reasons for change ,lell in advance. One firm replied that 

it had raised its prices by 10% in 10 years. 

By and large it appeared that most firms priced their products 

in line ,·,i th those of their competitors; had the competitors 

lo;rered their prices, they ,TOuld have re-examined their costs. 

On the other hand, if the competitor raised his prices, some 

firms ,·,ould hold their prices steady 'Ihile others would raise 

them; as implied from their replies, viz. 'a chance for me, too', 

'pleasure' etc. 

A majority of the firms did not "loss leader" price motor 

control gear; neither did they do so >rUh other products to 

benefi t motor control ""gear. 

For nm, products some firms would price belo>! their competitors' 

price, others ,iould equal it, and the rest did not disclose their 

policy. 

There "as a "reat variation bet>!een one firm and another 

in the ratio of manufacturing costs to the total costs of standard 

products. One firm replied 'not kn01-Tn'. 
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DIS'i'RIBUTlo!~ 

Group 2. (Large Hanufacturers) 

All manufacturers, except the one ~Tho had his o~rn distribution 

outlets, used distributors and the bulk of the sales !·ras through 

these ~istributors. The rest of their sales ~Tas to O.E.~!. All 

firms excluded the use of agents. Contractors "ere used only by 
• 

one manufacturer ~Tho also sold directly to large users. 

The majority of the firms (including the r"irm ~Thich did 

not make use of distributors)· said that the channels used by them 

~Tere siffiilar to those used by their main competitors.' About half 

of the firms "ere satisfied !d th the effectiveness of the distribution 

system, an~ the other half >ranted greater use to be made of 

distributors ,and more active selling done 'by them. 

1·.'hile most firms agreed to the great.er use of distributors 

in the future, one firm ,anticipated distributors specialising 

and using modern techniques, another firm anticipated area franchise 

for distributors in certain products. One of the firms expected 

little change. 

The majority replied that greater use of distributors had 

been the principal change in the distribution system during the 

last 10 years. In the industry itself, said one firm, there had 

been little change. 

Host of the firms replied that they had a formal statement 

of policy for distributors, but none of them enclosed a copy of 

such a statement. The others seemed to have no objection to such 

a statement except to imply that it !'Tould reduce flexibility. 

The number of distributors seemed to vary considerably, ,from 

several hundred branches for one firm, to less than a hundred each 

for the others - !qhether these' ~Tere accounts, rather than branches, 

~Tas not clarified.: 
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The basis for establishing distribution areas I'laS industry-l'Tise, 

and non" of the firms had distributors Hi th area franchise. 

A w~jority of the firms set Itareet sales' for distributors 

and "the basis ~!aS past history and forecast, or potential, for the 

area. There 1'!aS a minimum value of inventory ,Thich the distributor 

had to carry from these manufacturers. This same majority of firms 

recomnended retail prices for their products and provided technical 
" 

training to the distributors' sales force, but only one firm 

specified this a~ a requirement. 

All the firms replicd that .their distributors carried other 

products of the firm as uel1. All firms encouraged feed-back 

information from the distributor. Asked to specify, the ansuers 

,·;ere fairly general rather than specific, viz. all relevant c~mmercial, 

"technical, competitor activity, new product prices, analysis by 

customer, etc. 

A najority of the firms had literature for the distributors 

in the foro of catalogues, sales manuals, sales aids)etc., and 

only a minority kept the distributor informed about his' sales and 

ho,; it conpared ,T1th his potential market. 

All the firms replied that they maintained communication Hith 

distributors regarding expected nel'T products, markct trends, proposed 
I 

expansion of capacity, etc.; and they also examined the distributors 

system of motivating his sales force, the financial terms offerred 

by the distributor to customers etc., ,Tith a viel~ to making 

recoooendations or suggestions. 

Al,l the firr.Is, it uould appear, 1,ere helpful to a distributor 

I'Tho placed urgent orders and the procedure in such circumstances, 

from one firm "as "First supply; second ascertain uhy not in stock; 

and third, if necessary, amend the schedule". One firm offerred 

a 24 hour service. 
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\','here the nanufacturcr sold directly to O.E.l~. or to the 

,user, ~ majority of the firms seemed to imply the need for a compromise 

or all understanding betHeen themselves and the distributors. 'One 

firm replied that it actively tried,to see that all such accounts 

I'Tent to the distributors. Another firm seemed to imply that it 

informed its distributors that it liould handle the particular account 

directly. ,-

Screening of distributors ',/as done in all, firms 'primarily on 

reports and recomme~dations from the field sales force. Of 

secondarJ importance 1'/aS the information from trade sources and 

from distributors' customers. Tuo of the firms also used such 

sources of information as Chambers of Commercc etc. The screening 

itself Has done b:r e,:ecutives in the marketing department, although 

in one firm the financial section had a say as VIell. 

Host firms replied that they had a standard form for selection 

of distributors: the authorisation for selection ITaS vested l'1ith 

the marketing executives at the head office, though in one firm' 

the regional managers made the ,selection 11i th final approval from' 

head office. 

Only two firms disclosed the criteria used for selection of 

distrioutors. Size and quality of sales force, sales and technical 

competence, and management ability came high on the criteria list. 

One firn nacr it a point to say that 'preparedness of distributor 

to co-operate lfi th manufacturers' ITaS the top priority. To the 

other firm, the product lines carried by the distributor Irere 

also an important criterion and that his distributors l'Tere not 

, to carry lines 1Thich Hould compete I,d th the firm's products. 

The firms evaluated the distributor's performance either 

continuously or at regulnr intervals and this evaluation 11as done 

by management. 
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The ma·jori ty of firms did not have a standard form for evaluation 

·of distributor performance. The criterion used for performance 

evaluation l1aS the turn-over compared to the turn-over of the 

firm's other distributors, past performance and sales quota. 

Field reports Here also u:::ed as a criterion by one firm, so also, 

information received from customer reports,. follo~Ting-up customer 

inquiries. .; 

~ne majority of the firms replied that their distributors 

llere al-'are of the criteria used for their performance evaluation. 

The most important means used by all the firms to motivate 

their distributors Has the offer of technical and mana~erial 

assistance or both. Fair and prompt dealings '·Tere very 

important for the majority of the firms. 

ful firms apparently invited their distributors to visit 

the firm as a means for motivating them. Advertising, etc .. , 

did not appear to be very :iniportant~ Use of the Hhip, i.e. 

threatening to cancel the distribution seemed a poor motivat.or. 

And one firm seemed to attach ?igh importance to financial 

incentives viz. better financial terms, discounts on larger 

and cu::mlative orders •. 

All firms claimed that the effectiveness of their motivation 

had been assessed by such criteria as 'resultant increase in 

turn-over', 'regular requests from other ~Tholesalers for 

appointment as our authorised distributors'. 

All firms had a field sales organisation, the effective 

streneth varying around 50. One firm claimed national coverage. 

The main jobs of the field force varied from firm to firm. .In 

one it HaS just selling, in the next it lTaS active selling and 

maintaining existing accounts, in the other it was promotion 

of all the fims products. 
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, 
One firms field fo::.-ce ;ras apparently Jo5.';h1y sophisticated, perhaps 

liell ".ualified er.gineers, and 1'1ell trained in dealinrr Ni th 

distributors and customers. 

A majority of firms replied t~t before-sales" service 

',ras important and uas provided by their O1'1n sales force and 

in onc firm by the distributor's sales force as ,"rell. All 

• firms replied"that after-sales service "as important and 

this service ,"raS provided by the sa::te personnel as before-sales 

ocrvice. Customers of most firms could obtain replacement 

parts generally through distributors and in one firm through 

their factory. Only one fi"i'l!l obliged uith a Skeleton 

orrranisution chart. 
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DISTRBUTIOE 

Group 1. (Soall Nanufacturers) 

The bulk of "the sales of these firms .,a~': made directly to 

O.E.H. and to users. Some firms used distributors, a fe~., ~sed 

ar;ents as ,";ell, and a feu othern had their oun distribution outlets. 

J.:ost firr.if'l replied that their ch=nels of distribution uere 

sioilar to tho3e"generally used by their competitors and there 

\"Jas a majority agreement that they "ere not satisfied with the 

effective:1ess of the present syste::l of distribution. Some 

uanted ereater use of distributors; one suggested more agencies, 

and these ,lore the chan"es anticipated in the future. 

None of the firms had a formal "statement of policy" for 

their distributors and some of the reasons put for<;ard '"le re : 

~he lack of flexibility; takes insufficient account of local 

factors} etc. 

The numbers of distributors of each one of these firms was 

in single digits, and they ,Iere based geographically. 

the fims' distributors did not have area franchises. 

Host of 

The distributors of all these firms Here not "Given a target 

"sales and some of the firos replied that their distributors had 

to cc.rrJ a minimum of stock. 

The use of distributors lIes at "present seen to be of" 

relative tinimportance to these firms. 

other products of the firms. 

Distributors did earry 

A majority of the firms had a field sales organisation. 

The effective strength of the field sales force l"las not more 

than 10 in each firo; and their paramount task ,tas to sell or 

to get orders. In t,IO firms the main" job of the field sales 

,/as to obtain speCification, and" in another, customer liaison, 

market intelligence and after-sales service. 



'. COHCHTSIONS (PRICING) 

This survey 11as intended to investigate the pricinrr objectives 

of I:lnnufncturers in the motor control gear industry nnd the methods used 

in pricing all classes of productn •. It was also intended to nppraise 

the role of pricing in the competitive strateg'J of the manufacturers. 

Some inconsistencies \fere found in the replies to the questionnaire 

• from both la::-ge and small mnnufacturers, partly becnuse perhnps of the' 

inherent deficiency of the method used in the survey_ It seemed too 

thnt certain areas of the questionnaire did not receive adequate 

attention from the res~ondents. These factors, the inconsistency 

and the inadequate nttention (one could have .been the cause for the 

other) have greatly increased the difficulty in dravling any specific 

conclusions. Tuo additional reasons, and very importnnt ones 'too, 

have compelled the \friter to adopt an extremely guarded appronch to 

the conclusions of the survey. These reasons are: 

1. the sa.':lple \'Iho responded to the survey could not be considered 

fully representative of the industry; probably, only the mo::-e 

progressive manufacturers ignored ,B.E.A.M.A.'s recommendation, and 

2. the postal qUestionnaire had to accept at face value the 

brief replies to the questionnaire from the respondents; 

thus failing to analyse in depth the reasons for any 

pa::-ticular decision ta.~en. 

!·~ain Objectives 

The findings of the surv,-,y indicated that all the manufacturers, 

lnrge and small, hnd mo::-e than one ~in objective and that profit was 

the most important objective to almost every manufacturer. 
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In other objectives, large manufacturers differed from their smaller 

counterparts. \'lhile the former aimed for grol'lth, good1'Till of 

customers etc., the latter aimed for survival, and surprisingly 

did not seen to be concerned 1'Iith the go 0 d,'Til I of customers ,'Thich 

is just as' ilJportant to. their survival, as it is to the larger 

manufacturers for their grouth. Another difference betl'Teen. 

large and small,manufacturers l1as that the former had their objectives 

laid dOlm formally in their organisations. 

Pricinf" Ob.iectives· 

The most important pricing objectives uere 'to achieve a 

certain rate of return on turn-over' and/or 'to achieve a certain 

rate of return on capital elJployed'. The small manufacturers 

aimed at the first objective, Hhile the lar,ger manufacturers aimed 

at either Or both of the objectives. 'To improve the liquidity' 

was also a pricing objective.for some of the manufacturers from 

both group? But although this objective is invariably a short-

term one uhich Imuld need to be clarified and reviel'red frequently, 

there .ms no evidence' to suggest that this ua's done. Other 

relevant objectives such as 'to improve or·retain the share of 

the market' and 'to meet competitors' prices', did not figure on 

the list of the large and small m~~ufacturers respectively. 

Another difference betlreEm large and small manufacturers I'Tas that 

the former seemed to revie~T their pricing objectives more frequently 

than the latter. 

A pricing Objective 'to achieve a rate of return on turnover' 

Hould be' acceptable for a retailer ;'Those SUbstantial proportion 

of the capital is tied to the inventory and I'Those operating 

costs Here largely created by the storage, display'and selling 

of the product. But this is an unsound objective for the 

manufacturer because it neither maximises total profit (by optimising 



volume-cost and price-volume combination) nor is it directed 

to;mrds ioproving the salc8 vOlu:ne/shure of the market, or to 

achieving any other main objective, ,except nerhans, to stabilise 

priceso 

Pricinr. Policv 

There seemed to be some form of priCing polic;)' for almost . 

all !:lUnufacturers, although very little information l'TUS provided 

on it, even by .• the large t:1anufacturers, ,·;ho claimed to have a 

for:nul statement on pricine policy (the size of. the organisation 

perhaps Dude it necessa~J to have the formal statement). Generally 

the policy uas formulated at a very high level of the oreanisation 

hierarchy, and even at the board level. Just <!s in the case !'Tith 

objectives, the policies appeared to be revie"red more frequently 

by the larger manufacturers. (If thic ~rere to be true then the 

smuller :::'!!mfacturers "ould have surrendered one of the advantages 

they are e;·:pected to hold over larger manufacturers - their 

fle;:ihility and the speed to adapt to a ne,T and changing situation 

unlel3s there nas inconsitency in the application of the policies 

and some of the decisions could be made on 'ad hoc' basis~ 

Hone of the manufacturers had a separate department to 

perform the actual task of price setting: this task !'TaG 

delegated to a."l individual from the marketing or the accounting 

department. 1'lith some small manufacturers, the top executive 

probably had a hand in the actual setting of price. 

Almost all manufacturers disclosed that their official 

or list prices* could be adjusted to meet special circumstances; 

* according to National BOard for Prices, and Incomes, 
Report llo.55 Price Lists are not enforced. Those 
lists are,it is alleged by the manufacturers, for 
convenience of the distributors. 



but ..,here such circumstances demanded (and they could' do)' speed 

in making and inplementine the decision and did not create other 

implications for the manufacturers, then it uould appear that the 

authority to use tacticalFicL~e discretion,in such circumstances) 

had not been delebated to the operating level in the organisation) 

in order to be effective. 

Standard,types of discounts viz. trade, quantity and prompt 

paynent,uere generally Given in the industrJ .. There Has no 

geographical price policy. Arbi trary discounts (uhich is 

almost the Game as reduction in list prices and in profit 

marGins) ,rere given by SOfie nanufacturers to sO,me customers, 

define~ as special customers. The ,criterion for tal:ing such 

decisions ,·iould obviously ):,e that the prospecto of fut"re 

adv2.nt2.ges out-1'leighed the possible side effects of retaliation 

from other custoners, of lC2.ning on indifferent salesmanship 

and of ration2.1ising such decisions, and the most likely ration-' 

alisation aeing - lif ,le did not make this particular concession, 

our competitors uould have I • 

The price policy I'laS stated, by every manufacturer, to 

be co~on to all the classes of products. From the analysis 

to tr.e quostionn2.ire it >Tould appear that the policy l';as not 

comprehensive enough,to provide guidelines in its application 

to pricin<; of all classes of products nor to deal ldth different' 

~arketine conditions. This is also the area of the questionnaire 

>There inconsistencies 11ere found in the replies; some brief 

discussion of the factors uhich l'lould nornally influence pricing 

of the four classes of products "ould, therefore, seem necessary. 



For standard (or catalogue) products sold in an oligopolistic 

mrket, dependinc upon t!le decree of product differentiation, 

dem~d ~nd competition, should be the most important factors 

in establishing prices. Then only can the ~~ufacturer achieve 

his objectives of maximising total profits or controlling a 

specific share of market. 

In the c",se' of special p::'oducts, cost is a factor I~hich 

hiChly influences prices, particularly ,-There ,:ompetitive biddinC 

is involved. ~'lhere the turn-over on special products is relatively 

a SITkill proportion of the total turnover'of the manufacturers, the 

profit marGin on special products becomes subordinate to: 

1. unused 0::' available capacity, viz. facilities for 

production, distribution and selling. 

2. prospects of neH markets for itself or other products. 

3. contribution to overhead and to'total profits. 

The pricing of'nel" products involves, in the first place, 

meeting the purpose for brineing out the neli product; this 

purpose may be to complement the product line, to absorb the 

available capacity either in production or in selling, to 

create derived de~and, etc. Costs Hould have already been 

tal:en into account durinc the plc.nning stage and lonc before 

commencement of the manufacturing process. Ve~J often, share 

of market 0::' the extent of market penetration is more important 

than the ir.~cdiate profitability. 

For a product uhich is a major technological innovation 

in the market, there is no iIll!'.ediate and direct competition 

except from substitute product suppliers ~Tho may retaliate ~rith 

price ~eductions. 



Depending upon the p!"oduct and the stat"e of potential competition, 

the r.lOnufacture!" has the option of pricine to sl:im the =rl-:et and 

thereby recover his development costs and make quick profits. 

On the other hand he can 'be more adventurous and penetrate, or 

entre!lch in the nnrket '\·ri th the objective of long-tern 'Orofi ts o - " 

Costs har~ly enter into such 'demand-oriented' priCing policie~, 

except to set the floor price; therefore price l'Till be based on 

• the '1alue or 'utili ty the product has to particulilr groups of 

custor.!ers. 

It ,,:ouJ.d appear that the manufaCturers did not have a 

ver.: :::ealistic idea of the demand characteristics for their 

products, nor had they, (the rnanuff'cturers) developed a s;)'stem 

of competitive in-tellieencc ,'l;-;ich Hould have helped the::! in 

planning their OInl marketine strategy, so important in an ' 

oligopolistic market. 

Pricinl! !-!c:thods 

The pricing method of 'almost all manufacturers ,is the 

total costing one - i.e., adding a % profit margin to the 

total cost per unit of the prodUct, in order to arrive at the 

price of the product., This method Has applied to all the four 

classes of products. The larger manufacturers claimed that 

they had identified and accurately measured their fixed and 

variable costs, but little use appeared to have been made of 

this exercise. Perhaps it "ould have been more useful to the 

~~ufacturers to direct some of their efforts dissipated in 

allocatL~c fixed costs more accurately, into analysL~g the 

demand characteristics for thei~ products and investigating 

their competitors', marketing strategies. 
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The small nanufacturers did not give adequate attention to the 

costinc of individual productc and therefore "ou.ld be better off 

if the~l Ilriced to meet competition. 

Total cost (or sometimes called full-cost plus 'mark_up') 

pricinG has several draubacks: it iGnores demand and overlooks 

competition; it fails to focus on the_ critical :factors of 

production and includes such factors as sunk costs vrhich have 

no bearin&, on the current costs of producine Find selling. 

!!Q1·rever, the only si tlUl tions \·:here full cost pricinc could have 

some justification are,:-

1. '.,hen the production is to near full capacity. 

2. uhen the overall efficiency of production and =rketinG'. 

is expected to be the same as those of the competitors; 

thus reducing the' risk of price ,-rarn, and 

3. "here the buyers have the economic pOller and other 

resources to manufacture the product themselves. 

The profit marGins used by most of the manufacturers in 

arriving at the final price of the product I·/ere not rigid, but 

Here dependant upon marketinG' conditions. This surely is the 

correct approach, and there I"as no reason for the' rest of the 

ma!1ufacturers not follo~·Ting this practice, or adotping it in 

Therefore, at least in principle, ;,hen the'de:::and 

is hiGh, the competition is moderate, and the economic conditions 

are good, tho profit mareins (and the total profit) should.be 

hi~her to nutch the altern~tive inve3t~cnt oP90rtUL~ities available 

for hic~e~ returns on inve8tment; on ,the other hand, although 

an increane in costs may seem to justif~ increase i~ prices/the 

level and t~~e of demand may not permit'the increase. 
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~,10:: 2.3S8 :3::-dnc; cozts, the luree mar..ufacturer::. typically used . 

.st~:!1da:::-d costi.ne; and the smaller mn.."1ufacturers historical costinG_ 

Pricinc is concerned 1'rith costs to be inc~rred, therefore, it is 

the future costs, perhaps project8d from historical cozts, 1thich 

snou}"] h2.ve beer.. used. Rescarch and development costs are 

correctly recoyored as po.rt of General 'overhead CQZt8 by the 

m.~jo:!:"i ty of ;:;~nufacturer8, but a tiny minority chare;ed them as 

the stando.rd CO:3ts of the producto One l;Quld "onder at thc 

basis used by this mil10ri ty of I!l.:1r..ufacturers to recover the' R. 

& D. costs of a project lThich did not produce ·any resul tc of 

ir.~cdiatc value and application. 

Also, and on the part of this minority of manufacturers 

a 3trict adherenc'e to a constant or common rate of return on 

each product item, i.c. each product:' itcm;-having to stand on 

its feet, 1·;ould have resulted in overpricing some products and 

under-pricing others, and thereby losinG the competitive adyantage 

lThich these manufacturers had in some of their products. 

Bearing in mind that cost per unit fluctuates Hi th chanGcs 

in volUL1e and that thc allocation of fixed costs is all-laYs 

an approximation, such a policy of 'averages', i.e. expecting 

a constant rate of . return , aut·owatically "ould have:-

1. elimin2.ted some m2.rginal products and thereby lost 

their contribution to,Tards total profit, unless the·· 

resources I'Tere deployed to manufacture only the more 

profitable products. 

2. iznored the complementary demand and other useful 

effects created by these products and 

3. done little to push the sales of higher profit products. 
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Prici~~J:" as a strater-y 

Price 1ms not stated ao the most important factor in any 

i.3.l1ufncturers I competitive strate;:;r o . For laree manufacturers, 

ouch factor::; as quality and reliability, service (before and 

after sales), and product development, in that order, ~lere 

su:;'(;eot€d to be of Greater importance than price. In the 

case of s~all manufacturers, price appeared to share the second 

• place alone Hi th other factors, but quality and rcliabili ty ~laS 

still the most important factor to them in their overall marketing 

strategy. (G. Udell Similarly concluded, that price "as not 

the most important factor in the industrial manufacturers' 

competitive strategy).· It liould therefore, be logical to 

assume that product differentiation uas sufficiently significant 

to permit some degree of independence in pricing. Hotor control 

gear probably adds a small proportion to the total cost of the 

end pronuct for which it is used, but its role in the end product 

"ould bc a ver'J important one; its effective operation is of 

vital importance, and its failure 1'/ould result in the consequential 

failure of great magnitude to the €nd.product; hence the 

importance of quality and reliability of :the product to the 

manufacturers' competitive strategy. Given this situation, the 

~znufacturers did ·not make full use of the relative independence 

in pricing, and have adhered to the 'safety first' or indifferent 

basis for pricing, i.e. cost plus pricing. I 

Considering the absence of a price Jeader in the industry, 

and the apparcnt absence of a system of competitive intellieence 

from the tla."lufacturers, (except perhaps for the examination of 

competitors' products) the reaction of the· manufacturers to 

price changes introduced by their competitors did not appear 
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to have bf:en rc::;ulted fro:!! any co.reful and syztematic analysis 

to dcduC8 the competitor' s reason~ for price chn.n~es. Perhaps 

it mo.y be added that, in ceneral, the ,,,anufacturer operating in 

the t.qp scsncnt of the mn.rl~et, viz. the qunli t:r ma'rl-:et, should 

fol]o.·, the competitor in price in<:reases and may stay put in 

price decre:l~es; and vice-versa for the manufaeturer operating 

in the 10'.'lcr iegment of the markt:t. 

'!Thon the t!anufacturers introduced price chances they appeared' 

to confine themnclves to an examination, of their Ol.-In immediate 

notives and advantaces and cave little attention to: 

1. the effects of the changes on distributors and customers. 

2. competitors' reactions, and 

3. other areas, external to the m~nufacturers, affected by 

the price changes. 
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.' COnCLUSIONS (mSTRIBUTION) 

This survey i'Tas intended .to describe the channels of 

distrihution used by manufacturers in motor control eear 

industY'J to sell their standard. (or catalo[,"Ue) 'products, the 

methods used to select and motivate distributors and to evaluate 

. their performance. A GUarded npproach is adopted to the 

1 · 't'" conc US:Lons on .. :ts survey. This is done for t"TO' reasons: 

1. the sa::lple 1-,ho re sponded to the survey could not be 

considered as beine fairlY representative of the 

industry; most probe..bly only the more progressive 

m::mufacturers ie-nored B.E.A.N.A. 's .recorr.rnendations, and 

2. the postal questio,nnaire had to accept at face value the 

brief replies from the respondents and thus failed to 

an3.1yse in depth the reasons for any particular decisions 

taken. 

Channels of Distribution 

The survey has conclusively indicated that during the 

last 10 - 20 years, manufacturers have been gradually mru~ing 

greater use of industrial distributo'rs, ·i.e. vlholesalers. At 

present, the bulk of their sales is through this channel. 

The other channels are direct selling to the O.E.!-!. and to 

the users and through -the firms mm distribution outlets. 

Agents are used only by a fe ... ·; si!ill.ll manufacturers. The trend .. 
for the neRr future ic tOl-rards greater use of distributors. 

* It is inevitable that the larger ~~ufacturers 
uill o,m their distribution outlets - see para. 2 
of foll.o>1ing _p:;ge. 
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In fact, the distributor, often und,er-rated and sometimes 

criticised under the label 't·lD.steful, t'iiddle-mens profits I, w'ill 

pl"-:! u yery impo.rtant ro.le by perfo.rming the l::cst part o.f the 

marl;:e:ine function for the m3!lufacturer' s standard products, 

,'!hieh have D. eeographically i-;ride and scatt0red market, thus 

requiring maintenance o.f lo.~al sto.cks und pro.visio.n o.f essential 

before and afte~-sales services. 
~ 

EO~'Iever, for some manufacturers ifith a large turn-over, 

fo:, TI13.::1ufacturers 1-Those turnover proportion of special products 

to standard products is relatively high, or for manufactUrers 

o.f div?rsified pro.ducts (ether than met~r co.ntro.l gear) sold 

throuze distributors, there is a cood casG for assessing the 

eco.nomy o.f scale ,·rhich ceuld be ebtained by extendinc their 

marketing function to actual sclline of the products directly 

to ul tinate customer or to the user, through manuIacturer-Oimed 

distributien outlets. This ferm ef distributio.n is used, er 

planned fer the near future, by some manufacturers and ,Till 

naturally be a part ef their competitive stratee'J, enablinG 

the product to. be made available ui thin a matter o.f ho.urs. 

On the ether hand, a manufacturer I·rho. has a concentrated 

market area may find it mere conemical to. use the direct 

chruL~el ef selling to. the custo.mer in this particular market. 

Po.licy Tm,ards Di stributers 

Host manufacturers claimed to have a fornal 'statement o.f 

pelicy' • There seems to be no valid reason for the rest o.f 

the manufacturers net· fo.llOl·ring this useful practice - so. lo.ng 
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as cuch a formal statement is flexible e!l0ueh to take individual 

f,o.ctorn into consj.deration and to avoid the creo.tion of a strictly 

formal relntionship beh18en the hlO parties. 

The basis for establishing the area of distribution, in 

general, is the marketinG approach of industrial coverage, i.e. 

typ~s of industries/customers served -, rather than the easier 

procezs of ge()graphic coverage;. the manufacturers did not grant 

area franchise to the distributors. 

The role of distributors in the manufacturers' ul timate 

marketi!15 success is ~derstood and accepted, and ma."1ufacturers, 

by and large, folIo" the general practices of ~heir progressive 

counterparts in U. S.A •. by taking interest and helpine their 

distributors in their plal').s and their needs. In their turn, 

the !:!=ufac~ .. rers ensure that their mm interests are covered 

as "ell, by' setting a s·"les target to their distributors and 

specifyine a minimum value of stock uhich their distributors 

I::mst carry, etc. 

HO~'Tever, there are'hTo areas 1·:hich may not have been given 

the attention they deserve by manufacturers:-

1. although the manufacturers claimed that they encouraged 

marketinG information from their distributors, because 

of the v~gueness of the replies to the questionnaire, 

it is not possible to conclude' that the manufacturers 

take full advantage of the range of· services I'Thich the 

distributors are in a position to provide, such as, 

information on market conditions and trends, competitors' 

activities, customers'needs and problems, responses to 

particular products and reactions to any price changes. 
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2. - 1-Therc the product is sl:fficiently sophisticated to 

re~uire trainin~ to the distributor's sales force, most 

:n.-..'lYlufE!cturers, 'orhile providing the traininrr, do not specify 

Thus they leave it to the discretion 

of the distributor, n.nd thereby reduce the sense of purpose 

~·:hich should e::laf1...B. te :from the manufacturer to';orarCls his 
, 

distributors. 

T,-TO problelCs Hhich may arise behreen the mtu1ufacturer 'lnd 

his distributors occur:-_ 

1. I-rhe" the manufacturer sella direct1y:to O.E.n./user, and 

2. uhen the distributor plo.ces an ureent order. 

In the first situation the manufacturer is almost in direct 

com:petition Hith his distributors; most manufacturers believe 

that the only l-ray to minimise the conflict is by a compro::lise 

and understanding bGtueon the t;w parties. "There the manufacturer 

r:akes it a practice to deal all-m.ys directly lfith the profitable O.E.H. 

with little compensation to the distributor for his efforts, 

then the distributor l1ill have equn11y little reason for not 

ignoring such prospective customers in the future, resulting in 

the manu:acturer being the real -loser in the long run. 

In the second situation, it Iwuld appoar that most manufacturers 

;lOu1d adopt a helpful attitude tOl-rards their distributors, but 

the best approach to the situation is surely that from the 

manufacturer I-rho se- reply Ims ' first supply, second ascertain 

I-rhy not in stock and third, if necessary, amend the periodic 

schedule'. 
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Houever, tHO major distribution factors are involved in this 

situ~tion; the first is that some of the functions of the 

di~tributors are stoc~-:-holdine;, fOT1'lard :purchasine (thus 

reducins r.lanufacturer's 1'Tarchouse expenses and the funds tied 

to the inventory), a.r:d the other is that additional costs \fill 

be incurred by the manufacturer in speedine up the order (viz. 

custoner orde,...processin.:;, changinG' production scheduling, sub-

optimisins transportation and delivery). The;refore, any 

c~8tcmer-3ervice policy from the manufacturer, such" as the 

24-hou1' service, must be cost-justified in the lieht of the 

ti'lO factors. 

Selectio::r of Di:Jtr;butors 

Reports and recommendations from a manufacturer's field 

sales force play the m03t important part in the initial screening 

of prospective distributors. This is quite consistent 1"li th the 

practice in the U. S.P.; Other sources for screening"* are used 

to ~ snall extent. None 0:: the manufacturers appeared to have 

a separate organisation responsibl,e for distribution; the 

screening and selection ;/as, therefore, carried out, in most 

cases, by the markcting executives at the head office. The 

major cri tE:ria for selection in almost evcr'J case i.;rac the 

distri bu tor I S I!lRfI.l!eement abili t~T - and rightly so, :provided it 

is posGible to assess it correctly in the short time avai·lable. 

The quality of the sale~ force and its technical compp.tence 

~"lcre the other criteria Civcn a very hiCh rating, thus indicating 

the impo:::-tnnt role of the distributor in the manufacturer's rnarkc"ting 

oreanise.tion. 

* Discus2ed under 'Selection Process'. 
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Unlil:e tee pra.ctice in the U .. .3. industry, finn-nee and credi t-

Horthir.css of· the distributor Here not connidered important 

cri teria, and one i'Tould i'londer 1·:hether the manufacturers tnke 

it for zranted that their distributors .:!re financially nound or 

,;·rhcthG!" t!v:?J~ (the mD.nuf~cturers) ~re technically oriented rather 

th~!l cur;::omcr-o:-iented I and overlook the si tuo.tion ,·rhere the 

distributors nay not h~vc zufficient,finnncial str8neth to 
• 

extend lines of credit to ,·rorthy customern. The top selection 

crit'.)ria from one manufacturer - 'Preparedness of distributor to. 

co-o:pe~ate i'Tith manufacturer' is excelle.nt a..'I1d hi~hly desirablE: 

in practice, but is assessment Hill be extremely d.ifficu~ t at the 

select:i.on :staee, thus reducine its feasibility and application. 

1·111ere personal judgement has been exe:!.~cised in selecting the 

distributors, it vTould appear that it is not eenerally done by 

tJ:e in,lividual lIho should be in the best position to do so - the 

Evalu2.t; on of Distributo!:"s' Perfor-rrance 

There '-'as not sufficient evidence to indicate that forms 

for selection and for perforn~~ce evaluation of distributors are 

used -~:d;ensively or effectively. The advantaees ~lhich a ~/8ll-

desie:ned forn CaYl provide would, therefore, be _lost. 

~It i-TOUlti appear that adequate considera'tion is not eiven to 

the hlO major fectors involved in evaluation of the distributors 

performance. The first factor is to establish the standards of -

performa~ce, the second is to develop methods to evaluate the 

perfo~nce against the standards. Almost every manufacturer 

in addition to settin5 a tareet sales ~or the distributor 'expects 

market~~e information fro~ th~ diztributor. 
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., . 
Thlt it appears that thB only criteria for evaluatins a distri~utorts 

perfor:.!e.nce is, ,·d th almost ali mar..ufacturers ,,' the distri hutor ' s 

sales pcrfom-nnce, \·;hether measured aeainst his sales quota or 

:past p~!"fo!'ri:.a!1ce or neainst other distributor's' performunce. 

This is, obviously not a sound practiceo It offers little 

incentive for distributors to provide narketin~ information to 

the ma;:ufacb:~el ;'lhich my be of great use to hin i..'1 for.:::1ing his 

lone-ra~ge war~etine stratee3r, and it may impose a shortsighted 

policy of over-emphasis on sales quota and induce the distributor 

to pus::' the products or product lines currently in great demc.nd 

n.nd neelect the lines uhich require some effort, but have hUee 

potential for the future. Further, the distributors ruay rc~in 

content ~'Ti th purs1;.ing the business 1"li th existing customers a...~d -

ignore a large prospective customer. \'/hile criteria for 

evn.luation based on reports from cus"toltt:rs , fol101i-UP of customer 

enq,uirjes J etc. r is realistic, the criterion from one manufacturer 

uhich given hie-h inportance to 'the r2..tio of his (the manufacturers) 

sales to the distributor's total turnover** is of doubtful value 

and. nay Hell indicate th..'lt D. 101'/ ratio could be due to 80me 

deficiency in the manufacturer's product 6r in his."mo"tivation 

systen. or thD.t the product is of limited value to the distributor, 

hence little interest from the latter. Lastly, every distributor 

must be fully a<rare of the performance required of him and of ho;/ 

it is beine evaluated. 

** liThe totr!l volume of busine.ss in all lines done by thE'? 
di~tributor is of no particular interest to us. His 
capacbilities in our speciD.lised field and his method 
of doing business are, hO~"Tever, verJ important 11 

Beslcy-I'lelles ·Co. 
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Hotiva-tinr; the Distribl1tors 

Tec)-micr:.l and manu,S'erial assistance to distributors, 

fair and. prompt der..line;.s ui th them are the most inportant means 

of r.lOtivation used by the r:la~ufacturers t.12.rds their distributors. 

1'That is sicnificant- ,-Iith these means is that they indicate an 

acti 7e interett and the participation of the ni..:u:ufacturer in the 

sa10s of his ~roaucts and in the shar~~c of the ~roblems of the 

distributor. ]; ,,;ould ap~ear that the "carrot or the sticl;:" 

approach iD of very little value, and that other means such as 

invi tin.:; the distributors to visit the "lorks, ~dvertising, etc. 

ure r.ot ~ajor means of motivation. 

ilhatever the means used for motivation, it must achieve 

the desired results in order to be said to be effective. A 

Good means of motivation .should lend to greater 'cc-operation 

and increased tea:n effort bet,reen the manufacturer and the 

distributors. There must be a ~ood case for consul tine the 

distributors, reeardinff the optimuFIi means of motivation. A 

• blue ri ;,bon I J:'.anufacturer ,-rill have requests from other 

"lholesaler::; for appointment as his authorised distributors 

because of the quality of the p!"oduct or his reputation, and 

net necessarily because of the hiGh effectiveness of his 

motivation system. "Hake n good mo.use trap - and the ·Horld 

llill beat c. path to your door step" - Emmerson, may have some 

t!"Uth in it. 
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PRIcn:G Aim DIS1'F:IEUTICN IN '·:01'OF CON'TJ;OL GEAr INDUSTRY 

.L....§QrVEY 

The survey is in the Motor Control Gear Industry in the United Kinr;dom 

and the attached questionnaire is divided into two soparate parts: Pricing 

and Distribution. Pricing is concerned with primarily two classes of products, 

St~,dard, i.e. those that appear as ccmplete packages or as items on the 

Firm's catalogues, and Special, i.e. those products that are Custom-built. 

A further sub-classification is cado where the product is New to the Firm, 

and where the product is a Major Technological Innovation and thus new to the 

market (most probably new to the Finl). 

1'Ii th Standard catalogue items/products. 

Distribution is concerned entirely 

Th~ questions refer to the ]·;otor Control Gca,r in U.K •• ; unless otherwise 

specifically stated. They are set in such a fO!"J! as to enable the. answers 

to be fairly stro.iehtforward, but in a felV instances the answers may have to 

be estimated - and a reasonably estimated answer is far more useful than no 

answer at all. Do elaborate on any answer you wish to, continuing on 

opposite page if necessary. Where a dotted line is provided, you are 

specifically requested to elaborate and/or to write dovm other factors which 

do not appear on this questionnaire. In case of an ambiguity or lack of 

clarity in the questions, please write your understanding or interpretation 

of the question and the corresponding answer. 

There is a slight departure from the conventional method of ranking in 

an answer, where more than one factor is involved. Instead, you are requested 

to award marks, between 0 to 10, the moro important factors receiving the 

greater number of marks. Please specify any particular circumstances which 

could alter the marks awarded. There is no limit to the total number of 

marks a~,arded in anyone answer. 

Where the answer requires inforcation l10ich i·s. not available please write 

],fA (i.e. l:ot Availablo) in the. appropriate space; on the other hand, if it is 

your Firn's policy not to discloslt the information at all, please write lli2 

(1. e. Doclined te Disclose) •. 



PRICING 

of standard (i.e. catalo.)Ue) and snecial (i.e. custom-built) items 

or nroductsi also products ,·,hich are ·ne1< to the firm. and products 

which are major technological innovations in the market. 

SECTICN 'A' 

GENERAL 

A.1 v~at are the main objectives of your Firm as a whoie? 
(Please check a:nd award marks) . 

................ Survival; •••••••••• Growth; . ........ . Prestige; 

.............. Good will of Customers and Esteem of ·Public; 

.. . . . . .. . . .. .. Steady profi ts; ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

............................. 
A.2 Are they fonnally laic;i down? YES ...... , NO .......... ' 

A.3 Does your·Finn manufacture other products besides Motor Control 

Gear? YES .......... ;, NO .......... 

A.4 If rES, is the Motor Control Gear Section divisionalised 

(i.e. Profit Decentralised)? YES .......... ; . NO ••••• 

SECTION 'B' 

OBJECTIVES 

B.1 1'~cl; are your Firm's objectives regarding pricing?· 
(Please check and award marks) 

....... " ......... .. Maximise. total profits in the short-run 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... Achieve a certain rate of return on ·Capital Employed • 

I/2 

.. .... .. .. .... .. .... Achieve certain profits to pay regular d·ividends on shares • 

.. .. ...... .. .. .... .. Improve the liquidity of the Firm • 

.................... .. ...................................................................... ... ' 

•••••••••• .. ........................................................................ .. 
B.2 How often are: these objectives reviewed? ... ~ ....•...........• 

•.........•........•.................•.•....•.................. 



SECTION 'C' 

POLICY 

C.1a Does your Firm have a formal statement on Pricing Policy? 

YES · ..... , NO •••.• 

C.1 b If YES, please write down its main p<?ints • " •••• "! •••••••••• 

C.1 c 

C.2a 

C.3 

C.4 

C.5 

C.6a 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ......... . 
If NO, please .write down the main points of the poli.CY 
general11 understood 

................................•.............. ~ ...... .... . 
Is'this policy common to all the classes of products? 

YES · ..... , NO ••••• 

At what level is the policy formul" ted? ••••••• '.' •••••••••• 

.......•..............................................•..... 
Hmi frequently is the policy revie~led? ................... 
...... ~ ......................•........................ ..... 
,ilio is responsible (function of the individual) for setting 
the price? 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! ••••••••• 

Is discretionary latitude in pricing permitted i~ special 
circumstances, say, in order to meet a competitive situation? 

YES · ..... , NO ••••• 

C.6b If YES, who is authorised to use discretion? •••••••• ; ••••• 

C.7 In the Pricing. of all the classes of Products, "hat are the 
most important factors your Firm takes' into account? 
(Please check and award marks) 

Standard Special ~ Innovation' 

Competi tion • •• • •• • • •• •• •• • •••• •••••••••• 
Demand • • •• • ••• ..... , .. •••• ,' .......... 
Costs •••••••• ••••• • • • ••• •••••••••• 

Sales Volume •••••••• ... .. . . • ••• , .......... 
Profit 11argins ••• ••• •• ••••••• • ••• •••••••••• 

Share of Market •••••••• ••••••• •••• •••••••••• 
Production Capacity •••••••• ••••••• • ••• ,.;' ........ 
Prospects of New Market •••••••• ••••••• • ••• • ••••••••• 

Contribution to Overhead ••••••• ••••••• •••• . .. ......... 
•• •• • •• ••• ••• ••• • ••• ••••••• ••• ••• • . ... ' • ••••••••• 

1/3 
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C.S Does your Finn give discounts for~ 

(a) Trade YES . NO ••••• . . . .. , 
(b) Quantity YES ..... , NO ••••• 
(c) Prompt Paymm t YES .. N'O ••••• .. ... " 

C.9a Does your Finn have a geographic price pOlicy? . 

YES . ' ..... " NO ••••• 

C.9b If YES, what is the basis of this policy (Please check) 

.......... Freight Allowed; •••••• : •••• FOB Fact.oryh1arehouse; 

.......... Freight Equalisation; •••••• ~ ••••••• e" Zone Pricing; 

•••••• ,., •• Basing-Point. 

C.l0 Irrespective of your answers to questions C.S and C.9, does your 
Finn give arbitrary Discounts? " 

YES ..... , NO ••••• 

C.ll Irrespective of your answers to questions B.l and C.7, is it 
the policy of your Firm to maintain constant profit margins 
between different items of the same class? 

.•................•....•......................•.••.•...•...... 
C.12 Does your Firm change profit margins depending 'upon marketing 

condi tions? 

..........•••.•.......•.•.••..••..•............ ~ ...... ....... . 
C.13 Under what circuostances does your Firm accept orders for 

Special items whose price covers only variable. costs and not 
the full share of fixed costs? 

•.................•..................•........................• 
C.14 v10uld your Firm accept orders for Special i terns whose price is' 

just below 'or barely covers vafiable costs? 

C.15a Does your Finn sell replacement parts? 

YES ••••• ; NO •••••• 

YES . . ... . , NO ••••• 

C.15b If YES, what is the basis of policy for selling replacement 
parts? (Please check and award marks) 

.. ......... Important source of profits; 

.......... Customer goodwill; 

•••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



D.1 1'/hat is your 
in 

share 
1966 

•••• 

MARKET 

of the U.K. 
1967 

. . . . 

SECTION 'D' 

market for }lotor Control 
1968 (6 mcinths) 

• ••• 

Gear 

D.2a Does your Firm buy components or parts from Motor Control 
Gear Industry? 

YES ..... ;. NO • •••• 

D.2b If YES, .p'lease write down the value of the components which: 

I/5 

1996 1967 1968 (6 months) 

(a) you bought from British 
£ •..• £ ••.• £ •••• Manufacturers 

(b) you imported from abroad £ •... "£ •••• £ •••• 

D.3 ',/ha t is the trend of your share of the ma:t')ret for .the next five 
years? 

.........................•............•...................... 
D.4 "That is the trend of your major competitors' share of the market? 

•...............................................•........•... 
D.5 l"That techniques do you employ for Sales Forecasting and assessment 

of Market Trends? 

" ... •.....•........•.........•............•......••....... .... ~-.. 
D.6 Ho., sensitive to price variations is the demand for your product? 

(In other words,· if your Firm'alone raised or lowered the price by, 
say, ~ or 10%, would you expect a change in demand for your products) 

.............................................................................................................................. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • -........ e' ........................ .. 

D.7 Is there a price leader? •••••.•.•.•...••••.••.•..••.•••.•••••• 
'\t1b.o and why? ___ ._ .; ___ • __ •• _ ••••• ____ •• _ ••• ___ •• _ •••••• _ •• _ •••• 

D.S "/hat is the- turnover· of your Standard products and.:Special products, 
as a percentage of your total .turnover? 

. Standard ____ • _____ • _ •••• _ • _ • % ;. Sp~cial~. __ • __ ••.• _ • _ % 



SECTION 'F' 

~lETHODS 

F.1a 't/hat system of costing is used in your Firm? (Please check) 

•• . . . . . . .•.• Total C'osting; •••••••••••• Marginal Costing 

( Con tri bu tion B~iS); • ••••••••••• Backward Cos,t Pricing. 

F.1b Is this system applied to all the classes of products? 

.......................................................... 
• 

F.2 \'/ha t cos ts are used? (Please check) 

•••••.•••••• Historical Costs; .......... 
a certain level of production; .......... 

Stan~rd costs for 

Future costs with 

allotlance for Inflation; ................................ 
F.3 Have the variable and the fixed costs associated with each one 
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of your classes of items. been identified and ac'curately measured? 

................................................. ' ........ . 
F.4 \'/hat do you consider is the average ratio of Fixed Costs to 

Variable Costs for your Standard products? 

•................................•..•..................... 
F.5 How does your Firm base the price of a product ~TI\ich is a major 

Innovation in the market? (Please check and award marks) 

•••••••••• by assessing its value to the customer; ........... 
'by conducting a sort of test, market; • ••••• e._ .,~; •• on the basis 

of costs; ••..................•.....•......................... 
F.G If your Firm incurs Research and Development Costs, please explain 

how they are recovered • 

•..........•..................•........•..•••.. ~~ ..... ... . 
SECTION 'G' 

STRATEGY 

G.1 ~/hat are the major important arens in your Firm',B competitive 
strategy? (Please check and award marks) 

. . . . . . . . Product Development; .......... Quality and Reliffbility; 

........ Price; •••••••••• Before and After Sales. Service; 

•••••••• Deliver,y and Distribution; ••••••• ~ •• A4vertising and 

Sales Promotion; ••••••••••. Others (please speCi~Y) •••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



..) 

G.2 "/hen introducing pricc chonges, what posnible reactions and 
problems both internal and external, does your.Firm take into 
consideration? 

............ " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " .... " " " " ... " .. " " " " " " " . " " .•. " .... " ........ " " ...... 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " .... " ............ " .................................... " ........................ .. 

C.3 Ho;·, does your Firm price the 'Standard' items i·n relation to 
the' competi tors' prices? (above, below or equal .to competitors' 
prices) 

.................... " ............................ " .......................................... .. : ....................... .. 

G.4 .. ~ ................................ " ........ "" ............ " ................ " .................... " .. " 
G.5 If your main competitors reduced their ~rices, WQuld your'Firm 
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..................... Follow the cornpeti tor; •••••••••• R~-examine its costs; 

................................................................................ " " .................... " .............. .. 

G.6 I'/hat 110uld your Firm's reaction be if your competitors raised 
their prices? 

G.7. 

.. " " .......................... " .............. " ........ "" ............................ ",. .. ~ .. " .. " ...... " .. "" .. 
Has your Firm 'Loss Leader Priced' Motor Control.'.Gear in recent 
times? 

•....................•....................................... 
G.8 Has any other product of your Firm been 'Loss Leader Priced' to 

benefit Motor. Control Gear directly or indirectly in recent times? 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i.· ••••• •••••••• 

G.9 How does your Firm come into the market with priges for your . 
'New Products'? (above, belbw or equal to competitors' price~) 

..........•.............•...•.... ~ ....•....•... ~~ ..... ...... . 
G.tO For standard items, what are·the costs of: 

G.t! 

(a) Hanufacturing 

(b) Advertising (and or Sales Promotion) and 

(c) Selling and Distribution 

as percentage of Sales Revenue? 

•••••••• % 
•••••••• % 
.• ; •••.•• % 

Taking Motor Control Gear as a whole, what are the costs of: 

(a) Manufacturing 

. (b) AdvertiSing (and or Sales Promotion) and 

(c) Selling and Distribution 

as percentage of Total Sales Revenue? 

•••••••• % 
•••••••• % 

......... % 
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!'fame of the respondent cocpletinz the Questionnaire: 

.. " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
Official Designation " " "" " " " " " " " "" " " " " " " "" " "" "" " " 

!'fame of Firm •..................•.............. 
Address .........•........................ 

•................................. 
. ~ """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 



DISTRIBUTION (IN U.K.) 

of standard (i.e. catalogue) items or products 

SECTION 'W 

CHANNELS 

M.l 1-lhat are the Channels for Distribution of your ·Product? 
(Please check on the diaeram the channels used by your Firm 
and >Trite across each channel the estimated percentage annual 
sales revenue in U.K.) . 

HANUFACTURER 
r 
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t ....... ~ ..... 1:, ..... /ll <t .... ",0 . (,t-l ~ ~t . " .. ·1;) " .. ·1' 
0 

c1 
.. ·l~ 

l 1 
DISTRIBl1I'OR ·cl 

,\GENT +' 

(takes title to eoods) " .D 

-.r, 1 
. ., 

, H 

I +' 

rOE M ·1 " 0 EM I 
-rl "' A +' 

Large only I 
QJ . . § ..... 
+' 

1 0 " 0 , I "' -
CONTRACTOR I . .1 

~l CONTRACTOR I 

J , (Large only?) I , , 
",!. 'VI 

.. 
USE R S (Large" oriiy? ) 

Comments ............................ " .......................... " ................ " .................. " ... . 

~1.2 Are the chann"els used by the- Finn similar to tjJ.ose generally 
"used by your main competitors? " 

~1.3b 

YES " . 
.. " ...... t NO ...... " .. 

Are you satisfied >Tith the effectiveness of your.present system 
of distribution? .. 

YES .......... r NO .. " ...... 
If NO, what changes would you like to see and why? 

................ " .............................. " ...... " ................. ~ .......... " ............................ .. 
M.4 '·/hat changes do you anticipate in ·the distributiop. system during 

the next 10 to 20 years? 

........ " .................... " ................................................................ "." ................ " 
. . " .. " ................ " ...... " .... " ............................. " ............................ " ................ .. 

M.5 Over the last 10 to 20 years what have been. the principal changes 
in the distribution system used by the industry? 

........ " ................ " ................................................ " ........................ " ......... . 
NOTE: If yoti do n;t make use of DISTRIBl1I'ORS (i:e. ~/hoi~·salers) at all, 

please sdp 'N', 'P', 'Q' &: 'R' and proceed directly to Section'S' • 

.' . 



N.111 Does 
"hnt 
from 

SJ!:CTION 'N ' 

GENERAL on Distributors 

your Firm have a formal 'Statement of Policy' 
it expects .from~ ts Distributors· and >That they 
the Firm? .. 

YES ..... , 

describing 
can expect 

NO ..... 
N. 1 b If YES, please enclose a copy. 

N. 1 c If NO, please comment on the disadvantnges of having such a 
formal statement 

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

N.2 HOl·' many Distributors does your Firm have in U.K •. ? •••• ~ ••••• 

N.3 On "hat basis has your Finn established the areas for 
Distribution? (Please check) , . 

•.•••••• .-. Industry-lrl.se; •••••.•• Geographicall,y.; .......... 
N .4a Do any of your Distributors have Area Franchise?:: 

YES ••• ~ '. ; NO' • •••• 

N.4b If YES, what percentage of Distributors have Area Franchise? 

•• ~: .•••••••••• % 
., . 

N.4c 11hat percentage of your sales is through such Distributors? 

••••.••• .•.•. % 

N.5a Does your Firm set a 'Target Sales' for thedistrlbutors? 

YES ••••• ;'~ .liO •• ~ ••• 

N.5b. If YES, on· what basis is the Target 
. . . . 

set? ••••••••••••••••• 

•..........•............................•................•• 
N.6 wh~t is the system for your ·Distributors to plac~ their orders? 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -••••••• ! •••••••• ~ .•• ••.••••••• 

N~7 Does your Firm have recommende4 ret~l prices for the various 
items? . 

SOlolETIMES· ••••• ; YES •••• ~;. NO ..... 
N.B Is there a minimum value of stock which your Distributor must 

carry? 
YES . . . . . , NO ••••• 

N.9s 'Does your Finn provide technical training '(related to your 
product) to Distributors' Sales Force? ' 

YES ••••.•.. p." NO ...... . 

LilO 



N.9b 

N.l0 

N.ll a 

N.ll b 

N.13 

N.14 

N.15 

N.16 

N.17 

If YES, is it a requirement specified by your Firm? 
" , 

yES .••• ;.; NO ••••• 

Do your Distributors carry other products of yoUr Firm? 

YES ••••• ; NO ••••• 

Does your Firm encourage feed-back information from the 
Distributors? 

, YES . ..... , NO • •••• 

If YES, ~lhat kind of information is encouraged?,' •••••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . 
•..........................•.................•............. 

r/ll 

Does your Firm have literature for Distributors, viz. Catalog~es, 
Price Lists, Technical Literature, Instruction and Sales Manuals, 
Sales Aids etc.? 

YES • •• • e', NO ••••• 

Does your Firm keep the Distributors informed regularly about 
his sales and hO~1 it compares with his potential market for' the 
product? 

YES . · .... , NO ••••• 

Does your Firm maintain communication with the Distributors 
regarding your expected new product' items, your proposed expansion 
of capacity, the market trends, suggestions,for'pushing a 
particular item, mtc.? 

l'/ith the objective to making 
. does your Firm: 

YES ••••• ;' IrO ••••• 

recommendations 'or suggestions . . 

(a) Examine the motivation system used by the distributor 
to his Sales Force? 

YES •.••. ; NO •.••• ' 

(b) Examine the financial terms (viz. credit, etc.) offered 
by the,Distributor to the Customers of your'"product? 

'YES · .... , . NO ••••• 

(c) Examine any other area in the 'control of Distributor 
which may influence. the sales of your product? 

YES · .... , NO ••••• 

Hou does your Firm deal with Distributors ~lho place urgent 
orders? 

......................................•......•.... ' ........• 
'If you also sell directly to tho OEM and/or to, the user, how do 
you avoid or minimise tho conflict which coUld arise betl'leen 
yourself and your 'Distributor? 

•........................•................................. 
•...•.•........•...• ~ .•..•......... ~ ......•...... ~.~ ....... . 



SECTION 'P' 

SELECTION of Distributors 

P.l HOIi does your Finn screen prospective Distributors? 
(Plcase check and mrard marks) 

P.2 

..... 
· .. ~ . 
~ .... 
..... 
• •••• 

On reports and rccommendations from Field Salcs Force 

On information from Trade sources 

On information from Distributor's cus-tomers. 

On results from direct mail solicitations & campaigns 

On information from other sources, vi;>:. Chamber of 
C~erce, Banks, Classified Telephone Directory. 

v/ho does the screening? •....•...•.... ~ ...... , .........•... 
... ~ ........................••.••...........•.......•. ....... 

I/12 

P.3 Does your Firm have a standard form for selection of Distributors? 

YES • ~ • ~ • ; NO ••••• 

P.4 I'/ho is authorised for selecting the Distributors? .......... 
· ........................................................... . 

P.5 "/hat criteria does your Firm use for selection of Distributors? 
(Please check and al'lard marks) 

• •••• · .... 
..... 
· .... 

Finance and. CNdi t~rorthiness; . .... References; 

i oung & Dynamic; 

Growth Prospect; 

. .... l-lell-established; 

Market Coverage; 

Inventory and I'Tarehousing Facilities; _ ...... Size; 

• • • •• Size and Quality of Sal es Force - Sales aIid Technical 

Competence; •• ~ •• Attitude to the products of the' Firm; - - . 
.. .. '. 
· .... 

Management Ability; ; •••• Good Reputation in Locality; 

Area Coverage; ••••• Previous Experience;:. 

••••• Product Lines he carries, viz: 

(-} must (i~ . must 
(Ui .' must 

'be complimentary 
not compete ;rith your product 
be com,n tible ~Ii th yours in.quali ty etc. 

••••• Personal Judeement; ..... (others) ••.. ........•......• 

· ................... ~ ........................ '.' ............. . 
SSCTION 'Q' 

EVAI,UATION of Distributors 

Q.l Ho;r often does your Firm evaluate its Dis~ributors? ••••••••• 

..•.••....•..••..•...... ~~ ..••.•........•....•... ~ .... .....•..• 
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Q.2 l'/ho contributes tOl'lard evaluation? ••••••••••• ! ••••••••••• ' . 

..............•..•.••..•...................... ~ ....... ..... . 
Q.3 Is there a standard form for evaluation? YES . .. . . . , NO ••••• 

Q.4 I'That criteria does your Firm use for evaluation? 
(Please check and award marks) , 

..... Performance measured against his s~les quota. 
11 11 11 11 performance for earlier · .... 

period. . 
,~ " " " other distributors ,and their ..... 

respective s~les potential. 

" " by Home othe'r, s taI\dard, viz. · .... 
•.....•....•...............•...•.•.....•...... ~~ ...... ...... . 
••••• 

••••• 

On j}is performance ~lith other products 

On the basis of information receiVed from other sources, 
viz; Customer re,ports, follow-up Customer' ,Inquiries etc • 

.......................•...................... ~ ....... ..... . 
Q.5 Is your Distributor aliare of the criteria used for evaluatiQn 

of h,is performance? 

...............•..........................••...............• 

SEG.TION I Ri 

I~OTIVATION of Distributors 

R.1 "lhat means does your Firm use to motivate its Distributors? 
(Please check and a~lard marks) , 

R.2a 

..... 

..... 
· .... 
· .... 
..... 
••••• 

Offer better financial terms, discounts on larger and on 
cumulative order; 

Invi te him to visit the Firm and give Red' Carpet welcome; 

Offer technical or 11anagerial Assist,mce or both; 

Threaten to cancel the Distributionship; 

Advertise (or other 'sales promotion) which,'will be of 
direct benefit to the particular Distributor. 

Be fair and prompt in your dealings with him • 

•............••.•..•......•.....•.....•................••... 
, ' 

Has the effec'tiveness of your Motivation been assessed? 

YES .••••• '; NO ••••• 



R.2b If YES, please describe in a few l'Tords ............. ... , ............ -........ .. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

SECTION'S' 

FIIDIS MAH1."ETING ORGANISATION 

S.l a Does your Finn hav.e its Olm Distribution outlets? 

YES .......... ; NO .......... 
S.lb If YES,.~how mllny outlets do you have in U.K.? .............. . 

S.2a Does your Finn make use of '1'!anufactUrer's.Agent's'? 

YES •• ~ .•• ;. NO ••••• 

S.2b If YES, how many such Aeents do you have in the U.K.? .......... 
S.3a Irrespective of your answer to.questionn S.la and S.21l, does 

. your Finn hllve a Field Sales Organisation? 

YES ........... NO .. ...... ·0 
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S.3b If YES, what is the effective streneth of the Field Sales Force? 

•.•..•................... ~ ............................ ..... . 
SEC:TION 'T' 

BEFORE AND AFTER SALES SERVICE 

T.la Is 'Before Sales Service' important for your standard items? 

...................................................... ~ .......................... ... ,- .............................. .. 

T.lb '{ho provides this service? .............................................. ,;, .............. .. 

T.2a· Is 'After Sales Service' important to your standard items? 

.......................................................................................... ............................. 

T.2b Hho provides this service? ............................................................... 

T~3 Froe which sources does the customer obtain Rep~cement Parts? 

.................................................... ..•........................... 

Please drmT a skeleton Organisation Chart for your Distribution 
O,rganisa tion, .indicll ting the aut!1ority, res ponsi bili ty and the 
relationship of the departments and the individuals concerned 
(including collection of accounts from Distributors). 

: 



.'. 

Name of Respondent completing the q~estionnaire 

...................................... 
Official Designation 

Name of Firm 

Address 

......•............•............•.• 
•••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• i ••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II! ••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•..•.............................. 

J 
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Part II 

p;nCll'lG AiiD DISi'HIBUnON OF' INDUS~RIAL PRODUC1'S .. • 



SEC'rION I A I 

PftICING 
00 

• 

" 

Figs. Nos. 1 - 31 are given at the .end of· the Section 

• 

• 
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PRICING 

Price is the money paid by the customer in exchanGe for the value 

received ,·rr.ich is the product itself, and the various factors of value 

nssocia ted 1·ii th it. The factors uhich could be of value to the custom-

er are the ~uality, performance, shape and size of the product, the 

service provided before and after sales, and the financial terms given 

by the manufacturer; also the availability of the product in the 

riGht quantity and at the riGht time and place. 

1·jhere the products are uniform or hom<?genous and there is no 

difference behleen the value-factors aGsooia ted ,d th each one of the 

products concerned, the price asl:ed for by the sellers .in any market 

should, theoretically, be the same for all. It is the difference,. 

apparent or real, in the value-factors associated ,d th the products" 

uhich induces customers to pay different prices asked for by the 

sellers. 

PricinG is a vital function for a firm. Pricing must be such that, 
*. 

in the long rlin, the total revenue earned should cover at least. all 

the costs incurred for the survival of the firm, and should bring in 

profi ts for the (;rOI·,th of the firm. 

A good deal of literature is available on pricing. This liter-

ature could be divided into three main sections. Firstly comes the 

theoretical approach to pricinG, generally found in"the text-books 

of economics. Secondly is the perceptive approach to pricing. The 

-
notable uri ters in this area are Dean, Oxenfeld t, etc. Thirdly, 

there is the actual pricing of manufacturers. Contributions in this 

area have been made by various·bodies or individuals, viz. accountants, 

stu:len ts ,·;orking on their theses, etc., but the major ones have been 

fro!:] sttidies conducted by Brookings Institution, Lanzillotli, 

. * There is no such thing as a long-run pricing decision; prl.cl.ng 
decisions are" a series of short-run decisions taken ~rithin the· 
frame-work of a 'long-run' pricing policy. 
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Backm:m (lnd Hayncs in the U.S .t.. and by Foe; and Barback in Europe. 

(It should be noted here that the studies of Haynes, Fog and Barback 

Here conceI'ned '·li th the manufacture· of consumer products). 

It ,dll be shOl-Tn from the· three approaches to pricinrr, that 

determination of price and pricinG policies is influenced to a greater 

or lesser extent by six factors: the firm's objectiven, demand, 

cost, coopctition and le~islation, social and ethi~~l considerations. 

In the theoretical approach, demand, cost and competition (i.e. 

the type of m"rl<et in ;Thich the firm operates) a·re the ma,jor factors 

l'lhich deterhline price. Firm's objectives,. costs and competition een-

erally appear to be the influencing factors in the actual pricing 

of ~anufacturers; their relative importance depending upon the size 

of the manufacturers. To the larger manufacturers thoir pre-deter-

mined objectives influenced their pricing decisions ~Ihile competition 

aL~ost dictated the priCing decisions of sr.~ller manufacturers. By 

contrast, the perceptive approach to pricing aims at maintaining a 

proper· balance beh;een all the factors ,·,hich influence price. 

In this ~udy , priCing is tackled from a practical point of view; 

a more elaborate defini tion to this study "ould be 'an effective and 

practical (lFproach to pricing by manufacturers of industrial products 

in an oligopolis tic market'. 

An attempt is oade to cover most of the pricing situations ",hich 

arise in practice, such as the different pricing policies and oethods 

OI' pricing ,·;hich h"-ve to be aPl'lied or adopted for different classes 

of products (viz. standard, special, nel-; brands and technologically 

innov(lti'le proc.ucts) at different staees of their life cycles and in 

different l!l2rketing conditions (but still in anoligopoly). 
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Eu::.eric~l examr:1es and diac!'amm:ltic represen.Lvaticns, particularly on the 

applicn tion of opera tionn.l res82.rch techniques for pricing si tun tions 

''Thich involve u::ccrbini ty and riok, a!.'e included to illuctra te s01:le 

of the situations. A brief description of the first four facto!.'s 

i·thich influence price,a:nd the \'lay in Hhich they do this, hns been eiven 

a~ the becin~ing of this chapter. This i: followed by a brief dcs-

cription of the General theory of price in order to focuo attention on 

the objective C!f profit r:!aximisation by the application of the prinei-

pIw of In..1rein,?lism. 

I·jost of the discussion in this study originated in the vie,1S put 

foro-Taro by th~,arious 1<riters mentioned in the bibliography. Although 

, 
studies by Brookings Institution, LD"1l~illotti, etc. gave the l1riter 

considerable insiGht into the aetue.l process of pricing by firms, it 

is not felt necessary to reproduce here a surnnary of their findinGs or 

of tHe vie',TS of individual l1ri ters; hOlieve!.', reference to their find-

ings and comments on their ViOl'TS are made from time to time where this 

is appropriate. 
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FIPJ·;S' OBJECTIVES 

Objectives are the goals or the ends to which 0. firm is striving to 

achieve within a specified period of time; the length of the period 

determines whether the objectives are designated short or long term. These 

objectives ma;j' be. forlJally laid down and will require to be reviewed from 

tilJe to tilJe in order to assess that they are relevant and valid, and are 

being achieved. \'Ihere there are several 'objectives to be achieved, the 

firm has to est<tblish the level and the degrees of priority between them -

in some cases leading to sub-optimisation of some of the objectives. 

Objectives can be classified as main or sub-objectives, i.e. the 

achievc~ent of certain sub-objectives leads to the achievement of a main 

objective. For example, if the main objective o'f 0. firm is growth, the 

pertinent sub-objectives could be diversification of products, enlargening the 

share of a certain market, increasing profits, etc. 

Policies are subordinate to objectives; policies are the guide-lines 

for action to be taken, often in a recurring situation, in order to achieve 

the objectives; policies are not substitutes for the use of discretion. It 

is only when policies become absolutely rigid that actions taken support the 

policies rather than achieve the obj'ectives., Such a situation could be 

illustrated by the following. example: One of the objectives of a department 

in a firm was to reduce costs and the policy was to ban overtime work. The 

department (or the firm) was laying dovm underground cables, and on one 

occasion the job was left uncompleted and exposed for the evening, because of 

the ban on overtime work and despite a warning from the local weather forecast 

office of a heavy shower in the area at night. Tae costs to the fin. due to 

the dSIJage frolJ the rain were conSiderable, for the action of the supervisor 

directing the operations VIas thus in support of a, policy rather than being 

directed to achieVing the objectives. 
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Haximisation of profits is often taken for granted by many people, 

l-:ithin and outside the firm or industry as being the overall objective 

of the firm. Hmlever, this trk'l.y not be quite true; fti.rms do look 

for goals other than profits alone; in the U.S.A, some of the progress

ive firms have declared that their overall objective is to rncximize 

benefi ts to the customers, public, employees and the Cl'mers of the 

firm, in an equitable ~unner. To put it in another Imy, their ob-

jective Kas to maximize the present value of the enterprise. Value 

to the enterprise includes profits and also such'intangible, at least 

in the short term, but nevertheless essential elements as customer 

good>lill, good industrial relations, pre,stiee, etc. 

Profits for the firm have quite valid reasons. No firm can sur-

vive or eTOH unless it operates profitably and the criteria for-a fair 

profit are that it must be, 

1. Adequate, to be able to attract external capital for 

investment in the firm. 

2. Comparable to fi-rms in similar industry or produc.t

mix and subjected to similar risks. 

3: Adequate for self-eenera ted grol'lth of :the firm. 

Profit is one of the measures of management efficiency and effect

iveness and is a rel'lard for innovation or risks taken. 'Attenuation 

of profit objective can lead to;-

1. 'Safety first' attitude, i.e. concentration on minimizing 

risks rather than maximising opport~~ities and, 

2. Over-emphasis on certain functions, viz. Horiananship or sales 

expansion uithout cost/prOfit or other relevant justification. 

On the other hand, over-empp~is on profit IDnximisation could grad

ually divert the attention of everyone concerned \'/i th:ln the organisation' , 

particularly of the top mar~gem~nt to entirely immediate or quick profits, 



by liquidating tte lone-term I'rclfare and proere:;s of the firm, viz. 

cuttine dOlm on research and development projects, neelectinrr to 

~ode~nizc capital plant, etc. ,Ihen a firm makes laree profits by 

exploitine the I'reak bargaining position of its customers, it "rould' 

resul t in the ions of customer good,rill. The employees, in their 

tirrn, may clai~ for a lareer s~are of the~e profits for themselves 

and the vast disparity in the I'rages l'lhich l10uld be created beh/een 

I'Jorkers in different .industries- or fir::..s "Iho "tere using basically 

similar skills I'rould lead to social and economic problelIlS. 

Therefore, it is iI!lper~tive that the fires must look or ai!'!1 at 

goals other than profit-maximisation alone. 

Pricir.g objectives !:lUS t be compatible Hi th the firm's overall . 

objectives. The generally held pricing objectives are*:-

1 • I·iaxir:!isD. tion of profi t. 

2. Profit as, 

a) specified return on cc.pi tal employed, 

b) specific figure, and 

c) specific rate of return on turn-over. 

3. Turn-over as 

a) specific share of market, and 

b) specific figure. 

4. Stabilisation of price and ~argin. 

5. Heeting competition. 

6. Improving liquidity. 

A. firm could and invariably l'!QuId i,ave !:lore than onc pricing 

objective; O!le of l'lhich must be a profit objective or at least a 

See 'P:-icing Goals of T,renty Large Industrial Co~porations' on 
Appendix 11 
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profi t constr[li!1t, for rC.3.s~")ns to be explained later; the pricing 

policies are for,"ula ted to achieve the firm's pricing obje·ctives. 

The L..""ttter are nOH discussed briefly. 

Haxir:is.'l ti on of n:r'ofi t. 

This is the ccono~ist's pricing objective (and is discussed 

under pri~ing theory).. It is achieved by the conscious appliea tion 

of the concept of mrginalism, i.e. the price must be such thnt the 

net addition to the total revenue from the sales of nn additional 

uni t of output equc.ls the net addition to the total cost of pro-

ducing and sel1ine that unit. This is not an easy objective to be 

nimed "t in actunl business situations because of inad<;>qua te !mC1'rledge 

of demand, costs and competition; it is a teohnioally vague objective 

'rhich ,'rould be difficult to be converted into a functional policy 

and it is controversial because profit maximisation, at least in the 

short term, may not be the firm's objective. 

Profi t as a snecific return on caui tal ermloyed for sot::le similar criterion" 

This is'the most co,a,"on and important pricing objective of firms 

studied by Brookings Institution. It involves setting a specific 

target against uhich perforwn.nce.can, be r.!easured. It provides an 

objective means of comparing alternatives of investoent, or other capi

tal ex~enditures for expansion, modification, etc. It provides some 

form of comparison l'ri th other fir',"s in the industry. HC11ever, its 

dra~rbaeks are: 

a) It could crea te' errOneous optimisIil'_during periods qf in-

flation. 

b) It assuoes averaee risk factor thus overlooking the need 

for hig~er ~ate of return in a hieher risk investment or 

vice-versa. 

c) It iI:lplies that both theequi ty capital :!nd the borroucd' 

or loan capital should,brine identical returns, and 
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d) It could place an ovcr-enphasic on the ratio itcelf and 

overlook the fact that c.:lpitul ei:lplo:led Cllil be measured 

in diverse tOlD-ye 1 viz. his torical, current or rcplG..ceraent 

values, mlC:·.~·/ith or ,·/i thout ade'lua te allo\iances for the 

eronio:: of ca pi tal throuGh inflation ar,d the erosion of 

tecllr..oloGY throu:;h obnolesccnce. 

Profit :3.3 a sDecific fip,urc. 

This is a part of the earlier objective and penni ts perfo::=11ce 

to be neasured aGainst the set objectives, but it does not enable or 

require ~ny conpnrison to be wade against the amount of capital required. 

to generate the profit. 

?rofit ~G n s?ccific rate of return or. turn-over. 

Such an objective nay be appropriate for a: retailer, but not as 

a criteria in itself for a manufacturinc.firm. 

Turn-over as a snecific· sh.:'lre of the market. 

This is a very important, pricincr objective for a firm. It indi-

ca tes the firm's cOl:1peti ti ve p08i tion, and over a period of time enables 

porfor=:1ce to be measured against the objective aimed at. J.. long or 

short-terl:1 profit cor..straint l:1ust be' includcd t~ith this objective, be

cause it is possible to increase the share of the Ilk'lrket with an over-

all decrease of profits and tlithout any long-term ac.vanbgos.· In a grOl'rth 

market, or c.uring a:1 inflationary period, a firm's share of the ~~rket 

is a better indication of its corporate health than its specific' return 

on investment. 

Turn-eve:: as a scecific fip.ure. This objective r~s the advantage of 

being able to be meanured ~gaiI".s t perfo::-mance almost continuouoly. 

S ta biliso. tic!!. of Drice nnd Inr.'lrein._:" 

Hie-h prices ofte:! lead to hiGher profits and an increase in 

capacity inva:::'iably throuch·entry of ne'l firms into the indu.stry. The 
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ro::-nlt ,tfJ~c:, n. period of time is excess of cupnljT OVOl' dcmn.l"ld. f 11 1 
"' 0 ,"'IC' 

by lo~·.cr p:::i.CD:'·~, !J(},ucc:~cd. proftt T..'lr5ins and then exi t of Dome firmn" 

f!.'~!1 tl".e jn''':'~;:Jtr.y, i.e. there ~rc i·tide 'swinr~::; in c,'l]Jncity rtnd pr:iccs, 

untl tl-:o cu3t:o:;)cr is f3ced nlternatcly \·d.tl1 r:llO.r:t:lc;C or oV::1'8upply. 

Therefc::-e, this oh.jcctive scrVC3 tuo purposes:-

2.) I: r::ininizcs i·~orry for existine firms in the industry 

by consciously pricins to prevent entry of competition, 

b) It ~:cl!1o to improve the public irn:3.Gc of the firm by 

cl.21.rainr:; trJl!.t it did not make e:':CCS3 profi to eVen llhcn 

tno opportuni ty ',ia3 a'lnilnble. 

f:cctill~ co~~etition. 

This it. an ob,iective \'lhere the firm has no control, nor the 

r;e~n.8 used to nchievc it. Such an objective l'/ould be 3pproprinte for 

small firms which :r_1.~J"e little roan to e}:ercise influence OVer mn.rket 

detcr:1ined prices; it ",ill also have a.pplicD. tion i"lhere the product 

differentic:::. tio:.'l in. 'I i ttle. Any firm can meet price competi'tion, 

at 1e3st te:nporarily, and this provides a deterrent to potential 

i?rice-cutter~ .. 

Ir:mrove licu:'J.i tv 

This is a short-ter:n objective to improve the cash or liquid funds 

of the firm. ,I t is accomplished by price-reductions, price-cub, 

offers of hidder. or prompt payments or other types of, discounts. 
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~ewD.nd. for the product (or services) is the prillk'lry fr!.ctor on 

the o::.:rl(eting sycter.J. for the product. Production, sales proDation, 

distribution and Gelling are planned to nect the forecasted dcznnd. 

J... potential demand is made into a real demund by educating the potential 

ct;.stomcr-s, advertisine, etc. 

There is a close rela tionsr~ip be tt':een demand (i. e ~ derr..:lnded volume) 

for a product and it3 price. In Gcneral, and in the long run*, the -

higher the price the Im'ler is the dC:lund and vice-versa, i.e. a price 

chm1ge 1-'ill cause a clmnge in de=nd in the oppo3i te direction. 

The rela tionshil'G beb'leen ch.?nges in percent~ge price and cor!"cs-

por:dir.g changes in percentage volume are Y...nm'ln as price sensi tivi ties 

or ~lrice el[~stici ties of demand. A product "hosc price change cause3 

n more th~n proportionate change in demand (vol~~) is knovffi as price 

sensitive. 

In economics, this price sensitivity is mea·sured by a dimension-

less quantity knoi'm as thc coefficient of elasticity £ In Fig.1 

Q
l 

r.. 
P1 -+, p 

£ .c.Q P :-<2 ·2 
= ~pxQ , or 

Q1 
+ Q x P

1 
P2 2 

t-lr.cre, in the snaIl change in pricc P, from P
1 

to P
2 

.<:I. Q is the corresponding change in demanded volume Q, from :Q
1 

to Q
2 

~o . e;.P represents the slope of the line, i.e. the slope of 

the denand curve. 

1-!here the demand curve is a ntraieht line. i.e. 

= ConDtant J 

~ In the short run a price change nay cause a change in demand in the 
same direction. 
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~ Hill chc,n,;e continuously because P and Q "Till change; in fact ~ 

"ill have a higher value a't the top end of the curve than at the 

bottom end of the curve. 

A typical demand curvJ for indu::;trial products in a market or 

an industry is given in Fig. 1 , , The demand can be divided into various 

se~ents, the qu:.~ity or prestige products operating in the upper seg-

rncnts and the chcD-per products operatinG in the lOVler seGments. There 

is a general belief that price sensi ti vi ty in· the lo~·[cr seGments is 

greater than in th~ hi(l'her ones. 

The demn.nd cu....-vc for products of a.n individual firm is not 

'necessarily tl18 same us thn. t for the I!'.arkct or the indus try. A typical 

cu~ve for an individual firm is given in Fig.~ Furthermore, the demand 

cu~ve fo~ the fin" is influenced con::;iderably by the channels of distri-

cution ~sed by the firm. ,'There distributors are used, it is (l'enerally 

believed that denand from distributors-is relatively elastic, even 

thouGh dewand frow ultimate custowers is relatively inelastic. There-

fore, it is essential for the firm to have a good idea of the demand 

curve for its products, i.e. the firm must knoH the price sensitivity 

to demand of its products. 

Industrial products are bought in order to produce other products. 

They are said to have a derived der.~nd because buyers of industrial 

products base their purchasing decisions prima~ily on the economic con-

ditions of the market uhich affect the end products to be manufactured. 

Therefore, it can be, said that 'demand for industrial products is price-

in.sensiti:re, but sencitive to change in the level of economic activity'. 

During a depression period there i'Till be limi ted effect on demand by 

means of price reductions; on the other hand, in l)roSperolls times, it 

* Reprod~ced fro~ Fog. 

The a~ea unde~ the demand ·curve represents the total revenue 

i'or the specific price-volume relationship. ,In fig.2, the total 

revenue curves are drawn >Ihere deoand is elastic (~) 1 ) , , unit 
elasticity tt =1) and inelastic (£<1). 
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is :c<?ciblc. to rai~e prices ui thout n.ffcctin[~ 'dcm2.Ild. 

Dec~nd fer industrial products depends upon the needs of the 

Cllztor:;cr n.nd the economic pO~'ler he \·;ields. The custo~er is rcpresent-

cd bj~ his industrial buyer; he is trRincd, experienced, a.nd han knm·:-

ledee Ol the products and their value or role in his o,m products. 

he is keen to control the costs of his o\'/n erid products, hence he .is 

cor.scious of "rice Ilnd other factors of value ~rhich co Hi th the product 

he h:?s to buy. If he is onc of the fm'l buyers .:j..n the industry and 

rellresents a larce buying unit or a laree firm then he 'fields erea t 

econcoic p01';er over the seller, and can almos t d~cta te the price of 

products he buys - because he may have the altern?tive choice of canu- _ 

factuing them himself. 

Consider the demand curve in Fie. 4 

the corresponding volume demanded are Q), Q2 and Q
3 

respectively. 

If the firm sold volume Q
l 

at price Pl its total revenue Hill be 

?l x Q
l 

and represented by the area eiven by the rectangle P1D1Ql0. 

Similarly, if the manufacturer sold all his volume (or output) Q
3 

at price P
3 

his total revenue Hill bEl P3 x Q
3 

and represented by area 

P
3 

D
3

, Q30. NOl<, inugine the mailufacturer selects his customers \-,ho 

are prepared to pay prices Pl' P2 and P3 a.'1d sells t,lem -the quantity 

they 1-Iould buy for those prices, -then the total output of Q
3 

will be 

sold in lots of Ql' (Q2- Ql) and (Q3 - Q2) at prices P1 , P2 and P
3 

respectively. Then his total _revenue ,rill be be total shaded area 

under the curve, "Thich, it '-Till be noted, is greater tha!;. if' the total 

quahtity of Q
3 

,-rere sold at price !'3. This is the rationale behind 

the market see;rnenta tion and price discrimina tion \'Tl-lich "Till be discussed 

later. By seementing the Ir.arkct into inf'ini tesimal steps (a practical 

impo"sibili ty) the total rcvem:.e :-;ill be the total area under - the cu..-ve--. 

", .-

c. 
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Demand cnn be increascd ,ii thout affectinc; price or price cnn be 

increc.sed \';ithout affectinG deli19.nd or both can be increased simul

t1!neou31y by provirline creater value factors \'Iith the product; they 

can also be increFlsed b:.· communica tine more clearly to the cuo toner 

the inherent or exis:ing value factors. These t',IO proce::ses are 

COITI.:-:lonly knoHfl as product differentiation and advertising (l'lhich 

is part of Sales Promotion) respectively and are important areas 

of t::.e firI!l' Z competi ti ve s tra tegy. 

Cross-elas tici ty of dec'lnd 

The discussion has, 30 far, been confined to one product. HoVl-

ever, demnd for one product ·is influenced by price changes for al tern

ative or substitute products from either the same manufacturer or a' 

competi tor, and depending further on "hether they are good or poor sub-

stitutes. For example, copper and aluminium are strong competitors 

in the electrical industry but not say in aircraft or in boat-building 

industries. (Uith the former, steel and 1-lith the latter, fibre-glass 

compete 11i th aluminium). Therefore, an increase in .the price of 

aluminium I'Iill induce its marGinal users to change to copper _ in the 

electric1).l industry but not in the other tVlO· industries, and so de-

.mand for copper in the electrical industry Vlill increase. The cross-

elasticity of de~nd is defined as the ratio of relative change in 

the quantity of the product (say x) and the relative change in the 

price of substitute product (say y). Firms sometimes 101'ler the 

prices of their products in order to gain entry into ne" fields and 

ne;-I markets and thus 1-riden the use of the product. 

Complenen tary demand 

This io said to exist \'Then D. change in dertand for one product 

causes a corresponding clunge or a similar change to demand for another 

or feUm: products. Complementary de:nnnd arine3 not only becnuse 
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of ft;nctional or tec:micul rel:::.tionships betl"een the products concerned 

but also because of value-factors in.one of the products, viz.quality, 

perfor~nce, reliability, etc. Loss leader pricinG is an excellent· 

exa~ple of application in practice of complementary demand. \'ihen the 

firms mnufacture a nOli product or even a ne" brand, ·one of the criteria 

used is l;hether, and by ho~, much, it ,·,ill benefit the ~,hole product line; 

similnr criteria must be applied Nhen the product is planned for deletion. 
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COf·2ETITION 

In an olieopolistic market ("hich is discussed under Pricing 

TheorJ, page 40) competition is a factor of considerable importance 

in pricing. ':lhen competition is strong, profit margins can become 

very thin, even if the general economic conditions are favoUrable for 

busincns. 

Firms involved in a particular industry or operating in a particular 

market !:lUS t take competition into consideration lihen setting prices for 

their products or preferably "hen formulating their price programl!'.es. 

For the pricing of standard products, competition is a useful guide; 

if the firm prices are '·Iell above competitors' prices Vii thout offering 

any additional value factors "i th the product, it is likely to lose 

volume and may even price its product out of the market. On the 

other hand, if it prices 'Iell belO'iI the prices of its competitors, it 

may lose on the profit side (depending upon price-volume and volume

cost relationships)" besides facing the threat of price retaliation 

from its competitors. 

In some. ins tances, pricing policies are s pecifi cally geared to take· 

competition into account. Such policies are: 

1. 'Skimming the market', 1. e •. make your 'Ihack as fast as you 

can and before competition 'comes into the market, . and 

2. 'Penetration into the market', i.e. grab the lareest share 

of the market and try to keep the competition out. 

Other competi tion-oriented pricing policies are to fol101'1 the price 

leader, to meet competitors' prices by pricing above, beloH or equal: to 

their prices, and freight equalization pricing (in geographical price 

poliCy) • 

AccordiIl{j to Fog, many small firms do not undertake any form of 

price calculations, but just set .their prices on the bases of their 

larger competitors' prices. Evidence of such· practices '·:ere also· found 
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by L:ln::illotti nnd by Haynes. Even larGe firills, includi~1 ginnts in 

their respective industries admitted that the prices calculated or 

ini tially set, often 1"Tent haYi'fire once the product Has on the market 
\ 

f:lcing severe cOlllpeti tion, and th.:lt, eventually, it ,'ms competition' 

t~t practically dictated the price. (Ralph Cordinier of General 

U.S.A., has stated that 'the price is completely subject to 

, the force of com,etition in the market place and the value the custom-

er believes he is receiving). 

Competition may arise not only from firms making'similar products 

but also from firms making substitute or'alternative products. For 

instance, ",hen a manufacturer 'introduces a ne',' product ~,hich provides 

a major technological innovation on the market, the immediate reaction 

from competitors may be to ret,aliate by reducing pri.ces or by incrcas-

ing the value-factors of existing substitute products. 

One of the major pricing objectives is to retain or enlargcn the 

share of the r.'",rket and this may be achieved by a reduction of prices, 

by heavy sales promotion and even by price-cutting, "lith the consequent 

reduction in immediate profits this ,entails. 

In general, ho;;ever, firI:1'!l avoid price-cutting ''Ihich could, lead to 

price ,'",rs, as far as possible; it is one thing for a firm to ~Tin com-

petitors' customers by superior salesmanship or other marketing strntegy; 

it is entirely a different thing to "in compet:j. tors' 'customers by offer-

ing price-cuts; also, simple, 'straightfoTITard price reduction is one 

strategy ~·jhich every manufacturer or a firm can meet, at least I in the 

short run. A marketing stratee'J of existing firms in the indus'try to 

prevent entry of potential competitors, is to delibe:'ately keep their 

profi ts 10;; by I:1eans of 10'"er prices. The importnnt criteria for 

entry of potcntial competitors into an industry or a market arc the 

grOl'lth potential of the ciarket, 'or the industry, the expected profits, 

the substitute products available, the state of existing competition and 

the addition" 1 resources required by potenti.al competi tors for producing 
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and for developinc the ITl<"lrkets ~ 

BeC.?l:.se of the significance of competition ove;r the actual price 

of the Tlrodl.lct in the market,. it is important that every firn develops 

a system of compcti ti ve intelligence". This 1<ill enable the individual 

firm to be prepared to som~ extent, for any acti~ns l:lhieh its competitors' 

~ay ta..l(e regarding pricing and other marketing ztra tegies. Laree firms 

coule have a more sophisticated system, viz. application of games 

theory, reaction curves, Bayesian decision-making theory, etc. 

*See 'Developing a System of Competitive Intelligence' by· 

A. T. Safford, Jr., AHA No.66. 
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COSTS 

Costs arc the eX!1enses incurred by the manufacturer .to manufacture 

products [lnd to deliver thci:l to distributors or custorr.ers. Included 

'.L.' .L.'.l.'h ,7 t f . ~ I . ~ (. . + I 1.!1 lor.ese cos ... s ~s ..... 9 t'/ear an ..... e·3.r O. capl ... a equlpmenv 1.e. capl ... a 

erosion), rents, rn tes, the interest on borro:·:ed capi tul , expenditure 

for rese(trch and development, advertising and sales promotion, proerams 

on e::uployee \':elfnre and public relt"l tions, and the salaries of adminis-

trative and other staff. 

Costs are, to some extent, under the control'of the manufacturer; 

it should be his nin to minimize them. 

In the lone run, all costs are variable, but in the short run, costs 

can be classified into tlfO categories, fixed and variable. A third 

concept of costs is the opportunity costs; this should be ~~e real 

cri terion in cos~in£ and is discussed elsmThere. 

Vari~ble costs, in the strictest sense, are those costs 1'lhich 

vary in direct proportion to the degree"" of acti vi ty to l"rhich they are 

allocated; if the activi ty is halved, than tlw"variable costs ,Till be 

halved. If the acti vi ty is discontinued than there ,·rill be no v~"riable 

costs. Such costs as" labour"," material, "po>Ter, commission on salcs·, etc. 

come into this category. 

?ixed cost.s are those costs .. ~·hich are incurred during D. certain 

period of time i!1 ru....,ning a business but not through manufacturing [!.nd 

selling a product. The costs "are unaffected, theoretically, by the 

degree of activity of the manufacturer. Fixed costs can' be cl.::.ssified:' 

* There ruay be .. some difficulty in clazsif.ying labour as n variable cost 

-,There firms are reluctant to part uith their enployecs "ho are not fully 

occupied in a slackperiod; tt,e reasons may be because the firms "ant 

to :'etain them for thei:e special skills, or because of implications of 

redUl1dancy payments, or as a nitter of policy to maintain eood labour 

and public :'elations. 
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o.S COl"!St2nt costs C'.l1U !?ror,rarru:1Cd coste. 

ConstU!1t costa urc, as the name implies, those cozts ,..!hich cemcrally 

rCi:"I'lir~ co::::; t:-.n t, viz. saIn-rie::; J rent J rates, doprccia tion, cte" 

P!"obral7'z.ed costs arise becallsc of mo.nac-err:ent decision::; or bec,1,uGc of the 

require:,"lcntz of ·the actiYity concerned; if th0se costs are related to 

the lor.g-tcrm proeress of the firm, ns a \·lhole,-c,'cnere.l research and dc

velo~men-:, employee l·;elfo.re, public relatione and. iJTI.aec, etc.-then 

tilCY c.re c311ed e;enero.l progra,,","ed costs; On the other hand, if the 

costs Ilre concerned ""ith "tho.t particular activi ty - toolinG. teGt rig, 

spec:'ficrrlly directed dcvelo:p::nent, e.dvertisinlS,· etc. for that activity, 

t}1cn they are c2.11ed specific proGrarr2ed costs a.nd arc allocated to t'hat 

activi ty. Hevertheless, it '"rill be n6ted that these costs are not 

r-roportionate to the deGree of activity. It '"Till also be noted tlla t 

some of the fixed costs ,";ould have been incurred before production had 

started; these are kno.~ as sunk costs, because they cannot be undone, 

uhile some of the prograrm;,ed costs are (to an extent) revocable and 

,";ould not affect the subsequent degree of "acti vi ty. It could be said, 

therefore, that fixed costs help the oc.naceroent to decide ,-;hether to stay 

in a pc.rticulc.r business/c.ctivi ty or ,-;hether to add a nel"l line or l"lhether 

to go into another business. 

Some" costs fall in the cateeory of semi-fixed," ser.ti-variable costs; 

they are not proportional to the deGree of activity but move in syt:lpathy 

;''''ith the activity. 

10fhere the manufacturer has only one product, there is little problem 

regarding allocation of fixed costs. But almos tall r.lUl;.ufacturcrs make 

I:!ore t~:an one T-'roduct, i.e. the~r have a :product line, many hnvc a range 

of products and product lines and sooo ~~nufn9turcrs nre diversified. 

I t is in these situations tl'.a t e;-:tre!:le difficulty arises in alloca tine 

the constant costs a.nd the general pro;;rarrlL'led costs to the proci.ucts and 

product lines im"olved. 
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The trcditional method of allocating fixed' costs to a product 

!~S been to ctarse this cost, often .~~bitrarily, or on an empirical 

oasis, sucl) as a certain percentaGe cos~, to some factors of production. 

Eot infrequently, this nethod of allocation, l,thich miaht have been 

e.cceptahlc or uorkable "hen it 1-1US introduced, continues in its applic-

e.tion after tl:e instollation of nel; plant; or after the introduction of 

::8;; tec;-Jliques of production and changes in labour rates, ma terial costs .. • 
a:w. Qut:out, that is after it has ceased to bc valid • 

• 
T:,,,,,,efore, in a multi-product firm, a fig,;.re "hich is stipulated 

l!8 the total unit conts (varinblc plus fixed plus semi-variable costs) 

of a prod uc t should be accepted at IDOS t as a guide and seldom as a s to. te-

::l8nt of fact. "'hile the ",aria ble costs of a product can be deterioined 

,,:i th a "easonable degree of accuracy*, the share of the fixed costs 

allocated to the product can seldo," be determincd uith 11 reasonable 

deGree of ~ccuracy. 

:'Iithin ~ certain range of producti0Il:, variable costs arc constant. 

3eyond this range, l;hich in some industries is regarded as beyond 85% 

of the plant I s full production capacity, variable cos ts increas'e due to 

oyertinw' payw::nt for .lc~bour, that is to a drop in performance, to "rastnce 

of material, etc. and sub-optimisation of so~e factorc of production. 

:hth an increase in dC::1and and the consequeat increase in production, 
I , 

the si tua tion arises 1":1ere more pla'nt', more sIXlce, more supervision and 

ancilliary services a=e required. Often production capacity can be 

incre"sed only in m1>l tiple ste!,s rather than gradually. ' The fixed costs 

* In some industries, the cost of input material of a ,by-product is • 

difficult to estimate. 
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jump rat!-icr t:lr=.n ::,i~'e c;r~dually. and theoc co:;t~ ::re irN2.riubly irrevorGible·~:·. 

'i'he an;olica tion of ne'" tec!:noloeical dcvelop:nents in the ll\9,l1ufacturinr; pro-

CCS3CS leads to an increase in junp costs \·rhich in turn reduce vc.rin.ble 

costs :p3r urlit of output beco.usc of improved, morc effective utilization 

of nan-!l0·,ier. ROi·;ever, the differe!lce in the ~umll costs uhere only the 

p~Odl:.ction co.paci ty is incrc:lsed and the jump costs ,·:here the '-1;101e mnu-

fucturinr: proccs7:CS are Dodcrnized (commonly lrn01'rn as cn~}i tG.l intensified)' 

p08sibl:,' 2..1ong l;;i th [1:1. increns"c in Tlroduction capacity, is that in tr.e 

forr::er, the vnri.s.ble costs T-·er urdt oay remain unaltered; \-lhile in the 

latter ti".tey are invariably Im'lered, so that 1'Tith n hiCh !'E:.te of output, 

there is a reduction in the total cost per unit. 

iolinor codifications or ir.:provements to the product invariably affect 

variable costs only. The addition of nelf features mieht affe9t not 

only variable 'costs, but also fixed costs, i.e. the specific prograomcd 

costs. 

Consider a firw XYZ ~li th a rp.nge of products, one of ~lhich is 'Beta'. 

The sales volume of Beta is 100,000 units and the statement of account 

is given belm;. 

DescriDtion. 

1. Ha terials and Parts 

2. Direct Labour 

3. Factory Overhead 

4. Total Factory Cost 

5. Apportioned S·elling, 
Ge!1eral a.nd Adminis
tration Expenses 

6. Tot21 Cost 

Tota.l Cost Cost TJnit 
(a:) f' 

~ 

550,000 5.5 

400,000 4.0 

400,000 4.0 

1,350,000 13.5 

450,000 4.5 

1,800,000 18.0 

... It oust be e::lpha:Jized that the actual cost of increasin[; plant 

capacity or of moderniz~tion ,of plc..nt is the intercnt on borrm·red 

CD-pi tal fo!'" capital expend i ture, and tho adequate allcn;ancc for 

erosion of Ca pi tal due to infl ... ,tion, fair Hear and tear, and obsolescence. 
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;.8 SllZe the. t : 

1. :2nctory overhcnd includes, 

a) Test Rig costing .£: 50,000 

b) Tooling costing £. 50,000 

2. SellinC;, Generul a..'1d Adminis tro. tion expenses i!l.clude 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

SellinG Con~issicn on 'Beta' 

Ad vcrtisine 'Beta I . 

Long-tor!:! R G:. D of XYZ 

l;'dvertising xrZ I s image 

£ 50,000 

.£ 50,000 

£100,000 

£ 50,000 

The!: t~e previous stute!:".ent 0:;'''' account ·cun be prccented as shOiin. 

1. Hu teriuls 

2. Labour 

3. Selling Cow~ss
ion 

4. Toto.l V~rin.ble 
costs 

J. Tooling 

6. Tect RiC 

7. Adv8!'tisinrr 

8. Sp<?cifio Pro
grz.IT.::2cd Cos ts 

9. Lor.c Term R .,: D 

iO. LOE5 Term Adver
tisiY!P,' 

11. Ge~ernl Prograrr~ed 
CO'Jts 

12. Fnctory- 2xpenses 

13. Adr:lil":.is tra ti"on, e~c. 
EXTIc!1ses 

14. Total Constant 
Costs 

Totc21 Cost 
(£) 

550,000 

400,000 

50,000 

1,000,000 

50,000 

50,000 

50,000 

150,000 

100,000 

50,000 

150,000 

300,000 

200,000 

500,000 

Cost Unit 
(£) 
5.5 

4.0 

10.0 
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Therefore:-

Total Variable Costs are £1,000,000 or £lQ per unit 

Total Fixed Costs are (costs of items 8, 11 and 4) 

= (£i50,000 + £150,000 + £500,000) = £800,000 

It should be noted that costs attributed to items 9, 10, 12 and 

13 are apportioned or allocated costs. These costs would remain un-

affected, at least in the short-run, if the product Beta was deleted by 

the firm. On the other hand, specific progrru.nmed",costs (items 5,6 and 

7) would not arise, if the firm decided not to manufacture Beta. 

NOli consider that the units involved were BO,OOO and 120,000. 

The specific programmed costs will remain unaltered if there is no in-

crease or decrease in tooling on other costs. From the definition, 

the rest of the fixed costs ~ill remain unaltered. Therefore, change 

in the number of units produced and sold only affects the variable 

costs, and since variable costs are proportional to the degree of' 

activity, the total variable costs in each one of the two cases 

will be £800,000 and £1,200,000; the variable (total) cost 'per unit 

remaining unchanged. The situa tipn , on the cost position for 

each one ,of the three cases will be as sh01m:-

lloo'of Units Variable Cost Total Variable Total Fixed Average Total 
of Beta per Unit (£) Costs (£) Costs (£) Cost fer 

Unit £) 

80,000 10 BOO, 000 BOO, 000 20 

100,000 10 1,000,000 BOO, 000 18 

120,000 10 1,200,000 BOO, 000 16.67 

It will be noted from the above example that the average total 

cost per unit is related to the total number of units of Beta involved. 

Costing methods are generally classified as full costing ,and 

marginal costing. 
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Full Cos ti!lCC. 

In this ::lcthod, each product - like product Beta in the previous 

exa::-.ple - is allocated its full share of the con3tant e.nd general pro-

granned costs. These costs, together ~Ii th specific programmed costs 

and the total variable costs, make the .total costs foI' tne product. 

Uitilin liwi ts, the averaee total cost per unit changes in the opposite 

direction to char-ges in volume. It is essenti·al to note that averaee' 

total cost per unit all-myo refers to a specific volume. 

Harcina' (Ol~ Variable) Costinl!'. 

!'~rginal cost is the change in cost for a unit change in volume 

produced and sold. l"iithin a broad band of volume involved, often 

adequate for a firo's plan of activity for a period of time, marginal 

costs per unit rerr:ain cpnstant, i.e. the:! are the variable costs* per 

uni t. Furthermore, these costs do not include the arbitrarily 

appo:,.'·tioncd constant and pro[;rar,,11!ieq. ,costs, i. e. the costs Hhich vloulc. 

re:lain unaffected irrespective. of the changes in the degree of activity. 

This is the advantage of tl1is method of ·pricing, \rhich t'Till be discussed 

later; it focusses attention on those cost elements ·~Thich are· directly 

affected by the changes in volume. 

"!here costs connti tute a factor in the pricing of a product, there 

are three points "Thich should bo· 

1. A firo must Imou the cost behaviour for its individual 

products, or at least its product 'lines, in order· to 

deduce or arrive at the volume-cost· relationship, i~e. 

the relationship betl·re.en various volumes and the unit 

total or full costs ;'t each one of the' volumes considered. 

This is particularly important >Then planning expansion of 

snles by means of price reductions. 

* !·7arginc.l costs are not al"lays v:lriable. r·'!arginal costs Hill in-
clude 'jump costs', Hhere the change in output involves extension 
of production capacity, ~tc. 
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2. Eost m.::1ltl.:;eu:ent decisions are taken to achicve 

results for the future. Therefore, the costs to 

be taken into account should be those \'rhich \'rould 

be in~urrecl. for that future period, and 

3. IIhere specific pl'o;;ra=ed costs are recovered during 

the early life cycle of the product, the subsequent total 

unit cost of the product I'rill be reduced. 

., 

" 

Curves for fixed and variable costs, and total costs are shown . 

on Figs. 5, 5a, 6, 6a, 7, 7a, 8, 8a. 

Opnortunity Cost: The use of any resource in a particular way 

deprives it from being used in alternative ways. The outcome 

which ~rould have been achieved by the resource, had it been used 

in th~ best al terns t i ve way is the opportunity cost. 

" 

• 



PRICIlIG HT Th~ORY 

Pricing is an important part of oicro-econooic theory. It is 

concerned 1'1ith supply and demand for a product and the structure of 

markets ~1ithin ~1hich the buyers and sellers are involved. The theory 

takes for granted that the primary objective of pricing is to maximise 

total profits, even in the short-run; this is achieved through the 

application of the principle of marginalism; , 

Perhaps the most important contribution the theory has made to the 

businessman 1'1hen pricing his products in the actual market is in the use 

of the elasticity of demand, i.e. the percentage change in demand for a 

percentage change in price. 

It is proposed to discuss here - very briefly - supply and demand ' 

for a product, the principle of marginalism and the 'three important types 

of market structures, competiti~ monopolisitt and oligopolistic. 
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Sunplv a~d Demand 

Price is the factor which in stable conditions equals supply to the 

de~nd for the product. The higher the price the greater would be the 

supply. A typical supply curve, given in Fig •. 9 sho;IS the relationship 

between the various prices and the corresponding quantities supplied. 

The cost of producing and selling a product is a major determinant 

of the quantity supplied by the firm or the industry. Any change in 

the factors of production and selling 1ihich affect costs >lill cause a 

shift in the supply curve; a change "hich reduces the unit costs of 

production, thereby increasing productivity, will cause a d01;mmrds shift 

to the supply curve and vice-versa (Fig.lO). 

Supply curves have positive slopes, because an increase in.prices will 

induce the supplier to incre~se quantities supplied (unless the product 

is a fixed quantity), the factors remaining unchanged. 

The price of the product will also influence its demand. The 

higher the price, the lower is the demand and vice-versa (Fig.l ). 

Other factors which inluence the demand for the product are:-

1. Change in prices of substitute or complementary products. 

2. Change in tastes, preferences and habits of the buyers. 

3. The buying pOl·/er or the general economic conditions. 

4. Expected trends in tastes, prices, etc. and 

5. Better communication .to the buyers, services, etc. 

All these factors, individually or collectively, can cause shifts in .the 

demand curve, illustrated in Fig.ll. 



The demand curve sh01-m in Fig.1 has· a negative slope, i.e. 

increase in price causes a decrease in demand. This is explained by 

the concept of marginal utility. 

Ha!'ginal utility simply menas that the preciding unit of the product 

is worth more to the customer tr~n the succeeding one, and that the 

customer pays only as much as the last unit that is worth to him. 

Utili ty (or contribution t01'lards welfare) lllust not be confused with 

economic value. For instance, water and air C9ntributemuch towards 

I,elfare, but their .economic value may be very little. Furthermore, 

total utility of the product does not determine its price or its demand. 

Only the relative marginal utility, the relativ~ scarcity and the costs 

of the last unit of the .product determine, from the· sellers point o~ vie~l, 

its price. \'There several products, viz. x, y, z etc. are involved, 

the maximum economic value or the minimum cost is achieved. 

Harcinal product of x 
price of x 

= ~!arginal Product of y = 
. price of y 

}!arginal nroduct of 
'price of 

Supply and demand curves are shown diagranimatically on Fig. 12. 

The point of intersection of the ~;o curves represent the price and the 

quantity I<hich the buyers are prepared to buy and the sellers are pre-

pared to sell, i.e. it is the equilibrium price. Any changes in demand or 

in supply which"10uld cause a shift in these curves, will lead to a new 

equilibrium price, and a nel'/ equilibrium level of sales: The move being 

in the same direction as the change in demand and in the opposite direction 

as the change in supply. 
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The Princi nle of Harrinalism , 

Before dicussing the principle of ~r~naliBm; it will' be helpful 

to define some of the terms involved. 

1. Total cost is the, sum of all the 'costs incurred in producing 

and selling a specific output. Total cost can be sub-

divided into fixed and variable costs. 

2. Average Cost (denoted by AC) is 'the total cost divided 

by the respective total output.' 'It is the tota1 cost 

per unit at a specific output. 

3. Average variable' cost' (denoted by AVC) ,is the total variable 

cost divided by the total output. 

4. Harrinal cost (denoted by HC) is the net change in the 

total cost for an unit ,change in output at that specific 

output. It is the difference in cost between two adjacent 

outputs, divided by the difference in the units of these 

adjacent outputs. 

5. Average Revenue (denoted by AR) is the 'total revenue divided., 

by the respective total output." 

: .~ . 

6. Harrinal Revenue*(denoted by MR) is the net change in the 

total revenue for an unit change in the output at that specific 

output. It is the difference in the. revenues between two 

adjacent outputs, divided 'by the difference in the units 

of these adjacent outputs. 

Consider the hypothetical firm whose costs and ,the 'corresponding 

volume of output are given in Table 1 and illustrateddiagrainatically'1n:.Fig,13 

* Harginal Revenue is positive when demand is elastic'and negative when 
demand is inelastic. For an individual firm, ~Iarginal Revenue is less 
than price, except under conditions of perfec't competition, where 
loiarginal Revenue equals price. 
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Table I 

Output Total Costs Averdge Total l~!lrginal 

(units) .. (£) Cos';; .. per Unit· Cost/per Unit 

40 300 7.5 6.5 
50 365 7.3 7.0 
60 435 7.2 7.5 
70 510 7.3 . 8.0 
80 590 7.4 8.5 
90 675 7.5 . 

9.0 
100 765 7.6 .. 

9.5 
110 860 7.8 10.0 
120 9bO 8.0 

Table II 

Output Total Revenue Total Costs Harginal. ··Harginal Total Profit 

Cost/Unit Revenue 
(=Price) 

. (£). 

'::40 360 300 . 6.5 9.0 60 

:':50 450 365 7.0 9.0 85 

60 540 435 7.5 9.0 105 

70 630 510 8.0 9.0 120 

80 720 590 8.5 9.0 130 

90 810 675 
~ ~ 

135 

100 900 765 9.5 9.0 135 

110 990 860· 10.0 9.0 130 

120 1,080 960 120· 

The profit is maximized when the quantity (i.e. output) is 

such that the l~rginal Cost of producing the last unit of output is 

equal to the Harginal Revenue derived from the sale of that unit of output, 

In Table Il,: the }!arginsl Cost equals 11a.rginal Revenue when the output. . . . 

is:;equal to 90 units; the profit is £135. which is a maximum. 

• 
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It l/i11 be noted that the !Illl.rginai cost curve tends to be V-shaped 

and rises sharply as output increases. This sharp rise is because the 

cost fo110,iS the law of diminishing returns. 

The average cost curve decreases so long as the marginal costs are 

less than the average .cost for the corresponding volume of output, and 
• 

the average costs are a minimum where the marginal cost curve cuts the 

• 
average cost curve, i.e. average costs = marginal costs. 

" 

The point· of intersection between the marginal cost curve and the aver-

age cost curve is known as the firm's break-even point of long-run, 

non-profit competitive equilibrium; 

The l-iarginal cost curve intersects the average variable,cost curve 

at the latter's lowest point. This is the shut-down point for the firm -

a price belo~t this level would induce the firm to produce zero output 

because by going into production it would incur costs over and above· the 

fixed costs. CAS a short-term expediency, the firm may go into production 

even at this price~ 

1101< consider that the. firm is in a competitive market (to be ex

plained later) and the price per 'unit 'is £ 9 • 

Table 11 is compiled giving marginal revenues and nett profits for 

the firm at each level of output. The' curves of Average (AC), marginal 

(HC) and average variable' costs (AVC) and the average (AR), IIlllrginal 

(J.i:() Revenues (which in these cases is price) are shown d:i:agi'amstic~lly, in' ,', 

Fig. 14. 

From Table 1I it will be seen that the firm makes a maximum ~otal 

profit at the level of ou.tput where the marginal'cost'equals !Illl.rginal 

revenue, or where the rising part of,marginai cost curve intersects the 

marginal revenue curve. In other words, a firm goes on increas,ing, the 

• 
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output from a fixed plant, until the marginal revenue Ifhich, in this case 

is price, is equal to its marginal costs,because ruad its output been 

lo'·;er than this level, then every additional unH of output sold brings 

it a net revenue which is greater than the net cost of producing and sell-

ing that unit. This is the principle of marginalism, the profit for 

the firm is maximised (or the loss to be incurred is minimised) when, 

,·,i th a given fixed plant, the output is such that marginal cost of pro-

ducing the last unit of output just equals the marginal r~venue from 

the sale of that unit. 

The above concept can be illustrated algebraically anddiagriJ,maii.cally. 

Alp,ebrnic cxnresnion (in a competitive market) . 

,/hen the output rises by4 Q, profits rise by, 

p ~ Q - [C(Q + a Q) - C(Q)] 

uhere C(Q) is the cost of producing Q 

A Q is the small change in Q 

P is the price 

If profits are at a maximum, there will be neither an increase nor 

a decrease in the profits >Tith a small change in.outputl:iQ, and the 

ex~ression will equal to zero. 

Therefore, P 
_ [C(Q +AQ) - CQJ 
- Ll Q 

and the expression on the R.R.S. is the marginal cost.· 

Diagra:ilitic~ illustration*(in a competitive market) 

Consider a quantity Q in Fig. 14 
x The nett total profit at 

quanity Q is the area OQ BEoless area·OQ CD; the nett total' profit is . x x x 

represented by area C D P B., 
o The output for maximum profit is Qp' 'fhere 

NC = HR and the profit rectangle: Kt R P o has the ·maximum area. If 

the firm increased its production to Q1' then for the. added output of 

* Can also be illustrated graphically. 

• 
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(Ql - QO) it would incur more additio~l costs than additional revenue, 

and this difference is represented by the triangleRST. On the other 

lk'md, if the firm curtailed its .output to Q2' then because of the re

duced output of (QO' - Q2)' it 110uld lose the opportunity of making 

the additional profit represented by the triangle rum. 

In a competitive market the marginal cost curve becomes the firm's 

supply curve. For various market prices, each individual firm must supply 

'specific' quantities represented by their supply curves, :i,J;J. order to 

maximise profits. The sum total of the supply curves from all the 

fir!:ls in' the indus try consti tutes the industry '.s supply curve. The 

industry then operates at maximum efficiency since marginal co'sts of all 

firi:ls are equal, and production 11i thin the industry is distributed in an 

optirr.um manner. There cannot be. any further improvement, i.e. a de-

crease in costs by a shift of the factors of production from one firm 

to another. 

It \-Ias observed in Fig. 14 that the marginal costs were greater 

than tee average costs at the level of output for maXimising profit. 

This "as because the firm increased its output beyond the point of 

optioum level of production (Le. beyond the point ~There the average 

costs are a minimum) because of the price attraction. When such a 

situation persists, i.e. when the demand is greater than the optimum. 

output from existing capacity of the firms within the industry, 

production capacity can be increased by two ways:-

1) Neli firms attracted by prospective profits will enter the 

industry 

2) The existing firms will increase their plant size. 

The second case leads to situations which are worthy of 

further discussion. 
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Consider fig. 14. 

The opti"'u." level of prod'uction is Q, i.e. where average 'coot per unit 

is a '.1inir.lUm (HC=AC). But because of profit attraction, thc actual output 

is Qo 1':here HC = j';R = Price, and averaGc cost greater than the lowest which 

corresponds to output Q. The profit equation is given byr (Price less 

AveraGe Cost per Unit)' x Quantity. 

To increase the overall profit by a reduction in the average cost per 

unit, the firm expands its production capacity, i.e.' it in~reases the siZe of • 

the plant. Its ne~ average cost (NAC) and marginal cost (m1C) curveS are 
• 

sho':m on fig.15., 

TI,is change results in: 

(a) average costs being lower than previously for higher outputs 

(b) average costs being higher than previously for lower 'outputs 

(c) average costs for the required output being lower than previous ones. 

The line which joins the lOI'lest point of average cost curves, i.e. the 

maximum efficiency points for various sizes of plant is known as the long-run 

cost curve. 

Lone-run costs are what the firm considers when new plant is planned -

by estimating the likely levels of output and then planning the·plant for, 

maximum efficiency. Short:'run costs help to determine' how much the' output 

from the fixed plant should be for maximum profit. 

In,some industries this curve is a horizontal line and such industries· 

are known as constant long run cost industries. ,If the curve slopes upwards, 

it applies to the increasing long-run cost industries 'and the downwards ~loping 

curve refers to decreasing long-run cost indUstries. 

In the constant long-run cost industries, fig.16, there is no increase or 

decrease in maximum efficiency of production (i.e. ·the minimum 'average cost per 

un! t is the sBJ:Ie for various plant sizes.>. 
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The curvc for increasing long-run cost industries if given in fig. 17. 

Such industries may be mining, etc. where the whole plant is increased to 

work on less rich veins. It may also arise in Somo industries or firms 

where the increase in size of the plant creates problems of co-ordination, 

resul ting in an overall drop in efficiency,. 

In the decreasing long-run cost industries (fig.la) there is a definite 

advantagc in increasing the size of the plant, since the maximum efficiency 

is increased. Such a situation arises where mas~-production techno~ogy 

offers substantial advantages, viz. motor-car ~dustry, chemical/procoss 

plants, etc. The structure of the market or 'the industry breaks down from 

competition into oligopoly and perhaps eventually to monopoly - these are the 
, . 

topics of discussion in the following pages. 
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COHPETITIVE HARKET OR PERFECT CONPETITION 

For this market structure to exist, certain basic requirements must be 

met:-

1) The product of all sellers must be homogenous ,and easily divisible. 

2) There must be a large number of independent buyers and sellers, each one 

when acting individually, having little influenco over ,the total market 

supply or demand or the price. 

3) Each buyer and seller. being fully informed of the prevelant market 

conditions and the price, would act rationally. 

4) Harket price changes with the level of supply and demand. 

5) The resources for manufacturing, selling, etc. can be easily moved in 

and out of the industry., 

With perfect competition there is no demand curve for individual firms; 

it forms a horizontal line, with each seller being a price taker. This can 

be'illustrated by the following example. 

Consider a market where there are already 100 firms. The ~ = 1 and 

PQ = £5,000. 

• . . 
•• 

Assume each firm supplies 5 units 

Total number of units = 5 x 100 = SOO . 

P = £5,000 _ £10 unit 500 - per 

Now a new firm enters into the market 
, 

Th,e demand schedule for the new 'firm will 'be as follows: 

Q Price 

2 £5,000/502 = 9.96 

3 £5,000/503 = 9.94 

4 £5,000/504 = 9.92 

5 £5,000/505 = 9.9 

6 £5,000/506 ' = 9.88 

Arc elasticity of the new firm's demand at an output of 5 un+ts is 

= 4 - 6 

4 + 6 
x 

9.92 + 9.88 

9.92 - 9.88 
-r\- 100 
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• The elasticity of demand for a fim in a compoti tivo market is nearly 
•• 

equal to the elasticity of the, market domand multiplied by the number of 

firms in the market. 

The price is also the marginal revenue for the firm. The indiVidual 

firm's supply curVe is really its marginal cost curve. The industry's 

supply curve is derived from the individual firm's supply curve, in ,fact, 

it is the sum of all the firms's supply curves. 

In practice, such a market rarely exists and the nearest approach to it 

is the comuodities ~arket. 

Variations to perfect competition are imperfect competition and 

monopolistiC competition. 

Imperfect co~petition arises because of the lack of information between groups 

of buyers and sellers, differentiation of products, and th'e difficulty of 

entry and exit from an industry because of capital committments. 

l';onopolistic competition is a form of imperfoct competition, with the firm 

haVing a monopoly \'Ii thin small lim:!. ts because of brand loyal ty or when 

selling spare parts, etc. Beyond those limits it is'imperfect competition. 
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MONOPOLY 

(From the Greek words MCNO=One; POLIEN=To Sell) 

This is the opposite of perfect competition. The monopolist is 

Virtually the sole supplier of a product which has no close substitutes 

(perhaps because he holds patent rights or controls some essential factors of 

production and/or distribution). 

The monopolist's demand curve is the samo as the industry's demand 

curve. He sets the price, an increase in price "lowers his "Volume, which is 

also the volume for the industry, and Vice-:versa; he choses his optimum 

price-volume combination by the now familiar process of equating his margi.nal 

costs to his margi.nal revenue - bearing in mind that his margi.nal revenue is 

.!!2! equal to his pri"ce. 

Consider tho demand curve for the monopolist given in fig.19. 

The monopoly price-volume combination ~s PoQo while the competitive 

equilibrium is at Pl ~. In effect, the monopolist restricts his output in 

order to maintain the price. This will be better illustrated by the following 

example. 

NUl;lbcr 
Price 

Total 
!-l.R. of Units Eevcnue 

Average Total 11. C. Total 
Costs Costs Profit 

700 13.0 9,100 I 10.0 750 12.8 9,600 ) 9.6 
800 12.6 10,080) 

';O~:2 
850 12.4 10,540 
900 12.2 10,980) 8.8 

7.7 5,390) 9.2 3,710 
7.8 5, B50) 9.4 3,750 
7.9 6,320) 9.6 

3.760 
B.O 6,BOO) 9.B 3,740 
B.l 7,290 3,690 

Harginal revenue equals marginal costs when the number of units is BOO. 

Therefore the price - volume combination for maximum profit is £12.6 - BOO units. 

The buyers are prepared to pay £12.6 for the BOlst unit of the product 

whose cost is only around £9.6. Therefore, by holding down the pro?uction 

to the level at which margi.nal cost equals marginal revenue, the monopolist has 

barred some resources from their most productive employment. 
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The nearest ex~ples of pure monopoly in practice, are the nationalized 

industries, viz. electricity, post office, etc. 

The monopoly situation can take advantaee of economy of scale in 

production, distribution, etc., while the government controls can deter the 

exploitation of the customers. Onco a firm becomes a monopolist, then it 

may lack the stimul:U,s to efficiency~ the result'is that the loss of 

efficiency in the form of say increase in costs - would be passed on to the 

customers who would not have much choice but to pay, the increased·prices • 

• 
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OLIGOPOLY 

(From the Greek words Oligo = Few; Polien • To Sell) 

An oligopoly is something in betwe.en competition and monopoly, though 

it is not a compromise. The market is shardd fairly evenly betl7een a few 

sellers. 

In practice, oligopoly is a market condition where there are a· few large 

sellers, irrespective of the number of small onos, and where the marketing 

activities, including pricing, of one seller have an important effect on the 

other sollers. Any marketing action taken by 'one seller, soy altering the 

price or product characteristic which will affect the demand for the product 

of the competitors is likely to be retaliated by other sellers. 

There are different kinds of oligopoly, but in the main they can be 

classified into two categories, pure oligopoly and ~er~~d oligopoly and 

it is the latter that is of concern to this worlt. 

In differentiated oligopoly there is apparent or real product differentia~ 

and the seller is not required to price at the same level as his competitors. 

Therefore, prices of the firms involyed vary in this oligopoly and the extent 

of variation in prices is dependent upon the degree of product differentiation. 

Prices of firms are established in the market placo, and each firm has a 

specific share of the market. C'nanges in the price by one fi= will alter 

its own share of the market as well as that of its competitors. This is 

illustrated by the ltinked-dcmand curve on fig. 20 which, it must bo noted, 

doo·s not apply to price leaders in the industry. 

The Kinked-Dcllland Curve. The concept behind the ltinked demand curvo is that: 

1) thero is a current market price or a cluster of market prices establishod· 

in the industry. 

2) if one firm raises its prices, competitors will not follow the· price 

increase and so the firm will suffer reduction in demand for i tos products, 
• 

and 
• 
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on "tb; ot:oer hand, if the firm lmlers its price, it 1-Till be matched b:i 

"the co~peti"tors in order that they retain their share of the market. 

The firm ,Till increase sales only to the extent of aproportionate share 

in the increase in total demand shOlm by the segment GD. 

(!. Erm's denand curve DGD is just as inelastic as the whole industry's 

de::land curve. 

The flat dGd straight line generates the flat marginal revenue line; 

the steeper DGD line generates the&e~per marginal revenue line; 

bet:·/een these marginal revenue lines comes the vertical 'kink' EC. 

?or a wide range of cost conditions, represented by HC
1

, HC
2

, etc. , 

:he fines Hill tend to keep the price at prevailing level rather than 

change it.) 

Oligopoly is found in many industries, viz. chemical, electrical, 

~echanical engineering, etc •• 



Summary on the Pricing Theory', 

The short-comings of a theoretical approach to pricing are that:-

1. It assumes that the demand and cost functions can be determined to a 

sufficient degree of accuracy for the principle of marginalism to be 

applied. 

2. It does not t~<o into account the co~petitors' reaction. 

3. It does not tal<e into account the different impact of price on the 

different channels of distribution. 

4. It assuces that the only pricing objective is to m~~imize short-run 

profi ts. 

HO';:ever the major cOl)tribution from pricing theory to pricing in prc.ctice 

has been in the area of demand analysts and in the application of concepts of 

,:-lc:..s-:ici ty anc. crosG-clasticity of a pro'duct. The other contribution from 

LO ;;heory is by way of :illuntration of the effects 'on the short-run allc. 

the long-run costs due to changes in the size of fixed plant; this is 

also in the area of demand analysis - the businessman' ,f9recaslls:,deljland 

for his product and then plans the size of his fixed plant. 
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AI! EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO PRICllW 

The approach takes into account all the factors - domand, cost, 

conpetition and firm's objectives - which influence pricing decisions. It 

also takes into account the different typos of products, standard, spe~ial or 

• • custom built, new brands and new at different stages of their life cycles 

and marketed in different enVironments, internal and/or external to the firm. 

Because this Etudy is concerned with an oligopolistic market, it is 

necessary for the firn to develop a pricing st:r:a~egy, and the compleXity of 

the narltets within which the firm operates with a diversity of products makes 

it necessary for it to have a pricing organization • 
• 

All these are discussed and, in some cases, illustrated diagramatically, 

graphically or numerically. However, it is also' felt necessary to examine 

the traditional :,lethods of pricing to show their advantages and the 'drawbacks 

and how these drawbacks can be overcome. 
\, 

• In this part of the work, a new branCl: means a product \7hich is new to 
the company but not ne,. ·to the marker,and a new product is one which is 
a major technological innovation in the market. 
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TRADITIONAL HETflODS OF PRICING 

'Tre.ci.i tional. methods of pric1n13 arc in the main cost-crien tcd. (In 

situ;-.tions where a. firm pricos to Lleet competition or to follow the price 

leader, there is no method ,involved,in the real scnse of the I':ord.) The 

tradi tional methods arc, in fact, simple extensions of costing r.lethods 

doscribed earlier under costing. They are knovm as Full-Cost Pricing or 

Tot;:1l Cost plus !,:ark-up Pricing and llarcinal Cost Pricing or Variable, Cost 

PricinG. 

Full-Cost Pricing or Tothl Cost plus Hark-up " 

In this .. ethod,' the price is arrived at'by adding a certsin profit ,mark-
• 

up ei th~r as a specific figure or as a percentage to the unit total cost "f" 

the product. The firm decides or estimates the total cost por unit;'porhaps 

on the basis of historical costs or ,standard costs for a certQ1n level of 

output. It then decides on ,tho amount of profit mark-up to be added. The> 

profit cark-up'may take into consideration, the economic conditions, competition, 

customary profits in the particular'business, etc. The sequence of steps -

"ould be as follows: 

1. How many units can be produced with a certain 'production capacity. 

2. \\'hat lVill be the costs or unit total cost. 

3. ,'fnat should be the profit return,. and from ,this, what must be tho unit 

, price. 

It should be noted that thero is no evidence that the demand for the 

product has been estimated. The wholo, process has beon started from'the 

production end rather than the customer,end, hence, the full-cost pricing 

method is almost exclusively cost oriented. 

Consider a firm's plans to manufacture 'say, product'Delta with a fixed 

plant valued at .LX. 

The number of units which can ,be produced wi,th this plant, with utilization 

of a certain level of its capacity and vdth no limitation from otherresourcos, 

viz. labour, material, etc. is Q units in a given period of timo. 

Assume the working capital, required is a fU!lction of, expected revenue, 

[jay C % 
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The firm's objective is to achieve a stipulated return on capital 

employod, say 11% on fixed capital and N% on working capital,for the period 

under consideration. 

If the estimated fixed and variable costs are F and V respectively, then 

Total Costs = F + V 

Uni t Total Cost = F + V 
Q 

To achievo the stipulatod roturn on capital employed, the total revenUe 

should bo ,F + V + I1X + N x C x total revenue 

(1) 

(2) 

. But total rovenue = Price per Unit x Number of Units 

= P x Q 

• p x Q = F + V + MX + NC x P x Q . . 
.. P(l NC)Q = 

or P = 

But F + V = unit 
Q 

• P (1 + M) .. = 

= (1 + N) 

F+V+I1X 

F + V + MX 
Q(l - Ne) 

total cost. 

(L:!:....1) 
Q 

x Unit total 
cost. 

where M is 

mark-up on 

the percentage 

unit total 'cost. 

In oquation (1), price has a relationship with capital employod and in 

equation (2), it is an outright function of turn-over. 

The mark-up H could' be rigid or flexible; a rigid mark-up implies that 

all products in a product line carry the, same mark-up, irrespective of othor 

marketing factors, viz. competition, etc., while a flexiblo mark-up implies a 

varying profit margin on all products in a product lino. It will be obviOUS, 

since prices, in this mothod of pricing,are functions of total costs, that 

variation in costs could rosult in varying prices, irrospective of whether 

mark-ups are rigid or flexible. 

As the unit total cost is a function Of the number of units involved (i.o. 

producod and sold) the price, will vary with changes 'in the total number of 

units, decreasl.ng with an increase in the number of units and vice-versa. 

Consider fig.21 which is a graphical representation of product 'Bet'a' 
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discussed earlier under 'Costs' • (page 22). 

For ~ price, say £23, represented by'OP, the groater the number of units 

manufactured and sold, the higher is the unit profit. For a quantity (i.e. 

total n~~ber of units)'represented by ON, the unit total cost is OA and AP 

. AP 
is the mark-up (or CA x 100 is the percentage mark-up), and the nett total 

profit = ON x AP. This is the. full-cost pricing method; an expected or 

required total profit is added to the expect(,d total. costs and then divided by 

th'e total numbc'r of units to arrive at a final unit pricejor a profit mark-up, 

usually in the ~o~m,of a percentage is added to the unit total cost to arrive 

at final unit price. 

For a price of £25, and 80,000 units tha nett total profit is £4QO,OOO. 

Now assume that the price in tho markot is £18, which is lower than unit 

total costs at the output of 80,000 units. What does the firm do? Does:. it 

• discontinue production in the short run bocause ,the salo of each unit results 

'in £2 loss? (Boaring in mind that the allocation of fixed costs is an 

approximation if not an arbitrary action - if the allocation of constant and 

goneral proeramrlod costs was revised such that those costs were now £350,000 

and £100,000 respectively, the consequent unit total cost of Bota would be 

£17.5 and the sale price of £18 would be yiolding a net 'profit of £.5 per 

unit sale, i.e. by a re-allocation of fixed costs" some marginal products can 

be made to show that either they are profitable or unprofitable.) 

If the firm discontinued production, in the short run it would still incur 

a cost of £800,000 per period - unless these resources could be directed to. 

the manufacture and sale of more profitable products. 

Consider the case for rigid mark-up. Assumo that the firm became less 

efficient; tho cost per Unit at any specific level of output will increase 

shown by the dotted lino in fig.22. For a givon number of units roprosentad 

• Price is a short-run decision. In the lone-run the firm may mOdifY 
the product to enable it to price competitively, or the firm may us. 
tho existing capacity to manufacture different products. 

, 
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by OQ, not only the price but also the profit margin will incroase - in other" 

words, at least theoretically, the finn will be in an onviablo position of 

mrudLng greater profit by virtue of becoming less efficiont. On the other 

hand, if duo to ~"provc~en~n general economic conditions the dc~and increased 

to OT, the profit margin per unit sold will be lesser than that when the 

output was OQ (though the total profit will increase slightly). But by 

sticking to a rigid profit margin, the finn would lose the opportunity of 

increasing its profits in booming econo~; i.e. the firm will have shown 

poor business acumen. 

The pricing process has not tru,en into consideration the demand for the 

product nnd the price-volume relationship, and how this relationship m~ be " 

al tered by changes in the ""elements of marketing m;l.x, viz. promotion, product 

features, etc. Nor is any account takon of the strategy of compet~tors. 

Therefore, onco tho product is manufactured and put on to the market, thore is 

no adequate deGree of probability that the firm, by sticking to tho profit 

margin," rigid or flexible, would be able to" sell the number of units produco?, 

at that price. This"pricing process is a hit or miss method; it does not 

necessarily lead to maximization of profit in the long or short-run; nor does 

it consciously lead to optimization of othor major objectives of the firm. 

The full-cost pricing method may have some justification if applied in 

situations vrhere it is known that:-

1. There is no surplus or shortage of capacity "in the industry, 

2. The overall efficiency in production, selling, etc. of ono manufacturer 
"~ 

is about the same as any other in the industry. 
. 

3. The economic power and the requ1r"ements of tho buyers are such as to 

enable them to manufacture'thc product themselves - if it need be. 

However, this method has drawbacks which can be summarized thus:-

1. It ignores demand for the product and thereforo, dOGS not permit an 

ostimate of nett total profit with changes in price: and other elements 

of the marketing-r.lix. 

2. It overlookS the oction of competition. 
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• 
-3. As there is no distinction betlYeen out-of-pockot costs, such as variable 

costs, and the surnt costs"i.e. constant and programmed costs, orders 

":hose price doos not cover toto.l costs are lil<oly to be rejected. 

4. Because of tho lack of distinction botwoen out-of-pocket costs and sunk 

costs, there may be a tondency to perpetuate-existing inefficiencies by 

incorporating them with~the price structure. 

5. Considerable clerico.l effort may bo required to sort out and to allocato 

the constant and tho gonoral programmed costs in a firm manufacturing 

cO::lplicatod, div()rse or inter-relatod products. 

Somo of these drawbacks aro_ partly ovorco~ in the Marginal Cost Pricing -

mothod. 

l-lar[inal Cost Pricing or Variable Cost Pricing 

TIlis is a similar method to the Full-Cost Pricing, but in this method 

there is a _segregation botwcen the out-of-pocket costs (viz. variable costs) 

and the constant and programmed costs. Because of this segregation of costs, 

it-is oasier to e}:a7,ine the effect of changes in price and in other elements 

of the marketing-mix on tho profit contribution. The price is sot to cover 

thc out-of-pocket costs and to make a. contributi-on towards recovery of constant 

and probraamed costs and towards profit. The criteria for mazk-up on out-of-

pocket costs would be on similar lines to. those discussed earlier. The mark-

up could also be based on the limiting or critical resource of production. 

Contribution per Unit = Price - Variable Costs por Unit. 

Total Contribution = Contribution per Unit x Total Number of Units. 
(towards Fixod Costs 

and Profit) 

Consider fig. 23 which is the graphical representation for' product 'Bota'. 

CP is the revenuo _cur"ve for a pricQ of £22 and OPl and OP 2 aro. rovenUe 

curves for prices £25 and £20 respoctivoly. Tho ohaded area between OP and 

OV is the contribution zone;' the vertical ordiuato betwoen the two curvos is 

tho total contribution tor the corresponding number ot units produced and 

sold. Tho ~ profit (assuming that the allocation ot fixod costs is fairly) 
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accurate) is the vertical ordinate between OP and AF, on the right-hand side 

of the point of intersection between these two curves. The point of inter-

section between these curves i~known as the Brewt-Even-Point, i.e. the point 

where the number of units sold at a certain price does not mwte a profit .nor 

a loss. The vertical ordinate between these two curves on the left-hand 

side of t;;e break-even-point is the Mllloss· made by the fil'Ul when it is 

manufacturing and selling the corresponding number of units at a specific 

price. 

Effect of chan~es in price on the total contribution can be easily seen 

here; so also, when changes in other factors of marketing-mix, viz. changes 

in promotional costs, product features, etc. are carried out (which will 

affect the OV and AF curves). 

It will also be noted from the figure that, if the firm discontinued 

production and selling in the short-term, it will incur a cost represented 

by OA, which are the fixed costs. 

A very useful concept aVailable in marginal co.st pricing method is the 

profi t-volllJlle ratiO, knOVln as PV ratio. 

PV ratio indicates the contribution made towards recovery of fixed costs 

and towards profit by every unit (£) of revenue that the firm receives from 

the sales of that product at each price. 

PV = Contribution per unit 
Unit price 

On the 'Beta' product, for a price of £25 

Contribution per unit = £( 25 - 10) = £15 

:. PV = 12. 
25 = .6 

lfuen the sales price is £25, 6/10 of the sales revenue contributes towards 

fixed costs and profits. For the firm to ~rute a·total contribution of say 

·£1,200,000, its sales revenue must be £1.2OC:6
000 = £2,000,000 and the number 

£2.000.000 
of units produced and sold at £25 per unit = £25 = 80,000 

• So long as price is greater than unit variable cost, there will be a 
contri bution towards recovery of fixed cost and towards· proti ts. 
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For the firm to brcrut-even, the number of units sold 

£8('O,OCO I 53 = x - = ,300 units • 
• 6 25 

A graphical representation of this exercise is given on fig.24. 

PV will change with change in price; it will also change with change in 

variable costs. The effect of price reduction is generally the same as the 

increase in variable costs and vice-versa on unit contribution - this is a 

very important factor when considering price changes. 

The marginal cost-pricing method partly eliminates some of the drawbacks 

inherent in the full-cost pricing method; but it is a static measure of a 

• dynamic process - it shows a cost and profit structure of a firm at a specific· 

time,. and is therefore, difficult to apply in situations where wide fluctuation~ 

take place. Hence its application is confined to short-term planning. 

Lastly it is a cost-oriented lOethod; therefore the method does not provide a 

guideline to decide on the correct mark-up when computing price; such a 

guideline is provided by the demand-oriented method of pricing which Inll be 

discussed in the following pages. 
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DE:-iA:-1D-ORIENTED HZTHOD OF PRICING 

Consider a firm's product whose demand, marginal revenue and variable 

cost curves are shOI'ffi alonGside on fig.A (for simplicity" these curves are 

shovm as straight lines). 

For maximization of profit, the optimum price-volume relationship is 

given by Pl and ~ respectively. The profit 'mark-up' or margin is the 

difference between Pl and the variable cost at volume ~. 

If variable costs change, mark-up must change in the reverse direction, 

for maximization of profit, w:t th. demand and marginal revenue curves remaining 
• 

unaffe cted. 

Fjg.A 

Price Equation'w:tth Variable Costs 

Q.l 

p = V + Ml or 

V + M/V 

Consider 10 units are sold @ £10 per unit 

Total Revenue = 10 x £10 = £100 

Where P is Price 'for Profit 
Maximization. 

V is Variable cost/unit 
Ml is Harkup 
M is Markup as % of V 

Now assume the firm wants to sell 11 units and the price it can fetch 

is £9.5 per unit • 

• 
•• Jiev, Total Revenue = 11 x £9.5 = £104.5 

Harginal Revenue on the sale of 11th unit = £(104.5 - 100) = £4.5 

But Price (or Revenue from sale) of'11th unit = £9.5 

:. Price' variation Cost (Cp) on the sale of 11th unit = £(10-9.5)10 = £5.0 

• • • . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . ••• •.• = ,£4.5 

Price variation Cost (Cp) is the cost incurred by the firm to sell one 

additional unit of the product. 

(Price Variation Cost must not be confused w:tth Variable cost. Cp is the 

cost incurred by the firm in varying his market offer, i.e. more total volume 

for a lower unit price.) 
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:. Nar.:;inal Revenue (HR) = Price - Cp and Cp cc)P x Q 

the 

.. 

HR = p - Cp or Cp = P - MR 

But Variable Cost/Unit (V) = MR = P - Cp = P - b P x Q 

Coefficient of Elasticity (E)' = ~ ~ + when AQ = 1 

E 

or Cp = PIE 

= ~ 
APxQ 

and Cp = P - MR = P - V 

: • P = V + Cp . = (V + PIE) 

:. P(l - lIE) = V 

or P = veil) 

cL 
Cp 

This equation gives the relationship between Price, Variable Cost and 

Coefficient of Elasticity. If E = 2 •. p = 2 x V for maximum profit. 

E 
P = V + M = V ( E-.l) 

:::. = 
_1_ 

V (E-l) 

This equation gives the relationship between coefficient of elasticity and 

mark-up, where mark-up is a % of V. 

The table below gives the mark-up as % Cif V for various values of E. 

E Mark up as % of Variable Coat 

.5 - 200 

1.0 undefined 

1.5 200 

2.0 100 

2.5 66 

3.0 50 

4.0 33.3 

5.0 25 

For a profitable pricing policy. the firm must alwa~ operate in that 

segment of the market where demand is elsstic. i.e. E is greater than 1. 

Where variable costs are used as a basis for pricing, .the mark-up for 

maximum profit depends upon the price elasticity of demand; therefore. the. 

firm tlay find that tlore useful results would be yielded if it devot"ed greater 
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attention to acsessment of its de~and curve than purely to reduction in 

costs and to the allocation of fixed costs.-

For a linear or roughly linear demand curve, E will be ereater at the 

higher price end than at the lower price end and therefore the mark-up should 

vary inversely. 

Even if E is not known precisely, the mark-up expression is a useful 

euide for changing the nature and direction of mark-up percentages, with 

chanees in costs. At least it enables the validity of proposed mark-ups to 

be checl,ed, even if it may not give the amount ,of the change required, If 

variable costs increase, the mark-up must be lowered and vice-versa, unless 

the elasticity of demand is constant, i.e. represe,nted by a hyperbolic curve.· 

Consider a new product whose variable cost is £10 per unit and the proposed 

mark-up is 100'~ of variable costs (assumption that E = 2)" Check if a 5% 

reduction in price will cause a 10% increase in. revenue, If the answer is 

NO, then mark-up should be altered. ,t. 

While it is the correct method of arriving at a ri6ht price for the 

product, to maximi~e profit in the ,short-run, it does not simplify the under-

standing of a situation vlhere firms are interested in other objectives than 

the maximization of profits, The firm may not have a precise knowledge of 

the demand and marginal revenue for its products, particularly where changes 

in the elements of the marketing-mix can affect demand. 

- 1 Since a mark-up based upon Variable cost is a function of (E::l) a constant 
mark-up % regardless of changes in 'variable cost implies that the demand 
curve for 'the product has a constant elastiCity. 

Demand curve may be modified by sales promotion, etc. and the action of 
co",peti tors. 
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f. PEACTICAL HF:THOD OF ESTAELISEIllG PRICE 

The ",ost i,:portant pricing objectives for a firm are the profit (as a 

return on capital eLlployed or as a specific figure) and the turn-over (as a 

perce:Jt,,[,e ef the share of the market). Adequate pricing of the product 

,:ould help in the achievement of thene objectives, individually or jointly, 

so long as these objectives are realistic and compatible. 

Take product 'Eeta' as an example and assume that, after taking competition 

into account, .the demand for it is as represented by the curve on fig.25. 

From the demand curve a total revenue curve for some likely p·rices and 
• 

elso the cost curves· for t.he product are drawn on fig. 26. 

A vertical ordinate· beti-leen the total revenUe curve and the cost curve 

represents tCoe total contribution of the product at the specific price and 

quanti ty. In the figure the optimum profit/contribution area is shovm shaded,* 

the maximum being Z12xH}l when the price is £25 and the number. of units is80,00 

Consider the shaded area: in fig.26: 

1. If the firm wishes to maxil!lize profit then it must choose the price volume 

relationship of £25 - 80,000 units. 

2. If the fir:o "ld.shes to have high profits but also vlishes to have a greater 

share of the OOlarket, then it may opt for price volume relationship. of£21.5-10qo~ 

3. The firm can then assess whether it Vlould have the necessary re"ources and 

at the right time to produce and sell the particular volume; alternatively, 

the firm. could choose a more compatible volume of output. 

4. If necessary, the exercise can be repeated by making changes in the. elements 
• 

of the marketing-mix; these changes could cause changes in the total 

• 
reVenlie curve, the cost curve and the capital employed. In the 

alternative, the firm could or may have to revise its objectives. 

At the product planning stage, it may be desirable for the manufacturer to 

estimate the' effect of a specific price of a product on the profits, and to 

weigh the risks he has to undertake~. Such an exercise can be' conducted by 

* Double shaded area indicates· nett profit by the traditional method of 
arrivin/1' at a profit. 
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the brerut-even analysis and also by the application of statistical probability 

techniques. Eoth these techniques are discussed. 

Ta~e a product 'G~ma'. Assume that for a price of £10, there is a 

+ good probability (say 75%) that the demand will be (10,000 - 2,000) units. 

Say variable costs are £6 per unit and. 

fixed costs are £20,000. 

ApDlication of Brealt-Even Analysis (see fie;.27 ) 

Total Sales Revenue = £10 x 10,000 = £190,000 

Contribution/unit = £4 

Break-Even Point 
100,000 

£50,000 '" 4' = 
Hargin of S"fety = (£100,000 - £50,OOO~ = £50,000 

H".rg1n of sllfety as %age of sales = 50".> (sufficiently large. safety) 

An~lication of stat;stical Probability to estimate the effect of a 

snecific p~ice on profits (or losses) 

:. Estil!lated Sales lievenue with a '75% probability = £100,000 
+ 
- £20,000 

PV Ratio: = 
10 - 6 

10 

Break Even Revenue = 

= .4 

';:20,000 
.4 = £50,000 

Estil!lated Profit = (£100,000 'x .4) - £20,000 = £20,000 

I /'/5(, 

7'3i{, probability of 
Revenue being 

~£86,ooo 
(£120,000 

n:.eanl" 
£100,000 

One standard devilltion (c;) on a normal 
curve with a mean of .1:100,000 is £17,500. 
which is a standard deviation on Revenue. 

i-(
~l 
.jf~---+---)" 5o./es Rel/env'! :> 
x ., 
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I :---

Normal curve for profit 
with mean of £20,000 

0- Profit = o-Hevenue x PV 

= £17,500 x.4 = £7,000 

From the above curve the probabilities for ,various profits (or losses) 

can be esti@ated. 

For eXa!!lple: 

The probability of making £25,000 Profit is about 76% 

The probability of making a £l,CCO ~ is (l.0 - .99) == Nil 

Consider a case where the firm has the production capacity. Now assume 

that the demand for the product is as, indicated by the curve on' fig.28. 

The total revenue curve, and variable cost and the total cost (variable + 

fixed costs) curve are represented on fig. 29. Clearly the price at any 

level of output does not cover the 'total costs per uni t. The optimUlll level 

of production to minimize costs is at volUllle OQ ; if the firm had discontinued 

production, '1. e. had kept the ,production capacity idle, it would have 'incurred 

a cost represented by OS which is greater than the loss represented by PI' 

This clearly illustrates the justification to accept orders at prices below 

the full cost per unit; or, to put it in another Vl~, the criterion should be 

to achieve maximum contribution towards recovery of fixed costs and towards 

profits from the use of an available resource. 

Consider the case where the firm conteml'lates a change in price, say a 

reduction in price from £50 to £47. Suppose the volume involved are 100 and 

110 units resFectively. 

If the vDriable cost 'per unit is £30, then in the first case the' 

con tri bu tion = lCO (50-30) =''!:2, boo, and in the se cond case the con tri bu tion 
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= 110 (47-30) = £l,37C). 

The chc.nce in price caused an increase in revenue fror.l £5,000 to £5,170 

wi th a correspondinG decrease in contribution from £2, CCO to £1,870. 

If increasi"t; the turnover by 3.4% is not as importnnt as the consequent 

decrease in contribution by 6.5%, then a move to reduce price is not worth-

\~·hile • This example indicates that price reduction need not necessarily 

result in increa~ed profitability. 

Consider .the case '.",here the firm anticipates change in demand due to 

changes in the elements of marketing mix. 

tbe follo· ... -:ing: 

Assume these chant;es result in 

1. Demand increases from 100 to 120 units for a constant price of £50. 

2. Variable costs increase from £30 to £31 per'unit. 

3. Specifically progra~med costs are incurred and made up of £50 2nterest 

and £150 for depreciation and obsolescence for the period under 

consideration. 

The ne':; contribution = '120 (50 - 31) £ = £2,280 

an increase of £(2,280 - 2,OCO) = £280 

But the specifically prograr-med costs = £200 

The ~ increase in contribution = £80 

hence the change is worthwhile. 

Specifically progra'Umed costs~ liiw any fixed costs must be talren' into' 

consideration in order to ma!<e the decision whether they should be. incurred or 

not. Cnce they are incurred, then they become suru, costs ·and therefore 

irrelevant for subsequent pricing decisions. 

Consider a third case of ,the same example where the firm was able to 

seE}:lent the market into two groups, one group being offered the product at a 

price of £60, and the other group at £50 per unit; 

each see;ment was 56 units each. 

Suppose the demand from 

Then the total contribution = 50 (60-30) + 50 (50-30) = £],500 + £1,000 

.= £2,500. 



There'fore, by dividing the ma.rk~t into effective segments, the firm was 

able to increaEc tr.e total contribution of the product from ~2,OOO to 

£2,5CO. 

In effect, this was a price diGcrimination by the firm and was possible 

only where the firm was able to identify and separate groups of customers and 

serVe them in the way that suited them. 

7'here :::ay be instances where a product can make a positive contribution 

only when it is sold at <lifferent prices to <lifferent groups of customers • 

• 

• 
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PRICING HEW PRODUCTS 

Dean suggests, in the s),im the market policy, a price of 3 to 4 times 

the cost of the product, particularly where demand is not clearly knovm or 

can be presumed to be inelastic. Such a policy permits gradual reduction in 

price in order to tap the lower segments of the market. A high initial price 

would help the manufacturer to offset the costs of any subsequent design 

chances or ·product modifications. 

l'Ielsh gj.ves seven stops for pricing a new product •.. -They are:- • 

1. Approximate the impact of price" on the volume that might be expected 

to achieve. 

2. Appraise ~arketing requirements and broadly define marketing plan. 

3. Plot projected erowth·curves at several selected price levels. 

4. Approximate cost data. 

5. Appraise capabilities of competitors, including timine. 

5. Estllnate competitors' costs. 

7. Decide on the price. 

The approach su(;;;ested by Dean is unimaginative (why 3 to 4 times, and 

not more nor less?) and 'safety first'·oriented. It does not cater for 

penetrate the "\arket policy. The cost of the product at that stage would 

be difficult to be estimated because of the incurrence of development and 

promotional costs - these costs could be recovered immediately or over an 

" . 
extended period. On the other hand, Welsh's· approach is very logical but 

overlooks the first essential element, the need to ·estinate price; his 

approach would be ideBlly suited to priCing a. new brand rather than a new 

product. 

An e ffecti ve method 0 r pricinG a ne,,; product. 

It is throut;h a systematic evaluationt from a certain datum - the datum 

is [enerally the leadine substitute product already existing in· the market 

* Adoption costs, ass9ciated with new products are not discussed. 

, 
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• c.nd '.':hich boo ne\'! product is expected to displace ~ carried out with the 

co-operation of selected custorJers who are experts in the field, and v/he 

are tO"uly representative of the market or the segment of the market for the 

new product. 

The evaluation tal,es into account every performance feature of th'e 

products "nder consideration and ".altes use of a rating scille, whereby the 

features are evaluated according to their quality and their degree of 

i~portance to the custo~ers. 

The method of pricing is described in the. following steps: 

1. i',a!<e the expert fully acquainted '.'Iith every performance feature of the 

ne':: product. 

2. Ha!<e the expert aware that he is required to compare the features of the 

new and the substitute product/s for -the qunli ty and the degree of 

i~portance to him. -In effect, the expert will be rnaldng a comparative 

value-analysis of the features in the products. 

3. Choose a siL1ple rating scale, say 0 - 10 points} The object is to give 

points to the perfor;;.ance features in the products, for their quality and the 

debree of importance to the customer. The import£lllt features score high-

markJ and vice-versa; similarly high quality features score high marks and 

vice-versa. For instan',:, if the expert gives high marl<s, say 8, for a 

certain feature in product X, then an identical feature but of an inferior 

quality. or the performance is not as good in product Y would score, say 5 

narks, and vice-versa. On the other hand, had this feature been totally 

lacking in product Y, then product Y would have been e;:i.ven exactly the 

S3J"ae number, but ne~ative, marks, i.e. -8 marlts. 

4. Ask the expert to select the sinGle most important ,feature (or features, 

• 

if more than one) in the new product and to give it 10 points. Then ask 

the expert to exar.1ine the substitute product for similar feature- and to 

',rnere the neVl product is a convenient substitute for say two types of 
product!; v/hith ";'ho custor.;.er has to use· for the performa. .. 1ce of certain. 
functions, then the leadinG product frorn each product cateGory should 
be used collectively for comparison. 

Po in ts and ~!arks mean the same ,thing. 
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Give it t~1C points it merits - bearinG in r.lind tlI£1.t inferior or lower 

per;~or;na..."1CC features receive fe\'ler points and absence of the feature 

receives :1ese.tive points or penalty points of equal value. 

5. As:, the e"pert to continue this exercise riith the second next important 

feature and so on until all the features in the products are evaluated. 

6. Add up the points to arrive at a total for each product; divide .the 

total for the nel'! product by the total for the substitute product/so 

This is the perfor::lance index; there "rill be a performance index from. 

each expert. (Similarly, the price index is the ratio of the price of 

ne',7 product and the price of substitute product/s.) 

7. Dr&r! a "raph to plot performance index as ordinate and price index as 

abscis3a, the scale being the sa'l\e for both •. 
o 

Draw 45 reference line 

through the origin. Any point on the line corresponding to a.certain 

perfornance index implies that, in the opinion of the expert concerned, 

the price' is just riGht.. A point on the left-hand side or r,i'ght-hand 

side of the reference line will imply that the product is underpriced 

or overpriced, re.spectively. (See Fig.30). 

Suppose that the performance indexes arrived at through the eValuation 

of four experts A, B, C and D were '1.8, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.2. Now, if the price 

of substitute product/s was say £10, then the price of the new product of say: 

a) £18 (Price index = 1.8 ) will be correct for experts A and B, but low 

for experts C and D. 

b) £20 (Price index = 2.0) will be correct for expert C,. low for expert D 

and hi:;h for experts A and B. 

c) £22 (Price index = 2.2) will be correct for expert p. but high for 

experts A, B and C. 

d) iJ.6 (Price index'; 1.6) will be 10\7 for all the experts. 

e) £24 (Price index = 2.4) will be high for all the experts. 

Tne price which is nearly right for the market or its seGIllent which is 

being considered Vlould be between £18 - £22. The firm could place gr.eater 
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err.pr.o.siG on the opinion of one expert and thereby reduce the price range. 

There are three points in this exercise which should be observed carefully:· 

1. Ensure that the substitute product chosen for cOIJparison is the present 

leader in the industry and that the claims made on its features and the 

price at which it is sold are true. 

2. Ensure that the pricine; exercise deals Vii th the required market or segment 

of the rJarkct - a product could have different values to different segments 

of the market, resul tine in different ranges of performance inde::es. 

3. Obtain t::e inforIJation through perso.nal interviews but avoid discussion 

on price. 

The ideal time to conduct this exercise is when the prototype is made. 

Ha".inc; estir.',ated the price level, the next step is to predict the Growth rate 

of the product for the different prices, the demand and cost schedules for 

various r.:ar!,eting efforts and the efforts of potential cOlllpeti tors, in order 

to deduce the nett effect on the profitability. 

illustrated below: 

A typical exercise is 

Sa;; the new product is 'Ol:lega' with an estimated life cycle of 5 years 

and the pri ce range is £18 - £,22. 

Pick a certain price from the range, say £20, and after t~in6 the 

cOl:lpetition, existi"e and potential; into account, estimate the annual demand 

for Cu,eca for the 5 years. Estimate the total out-of-pocket costs, viz. 

variable costs and specific programl:led costs which would be incurred annually 

·to meet the der:;and. Where capital expenditure in involved, the fixed costs 

arising out of the capital expenditure. must also be tru,en in account. Assume 

that for the price of £20 the demand and cost schedule is as given on the 

table 
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YC&1: 1 2 ~ 4 5 Total v 

DC::i.&''1d 
B,OOO 12,000 

(Units) 
12,000 7,000 3,000 42,000 

Sales (::: ) 
160,000 24O,OCO 240,000 140,000 60,000 

Revenue B40,OOO 

Cut of Foc::ct (::: ) 
120,000 IBO,OCO 180,000 105,000 45,COO 630,000 

Cost 

GO!:tribution (::: ) 
40,OOC 60,000 60,000 35,COO 15,000 210,000 

to·,7a.rds profits 

;;et Present 'Horth (,,- ) 
36,000 50,000 45, COO 2 /" CCO 9,000 164,000 

G lC~~ in tore st 

Conduct a sir::il~r exercise (only simulation , .. 'ill be necessary) for prices 

of £22 and £,1(1 a.,d for chance in prices in the :tntermediory years - it is 

Gener<~ly believed that as the product ages and comes nearer deletion, there 

could be advantages in reducing its price, if the latter can be carried out 

"'i thou t retaliation from the competitors. 

These exercises indicate the size of production capacity required, the 

costs which would be incurred and the profi tabili ty which will result from 

the choice of different prices and marketing efforts. 

If the result from the exercies do not indicate an adequate return to 

the manufacturer on the capital to be invested, then before deciding to drop 

the venture (i.e. before the decision is tru<en that there is no point in 

thror:ing good money after bad money) the follow:l.ng steps could be taken:-

• 1. Review every feature in the. product and the value given to i t b~ experts. 

2. EXa::!ine the cost of each feature in relation to the value given to it. 

3. V!here possible, modify the features to opt:l.mize cost-effectiveness. 

4. Re-appraise the profit situation with the modified product and if necessary, 

with changes to the elements of marketing-mix. 

5 • . Go ahead l"Ii th the product, viz. product promotion production, sales strategies, 

etc. or delete the product as the case may be. 

• The expert is in an" advisory capacity; the decision whether to accept 
the expert's advice or not rests entirely vdth" the manufacturer. 
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It y;ill be noted that there is no relationship between the costs of the 

product and the price the customer i1prepared to PDY in exchange for the 

value/utility he expects to Get from the product. In fact, it is the price 

\·thich detemines the cos1E which the manufacturer can incur. and not the 

other way about, of costs determining the price. 

Fro:!! these simple exa"llples, it I';ill be clear that demand is the primary 

factor in the pricinG, and for that matter, in the marketing of the product. 

Every conte:nplated cilange in the elements of the tnarketinG mix must be 

analysed in conj unction with the changes in de iland, which, in turn, may be 
• 

affected by conr-etitors' a~tions, by economic conditions, through legislation 

and social and etr.ical considerations. If the demand is sufficiently in-

elastic, an increase in price could result in improved profitability or 

improved contributicn (i.e. reduced loss) and British Railways, the Theatre, 

etc. are Good examples of this - contrary to some I'Iri ters, who seem to sugGest 

that prices must not be increased in situations where demand is shrinking. 

Cn the other hand, a decrease in price even where the demand is elastic, may 

not result in improved contribution, because the rate of decrease of unit 

·cost may be inadequate to match the rate of price decrease, i.e. where 

decremental revenue is less than escapable costs. 

A price which is computed entirely on the basis of some historical or 

anticipated costs, such as a mark-up added to total unit cost, i.e. a.certain 

percentage profit on unit £ of sales revenue, has in the first place, no 

relationship to the customer requirements (and it is the customer who pays the 

price, nct the manufacturer) but also is a misnomer if the firm was able to 

sell only a proportion of what it had produced and offered for sale. 
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PRICING POLICIES 

(Policies provide "uidelines within which deciGlons are made to achieve the 

pre-determined objectives) 

A firm operates in various markets. If it is a multi-product firm 

then the nur.ibcr of markets it operates in would be greater. These markets 

(assumed to be oliGopolistic) could be different from each other as a result 

of the economic conditions, social, political and ethical factors, the 

acti vi ties of tile competitors, the technoloc:i.cal developments, the actions, 

at~itudes alld the econornic power of the customers (contrast the buyers who 

have the economic power to" manufac.ture the product \Vi thin their organization 

and therefore the power fo control the price of their purchases, to the 

buyers Who are at the mercy of the sellers.). 

To achieve the overall objectives of the firm such as a stipulated return 

on investrnent, a specific share of the market, or an improvement in liquidity, 

'.':ould require from the firm a series of pricing decisions to suit the 

individual situations. The situations will be determined by the competitive 

position of the firm in each market:or industry, the product technology and 

the product category (viz. standard products or special products, new products 

or nev! brands), the channels of di'stribution or selling, and the sales 

promotion involved. The situations will also be determined by factors Vii thin 

the firm, say shortage of liquidity, under-utilization of existing resources, 

etc •. 

Ta:<e a fir., manufacturing five products, Alpha, Zeta, Lailbda, Theta and 

Kappa, \'Ii th a total turnover of £2m. The turnover and the out-of-pocket 

costs as!,ociated Vii th each product are as follows: 

Product 

Zeta 
Theta. 
Alpha 
Lrunbda 
Ka:::n:.D._ 

Total 

Out-of Pocket 
Costs 
£OOO's 

6('0 
4CO 
250 

50 
50 

1350 

Sales % of 

£0(0' s Total 
Sales 

800 40 
700 35 
3CC 15 
100 5 

_
71",0",,0,- _5_ 
2000 100 

Rank 
by 
Revenue 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Contri
bution 
£000'8 

200 
300 

50 
50 

~ 
650 

% of Total 
Contri
bution 

30 
46 

8 
.8 

~ 
leD 

Ranl, by 
Contri
bution 

2 
1 
3 
4 

5 



On the basis of contribution tO\"lards fixed coats and profit, product Theta. 

is the most important for the fina,at present. Therefore pricing decisions 

affecting product Theta ~,d say even Zeta need not necessarily be the same 

as those of other products. 

'.'Ihere the firm's pricing objectives include a t?rget share of the 

rJarket, perhaps product Zeta may be more important. On the other hand, 

product Theta ;;;ight have reached the saturation stac;e, 'Ilhile product Alpha· 

is still in the growth stage, with hug·/: L1arket potential for the future. 

Cr some factors of production for one of the products may be in short supply, 

thus limitinG the product's growth, and at the same time, a few· other factors 

?f procuction and/or sell~ng may not be fully utilized. There could be 

the inter-linkage (1. e. complementary and substi fute effects) between the 

five products. Therefore, any firm, and certainly a multi-product firm could 

hardly fit into one pricing policy classification. 

Pricing policies could be classified as general and specific. General 

pricing policies are applied across the whole firm or whole product/product 

line, irrespective of conditions in individual markets - geographic price 

policies, discount policies, etc. come under this classification. Specific 

pricing policies deal I"lith individual situations;· new product pricing policies, 

etc. come under this classification. 

General PriCing policies 

1. Pricing Policy to achieve a SpeCific Rate of return on Turn-over 

This policy, unfortunately,. finds application in some large manufacturing 

firms' ~,d aluost all small ones'; therefore it is discussed in greater 

detail. 

Tru~e product 'Eeta t as an example. 

AssUille the firm plans to sell 100,000 units @ £20 per unit. 

per unit is £lB. 

AveraGe return on turn-over 

Total Profit to the firm = -1Q 
100 

=~ 
20 = 10",0 

x £20 x 10C,.COO = £200,000 

The total cos~ 

• Studies conducted by Brookings Institution, Baclr.man, Ilaynes, 
Lallzillotti, Earbac:< snd· Fog. 
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Now assume that the fir;;> is able to sell 120,000 units @ £18.41 per 

unit. The total cost per unit is £16.66 

18.41 - 15.66 Average return on turn-over = = 9.5% 
IB.41 

Total profit to the firm hl = 100 
x £18.41 x 120,000 = £210,000 

(a profit increase of £10,000) 

Despite the cecrease in percentage return on turn-over of 5%. there 

is an overall increase in profits to he firm; the decrease in unit total 

costs was sufficiently 10','/ to permit a reduction in price which combined 

\'/i th an increased volulle of production and sales, resulted in an increase 

in overall profit to the firm (in addition to the increase in the. share of 

the market). Say the fi"rm is a manufacturer. His workinG capital will 

have increased because of the additional output, of 20,000 units. 

Assume that the "Iorking capital is about 20% the total cost of product. 

Increase in \'Iorking capital = 20,000 x .2 x £18 = £72,000 

(Fixed capital rellains unaltered) 

If the manufacturer's objective is to achieve say lO~~ return on 

\7orlung capital, then expected profit =.1 x 72,000 = £7,200 

But the increase in profit =. £10,000 

Percentage increase in profit = 10,000 - 7.200 
7,200 = 40% 

The manufacturer exceeded the expected rate of return on worlung capital 

by 40% as a result of ptanned decrease of 5% on the rate of return on turn-over. 

The eXB.!:!ple clearly indicates the deficiency of the pricing policy which 

stipulates a return on turn-over for a manufacturer. Such a policy does not 

lead to maxillization of total profits or the rate of ·return on capital 

employed nor to the improvement in the share of the market. 

Not! consider the policy for a wholesaler or .retailer. 

If the ';:holecaler buys 100,000 units of Eeta @ £18 per unit and sells 

f. £20 per unit. 

Total cost to the wholesaler = £1,800,000 . 

Total profit = £200,000 

Return on investment = £2QO,COO· 
£1,BCO,OCO = 11% 
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If the \'Iholesaler buys 120,000 units of Eeta @ :D16.66 per unit (he is 

unlikely to be Given such price reductions) and sells e £18.41 per unit 

Totcl cost to the wholesaler = 120,000 x £16.65 = £2,OOO,COO 

Total Profit = :L210,OOO 

Return on investment = 
'£210,000 
£2,000,000 = 10.5% 

If the viholesaler l s cost of stocks is a major proportion of his invest-

• 
cent, then clearly a decrease in percentaGe return on turn-over leads (at 

least, iij the case of produ.t'Eeta) to a decrease in rate of return on his 

in ~.'e st:len t. There fore, a pricing policy '::hich stipulates a return on turn-

over is appli'cable to a retailer/WholeSaler •• (The wholesaler will increase 

his return on capital e@ployed over a period if he can increase the rate fuf 

turn-over in that period; :!fhe, can 'turn his capital over twice in that period 

his return on capital is doubled.) 

I Having laid to rest the pricing policy of 'expected rate of return on 

turn-over' which",unfortanately, ,seems to find application in a few large 

manufacturinb firms and almost all small ones', other pricing policies 

applicable to manufacturers of industrial products will be discussed in the 

pages which follow. 

2. One Price Policy The firm will, sell at the same priee (and with the 

same discount, where discounts are given) to all the customers. Such a 

policy builds customer confidence in a seller, saves time of the buyer and 

does not place ,,;eak bargainers at a competitive disadvantage. 

3. Variable Price Policy The firm would, if necessary, sell at different 

prices to different custo:oer s. Such a poli,cy provides flexibility to the 

seller to make price concessions in order to woo customers but reqUires 

Beller's representative at the point of 'sale. On the other hand, this 

policy can lead to ill will &!!long customers, tri<:;cer a price war and provide 

the sale.s::;en ",','i th an easy way out in order to close' a sale. 

• Studies conducted by Brooltings Institution. Backman. Haynes., 
Lanzillotti, Barbaclt and Fog. 
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(a) F.0.3. fac~ery or ·:Iarehouse Pricing. This is the only one of the 

five policics \'!hcre t;lB seller does not pay any of the freight costs; nor 

does he accept any responsibility once the goods are handed over to the 

trm:sportation medium. The policy is simple to operate, \'1i th the seller 

nettinG the S~le amount each time a sale is made. The· disadvantage of this 

policy is that it creates a ceoer.aphic monopoly for a pru:·ticular seller 

71hile he is priced out of distant markets. 

(b) .Frej,ght Equalization Pricj.nl;. Under this policy, the buyer in a 

distant "'aJ,ket area is quoted a freight charge that is equal to the freight 

charee of the competitor located closest to that buyer. Such a policY 

strensthens cOllipeti tion and brealts down localized monopolies and barriers. 

(c) ·Frei"ht Allowed Pricing. This is also called Postage Stamp Pricing 

Policy, whereby all the custo;"ers are charged the same price, irrespective 

0:[ their location, v:i thin a country. Actually it is F.O.B. at buyer's 

location and econo::Jically feasible "Ihere the transportation costs are a small 

proportion of the total price of the product. The buyers located near the 

plant subsidize those away from the plant. However, it is a more convenient 

',lethod of pricine and lends better ,to national advertizing. 

(d) Zone Pricing. This policy is similar to the one above, but the price 

is the sar,e '.'!ithin a zone - the total market area in a::country being divided 

into zones. 

(e) Easins-Point Pricing. This method of pricihng may be regarded as an 

extcnt.~on of the "coo;raphical methods ·outlines above. It involves the 

selection of a certain point by the industry, known as a basing-point. To 

the LO. E. factory or warehouse price is added the cost of carriage from the 

basing point to the buyer's address, irrespective of the actua~lace from 

which the coods ",ere dispatched. In effect, this means that all freight 

quotation", to a eingle buyer will be identical.. .This system'.is only found 

il) industries where the product is of a homogeneous, bulky nature, and the 
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nu..-noer of producers are few and widely dispcr.ced. 

a country leads to a oultiple basing-point system. 

The objections to this policy are: 

i) self-juetification of panthom freight charges, 

The use of zones "i thin 

i1) collusion bet'::een fims necessary to make the policy or .system \'lOrk, 

i.e. there is a freight-rate book for the industry. 

iii) eliminates price competition. 

5. Discount Policies. These are discussed under Distribution in Section 

I E'. Prompt Payment Discount Policy finds major applicati on when the firm 

wDntc to impove its liquid funds. 

The specific pricing policies are as follo,ws: 

Pricin;: Policy for New Products 

Assume t!lat the new product is a major technological innovation in its 

function and superior in performance over the existinG products. 

I.fter the initial hesitation from the user-industries, durin/: ,':hich 

period design chanGes and modif:i.cation~to the product are made to overcome 

the cllstO!.1ers' attitudes and needs,_ there Vlould be a rapid 'Sales expansion 

as t;le product is accepted in the market. The manufacturers of old (i.e. 

existing) products, finding their share of the market erroded by the newcomer, 

\':ill retaliate by price reductions and by sales proIilotion caropaigns, as a 

stop-Gap :.leasure j at the same time, they would encroach on the new product 

by by-passing any patent barrie~s which may exist, and develop their own 

products, perhaps vlith certain ·distinctive features (i.e. product different-

iotion) to co;apete with the former. These products/by'the ti~e they ·arrive 

in the market, will be basically ne\'/ brands, i.e. products neVl to the 

manufacturers but not new to the carket. The distinctiveness of. the original 

new ;:>roduct will nOI-l decrease, which in turn, will reduce the pricine; 

autono::y enjoyed by the manufacturer. Gradually the product \'/111 lose :I. ts 

novel ty .:md beco:,;e a comr:;odi ty Vii th specific brand differences being 
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associated ':::ith the respective products manufacturers; and eventually the 

product r:ill be deleted. The \'!1101e process iD cyclic and known as the 

life-cycle of the product (fir;. 31). The cycle is a function of the rate 

of development of technology· and the economic climate. Thero is a 

continuous chanEe in promotionel and price elasticity and el&> in the costs 

of production and distribution; therefore, ou~ of necessity, there "ill be 

a chanGe or a ",odification to the pricing policy at the various staGes of 

the cycle. 

" • 

The elements of the 'cycle can be swnmarised in the follorting steps! 

1) Tile product reaches t,echn'ical maturity; the rate of product development 

declines, there is increasinG standardization in the product features of 

various brands and in the manufacture of the product. 

2. The product reaches ~arket maturity; the customers accept the product 

as perforlling the required functions satisfactorily and compare the 

various brands for product differentiation. 

3) The product reaches competitive maturity; this is indicated by increasing 

stability of the share of,market and price structures. 

There are two pricing' policies applicable to I}:ew products, pricing to 

skim the market and pricing to penetrate the market. 

/ 

Skim the H~ . This policy is applicable whe~e competition ,cannot make 

.. fast entry into the market because of technologicel or patent barriers or 

where high initiel capitel outlay is involved in the manufacture of the 

product and in the development of the market. Through the 'application of 

this policy the manufacturer can recover his,research and development costs 

and the capi tel outlay costs, sooner. ~ The policy is elso applicable where 

ini tiel de",'an,*s not high or where the demand can be preswmed to' be in·elastic, 

end the ini tiel. production capaci ty.is· low. It. is basicelly.a safety-

oriented policy which permits the firm to ,lower prices later on,. if it 'boobed I 
• 

on price, or in order ,to' tap 'the lower segments of the market. 
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Fentrate the ~arket. This an a~gressive or adventurous policy, requiring 

foresight and couraee, the objective being lone-run profits and entrenching 

ir. the r.larket ',d th a large share of the latter. It is priced to keep the 

potential cO;-JI'etition out of the m'arket. \'Ihere the product meets a long-

recog:1ised need of the custoo;ers, has a high price sensitivity with no elite 

seg:.:ents in the market, offers, economies of large scale product'ion. and does 

not provide barriers for competitors to enter the market, this is an optinum 

policy_ 

" 
('.'11e method for pricing new product has been discus,'ed earlier.) 

P!'icing Policy for New Brands. 

A ne", brand is a 'me too' product (i.,e. functionally identical to a new 

procuct already in the market) or a product tp fill the product line; it 

cculd oe both. 

Take the 'me too' product. The major objective of the manu<facturer to 

cO!:le into the t::arket with a 'm'! too' product is invariably to improve his 

cOl:lpetitive strength ;,hich 'is ,probably being eroded by the new product fror.l 

the coopeti tor. other objectives, which the 'me too' product would achieve 

are the ,use of aVailable resources for production and selling, the entry 

into a new marltet for itself and also for other existing and prospective 

products, and the creation of complimentary demand. 

The pricing policy must' be focussed on the atta:i.nment of the major 

objective, the improvel:len't of competitive strength; therefore the pricing 

policy must place emphasis on the attainment of a larger share of the market 

or a deeper penetration into the market, rather than the achievement of 

~ediate profitability~ 

The price for the product is dictated by the first-in-the-market product; 

dependin£ upon the degree of product differentiation (which includes serVice, 

sales pro:lOtion, manufacturer's reputation for say, quality products, etc.) 

* Brand preferences cost less at the ()utset. than after the competitive 
pro=otio~al claoour haS reached its full maturity. 

• 
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the manufacturer "fill have the choice to price his brand in relation to 

i. e. above, belorl or equal to, the price of the first-in product. 

:'Ihile the size of the' total market for the product as a whole could 

be estimated, it would not be easy for the manufacturer of the new brand 

to predict accurately his share of the clarket; therefore he has to use 

p:-ice as a '.'leapon to achieve his major objective. Costs would have been 

tal;en into account at the planninr; stage, and long before production could 

start; cost 'I!ould have determined the 10Vlest price for the product at which 

the company could co.:e into the market and whether it "Iould be .worth"/hile 

cominl; into the :narket with the new brand. 

Take the product to fill the product line. The major objective in 

this case is to fill or to round up or to broaden the product line and thus 

providinG a variety or a choice to the c·ustorner. which is a case of creating 

a co:nplementary de:oand; but the product may and ,often "ould be in competition 

'.'i1 th the other products in the line, i. e. there is an inter-linl<aee in the· 

product line or the firm's products. There will be some difficulty in 

iden ti fying the costs of each product in the lihe, where the marketing 

channels, the production methods, materials, etc. are the same, and where the 

pronotional efforts benefit every product'in the line. The price of a 

product in a product line must be Vii thin the price range of two adjacent 

prod~cts; say the price of a 10 H.P. motor would be greater than the price 

of a 5 H.P. and les" than that of a 15 H.P. motor. Whenever a product is 

added to the line, the pricing policy must be such as to ensure that there 

is an increase in profitability' for the whole line rather than for individual 

products. (Specific return on investment does not necessarily imply a 

proportionate profit from each product in a product line.) other objectives 

of adding a product to the product line are to enable the entry into new 

markets, to mal<e greater utilization of production and selline resources, to 

increase profits, to enlarge the share of the market, etc •. (Lo ss Leader 

pricing policy is to price a product sufficiently low and create customer 

traffic for other profitable products.) 
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P!'icinr Policies for General Products 

General products of a firc may be classified as either standard or 

special products. 1 
Standard products are those which the fim" manufactures 

to its o\'m stnndard specifications on performance, features, quality, shape, 

size, etc.; "such products are always listed on the firm's catal ogues and 

often nunufactured on a large scale. 2 
Special products are those specially 

manufactured by the firm to meet certain requirel'lents specified by the 

custo~ers; though many standard items or products from the firm may be 

incorporated into the special products. A geners! product could be nerl or 

ne','! brand; but for the purpose of this disct;Gsion, 'it' \'.111 be consider.ed 

as being" nei ther ne'" nor new brand but a commodity in the market VIi th certain 

distinctive features (product differentiation). 

Pricing policies for geners! products will vary with the obje"ctives of 

t21e firm and the market conditions which prevail from time to time. The 

factors '::hich influence decisions on price, viz. contribution 'towards fixed 

costs and to profit, the comple,~entary and substitute effects, goodvl11l of 

customers, utilization of available capacity for p~oduction and for selling, 

entry into a new industry o"r a ne\': market, etc." \'1111' be generally co;,;mon for 

both classes of products. However, there will be a difference in pricing 

policies for the tv:o classes of products because the degree of influence 

exerted by so",e pricing' factors varies with the two classes of products. 

Consider pricing policies for standard products. 

The firm may have some latitude in priCing its standard products. 

This latitude, to price higher or lower than its competitors, \'1111 depend 

upon the promotion policies of the firc and its product 'differentiation 

(1. e. the extent of difference v[hich groups of custO!;]ers perceive bet\':een 

the various brands available). A much higher price than that permitted by 

~. Standard products are manufactured, often in advance to meet the needs 
et notc:.tial customers. 

2. S"ecial pl'oducts are manufactured to ceet the reqUirements specified by 
~ custo~er3, after the receipt of -individual orders. 

- -------
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the p:-m.:otion ancl product diff0rentiation would shrink dcnl,and for the 

prcduct to such aY). c}:tent ClS to r.lake the manufacture of product eC,onomically 

not a viable p;coposi tion;, on the other hand, a very low price for the 

product nay cO'01pel the coojpetitors to· lower the price of their product, in 

retaliation, the nett result being reduced profi t" to all the firc.ls in the 

industry - unless a 10\1 price results in the product findihG application in 

new i!ldustrics. 

'2:here arc tv,o basic pricinc; policies which find application Vii th pricin& 

decisions on standard products. 

1. ' E,ricinf to folIo,',. the market or to meet competition. The firm prices 

its product in relation to i. e. a little higher or a little lower or equal to, 

the Z1ajor cOr.1~eti tors I prices for their product. Such a policy will be 

applicable r:here the product differentiation is sinal 1 , market highly cOIJpetitive, 

and buyers and sellers are well-inforned of market prices and market condi t1ons. 

Costs plD.Y on indirect role in this policy; the manufacturer checks on the 

Going price in the market, and after alloll'in& for the ·distribution and other 

related costs, and the profit he expects, he arrives at the price he must be 

able to sell and tailors the product to meet the price. 

2. Pricin[ to lefld the market. The firm leads the~ndustry in introducing 

These changes cay be to bring the price in line with general 

econo~ic conditions or with the change in cost; the rest of the firms in 

the industry follor, the price changes ,introduced by the leader. Price 

leadership c;enerally exists in the industries where there is stability of the 

share of r.;arket and price structures for the firms involved. To be a price 

leader, the firQ is expected to have a substantial share of the total market, 

say about 1/3, is knor,." for sound pricing decisions, is regarded as a product 

innovator and efficient and is known to maintain the balance between the 

needs of the cClstomer and the needs of the weaker, (i.e. hic;her cost) firms 

in the industry. Incidentally. price leader need not be the highest priced 

nor the larGest firl!l in the industry. 
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Eet\':een, these two pric:i. nc policies, to follow the laarket or to lead 

the ~arket, a canufacturer could follow a middle course, dependinG upon the 

product differentiation, the marketing conditions or his competitive position. 

A smaller firm ~ay find 'follow the ,market pric:i.~g policy' useful. 

3. Pric:i. n" tlolicy for special products. Price becor.Jes the most important 

cri teria for the customer of special products because he has specified .. at 

least broadly, his reqUirements on the performance, delivery, quality, 

fea~ures, etc. of the product. The manufacturer has little scope for 

product differentiation and, he is faced "i th ,pricing problems because the 

price for the product is not- standardized, there ,being a different price for 

eac!:! special product; and co~petitors' prices I:,hich can provide guidelines 

in ar"riving at one's price., . are not knovlD. beforehand. Costs, therefore, 

play the most important role in deten.ining the price for the product, the 

lower the costs of the product, the greater is the flexibility to establish 

a price on t~e produc.t. The reputation of the manufacturer in ,the industry, 

his past trading record l'Ii th the customers, concerned, 'and his need to obtain 

the order for the product. at the moment in, time, are other factors which would 

• 

influence priCing decisions. '!lherethere is, a prospect of obtaining 'repeat' ~ 

o,'ders, the pricing decision could take into consideration the reduction in 

the cost of manufacture which would occur on each subsequent 'repeat' order 

due to the 'lear~nG curve' effect. 

':,'here special products are ,not the main activity of a manufacturer, 

pricing policy shoulVbe such as to ensure that any idle capacity in, production. 

'/hich arises 'due to fluctuations in the demand for ,standard products, is taken 

up bY special products, so long as each product makes some contribution to

wards recovery of fixed costs and profits. 

t 'Repeat 'arders are almost exact duplicates of earlier order's. 
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PRICIHG AS A CC:,IPETI'i'IVE STRATEGY 

The use of any form ~f strategy must be preceded by a clear definition 

of objectives, and the cGtablishment of the standards to measure the performance 

aeainst the objectives. 

A mn:lUfacturer has three marketing areas, inter-related to each other, 

on which to base his competitive strateey. They are price, product and 

pro',lotion (including channels of distribution), and the relative importance 

bet-i:ee:l the", ",'ill, depend upon the nature of the product, ,~he marketing 
• 

cO:lditions and the characteristics of the buyers. 

A study '1:as conducte'd among large numbers of manufacturers ,of industrial 

products to eXaLline the role 0 f each of the thr~e marketinc area>' in the 

o1a.~ufacturers' competitive' strategy (Appendix Ill). The conclusion was 

that price was not the most important marketing area in the mllllufacturers' 

competi tive strategy. 

Pricing as a competitive strategy \!lust be directed to specific market 

targets, co-ordinated with promotional strategy and e;eared to face' competitors t, 

action or re-action. There must lie, an adequate system to gather all the 

relevant and valid information on 'the competitors' activities, on market 

conditions and trends, and to provide a feed back 'on customers response, 

co;npetitors~ reactions, in order to measure' the effectiveness of each 

pricing stratecy. 

• 
It would be useful' to the 'firm to be, fully aware of 'the pricing policies 

and methods eenerally used in the industr:!in whcih the' firm is a member. 

',;'here the pricinG methods are cost-oriented, viz. full-"cost pricing, it \'Iill 

be ",.orthl'lhile for the firm to have, some knowledge 'or a fair idea of his 

majer co~petitors' cost stractures, and costing 'practices and to keep a 

record of these co~petitorst reactions, in the past, to price' changes. Such 

infornation could pro'vide p;uidelines to their (the competitors) future actions 

or reactions to price' changes. 

'* The role of prevailing price, becomes less improtant when an aggressive 
firm steps in the market. 
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Price can be used as a cornpetitive strategy in the followine; ways: 

1. Price chanGes. Price c"anGes rnust be applied whore they would be most 

effective, say at distributor level or at customer level. The reasons for 

price chanses, the lons and the sl)ort term effects on the custOl,ers (including 

diGtributors) the reaction of competitors, and the results expected must be 

fully analysed beforehand. A price change by a small firm may reoul t in a 

,"as Give retaliation by the larGer fin,s, and ruin to the small firm; while 

a price increase bi a larGe firm may create a public outcry and a ,price-cut , 

nay bring Goverlll:lent intervention to protect the smaller 'firms. • 

2. Price discr~Jination. To be' able to apply this policy; the firm must 

sesment the market into economically viable units and then to m~et the needs 

of cuto~ers from each sebPent. It must be ensUred that there, is no inter-

connection or leakaGe b .. tVl~en segments, to avoid problems and reprecusGions 

beb'iecn the customers from varipus segments and the manufacturer. Price 

di2,cr1:ilination Llay be illegal in some countries (Robinson-Patman Act in U.S.A,). 

3. Price::lining.,', This is another arm of pricing strateGY. The firm 

",aintains a high price for its quality product and manufactures a cheaper 

product to match competitors' price~cuts or cheap products. 

4. Othe'rs. A firm may mai!ltain a constant price, for its standard, or 

oriGinal product but chanGe the price of the 'extras' which GO with the 

• product, Hany manufacturer.s price differently to the original equipment 

manufacturers and to the ultimate users or when selling the 'product as spares, 

Where cO!llpetit~ve bidding is involved, pricing strategy can be aided by 

the application of operational research techniques.' An example of its 

application i" given belolV~ 

Pricin" Strate,,'! in Comnetitive Bidding 

Operational Research techniques' can be Used by ,firms for pricing an 

order where co:,'pe ti ti ve bidding is involved. In this case, it is important 

to anticipate the strategy of competit,ors partiCipating in the bid and a 
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useful Guide is their past actions in sir.lilar situations., 

As!?u:,e the out-of-,pocket costs for fulfillinG the order are £80,000 

o.ne! ;::ftor estimatinc the compct:itors'probability for bidding at various 

prices, the firm came to tlle conclusion that the probability of its ovm bid 

bein[ successful is as follows: 

5id "!alue 

::"70,000 

£80,eCO 

.f;90,eCO 

Probability of Firms bid being successful. 

1.00 

.nco,or·o 
£110,OCO 

:':12C ,CCO 

.95 . 

.85 

• 60 

.30 

~10 

" 

If the bid was made at £90.000 the' contribution (to fixed costs and 

profits) to the firm is (£90,000 '- £80;000) = £10,000. But the probability 

of the bid being successful is .85. 

= .85 (£90,COO - £80,000) = £8,500. 

Therefore, the expected contribution 

(1he criterion is the largest expected 

contribution. The firm must aim for the highest,profit (i.e. Price less 

Costs) and at the Sar.le time ensure ,that the bid ie successfuL) 

Bid Contribution ' Probability Expected Contribution 
£oec's £000" s 

£70 (70 80) = -10 1.00 £10,000 

£80 (80 - 80) = ° .95 0 

£90 (90 - 80) = 10 .85 £8,500 

£lOO (100 - 80) = 20 .60 £12,000 ' 

£110 (110 - 80) = 30 .30 ~9,OOO 

£120 (120 - 80) = 40 ,.10 £4,000 

$rom the above exercise, the firm has the optimum prospect of 

nayicizing contribution (i.e. optimum mix of contribution x probability of 

achieving it) when the bid is priced ,at £100,000. However, other fa~tors 

should be taken into consideration. \fuere eXcess production capacity is 

available and there is little prospect of, its being made use of in the near 

future, the firm may opt for £90,000 price, if there are no other implications 

involved. The firm may even bid for £80,000 if the successful bid would 

• 
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sui tits plans, si.l,ch as, obtain a foot-hold in 'a' new industry, build up 

prcctib'c, etc. en the other hand, where the firm's production capacity is 

almost full and little additional benefits are to be eained besides profit

contribution, the firm may bid for £110,000 or even more. 

P!'icing stratcGY involves cO!1flicts with competitors. The situation 

is si:::.ilDIcto, g~eG and games theory may find some use in· such situations. 

Foot-note: A major difficulty with the operational research technique is 

the estimation of probability. Ope~ational Fesearch provides 

r.,ethods of handling some of the uncertainities which ,occur in 

real business si tuat1ons. For further details See t Insigh ts 

into Pricing' by Oxenfeldt, Miller and Others. 



ORGANIZATION FOR PRICING 

Price plays a very inporta.'lt role in the marltotinc; of a product and 

consequc::tly, in the survival a.'1d/or growth of the firm. Therefore, every 

fil'Iil cou.ld achieve substa:1tial benefits by having a separate organization 

ur..der the top-::arketine executive, be it a department or even"'a sinrrle 

individaal, solely responsible to carry out the process of pricing, to make 

decisic~.s or recoi).lluondations on price and to rovie'l: prices as necessary 4 

'Nhere the pricing organization makes recommendations on price tit must 

previde infor::",tion on the relationship be t,'le en, the important determinants 

\'Ihicn .... ould be affected or would affect price. decisions, to the individual 

responsible for making the decisions, say a marketing executive or a 

'product manager. 

?he size of the pricing organization or the number of individuals 

directly involved in the process of pricing will .. :pend upon the factors 

listed below: 

1. The size of the firm. 

2. The number of products, product lines and the complexity and/or inter

relationship between them. 

3. The range, cif autonomy or disctetion over price which the firm may possess 

(dependent upon the oarltct conditions, competitors and buyers, the 

product, 'the technology, etc.) 
".1 

4. The speed \Vi th \"hich the decisions on price are reqUired to be made -

and ','Ihere tactical priCing decisions at operating levels are necessary. 

5. The overall organization of'the fi= - whether it,is centralized or 

decentralized - though pricing organization could be centralized. 

The orc;a.'lization, in order to be effective, must have autonomy or must 

not be under the control of the financial and the sales organizations, though 

it should seel; Fuidonce from both the organizations. It must carry adequate 

status and authority to enable it to collect all the necessary infor-,lotion, 

viz. infor::e.tion on c<?sts, on customers I resl>onsc J compet1 tors' .prices a...'"ld 
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activities, e3ti~atcd deGand and marltet trends, etc. It must also have 

the z.uthority or the pO';;er to uce field resources, to pretest price decicions. 

E'ore:lOzt of all, the pricins or6anizatio~ must be r.:ade understood fully, the 

valid pricine objectives and the scope within which th:-.sc objectives must 

be uc11icvcc.. 
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SECTION 'B.'5. 

" 

DIS~I'RI13UTION 

Figs. Nos. 1 - 6 .are given .at the end of the 
·Secti.on 

, 

• 
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·DISTRIBDTION 

Distribution is an important part, 'and sometimes the .last part,. 

of a manufacturer's marketing actiVity. It is the physical movement 

of the manufacturer's products in order that they are available {o the 

customers in the right quantity and at the right time and place. An 

effective distribution system can play a major part in the 

manufacturer's competitive.strategy. 

Distribution can be divided into two sections. Physical 

distribution, which is concerned Id th availatoility of products in the" 

right quantity and at the 'right time, and distribution channels which 

are concerned with availability of products in t.he. right place. 

The physical distribution system·is shown diagramatically on 

Fig. 1. The system can be broken down into two separate circuits; the 

external, ·or customer service circuit and the internal circuit. Five 

. steps are usually identified in the external circuit between the stage 

when the customer places his order and· the time that he receives the 

order; this is known as the order cycle. The first step (0 - 1) is 

the placing of the order by the customer: t.he second step (1 - 2) is 

tile handling of the customer's order by the manufacturer's office: third 

step (2 - 3) is passing the information to the warehouse: the fourth 

step (3 - 4) is the preparation of the order for shipment: and the fifth 

and final step (4 - 5) is the shipment of the order to the customer. 

The first three steps are concerned with movements of information and 

the next two with movements of goods. The internal circuit comprises 

of three steps. The f~rst step (A - B) is the placing of the order with· 

the plant; the second st~p (B- C) is the preparation of the factory order; 

and the third step (C - D) is the Shipment of goods to the warehouse. 
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The channels of distribution generally used by the 

manufacturers of industrial products are shown diagramatically in 

Fig. i .. , A manufacturer can have his ovm selling 

organisation/netl'/ork in the fom of manufacturer-owned distribution 

outlets located at strategic points and commonly known as sales 

offices. Distinction must be made' here between such a selling 

netuork and the direct selling, particularly of tailor":niade or 

custom-made products, to the customers/users; in'the latter 

distribution channel the products are moved generally from factory 

or warehouse straight to the customers. Al~ernatively, or in addition 

to the above channels of distribution, the manufacturer can make use 

of distributors. 

There are two classes of distributors; Vlholesalers, who take 'title 

to the goods and carry an inventory, and agents, who are paid 'a 

commission by the manufacturer on the value 'of sales made or some' 

similar arrangement. The distributors take over the manufacturer's 

marketing function of selling the product to the customer and or user 

and have their ovm sales force to do the selling. 

'. 
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PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION 

In essence, physical distribution is the science of business 

logistics whereby the proper amount of' the right kind of product in 

wade available at the time and place where deman~ exists. 

Physical distribution has been described by Drucker as "The 

Economy's Dark Continent" and the last frontier of cost reduction is 

U.S. business." Another >Triter has said "you' can't cut prices, labour 

or material. The only fat left in the busihess is (physical) 

distribution." 

Nckinsey & Company conducted a study on distribution economics 

and distribution management in 26 large and profitable companies from 

various industries in the U.S.A. The companies ~lere ranked good, 

average or poor ,on 4 basic criteria of distribution management:~ 

1) generation and use ·of meaningful and timely control 

information, 

2) Aggressiveness and overall competence of distribution 

personnel, 

3) a.;'areness and 'concern with distribution economics on' 

the part of top management, and 

4) capacity to deal >Tith the overall distribution problem. 

The conclusion from the study vas that only 5 companies qualified 

.as good on all four rating factors. It was also clear that there was 

a great deal of interdependence among these factors, companies doing 
. 

>Tell in one tended to do well in other factors as well and vice-versa; 

and that no company wi th a good rating on one factor was belo.;, average 

on other factors. Another important conclusion, was that, with a single 
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exception, no company t<hich failed to rank good in control information 

received a top rating on the other three factors. 

Also significant was that the 5 companies t<ith good rating factors 

,rere among the top in the return-on-investment performance - a top 

executive from one of these five companies claimed that "the excelle'nce 

of its dis tri bu tion sys tem had played a key role in the .. company's 

competitive success." 

. , 
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COSTS 

The costs of physical distribution of 10,000 companies from 6 

major industries, according to a survey conducted by 'Distribution 

Age' in 1960-62 are reproduced below: 

Industry Average physical distribution cost as a 
percentage of manufacturer's sales price 

Eachinery (electrical) 
Hood products and furniture 
Paper and paper products 
~~emical, petroleum and rubber products 
Primary and fabricated metals 
Food and food products ' 

9.8 
16.1 
16.7 
23.1 
26.4 
29.6 

Take the fabricated metals industry. Assume that the pricing 
method in this industry is "total cost plus mark-up" and say mark
up is 20% 

• •• Price (p) = l.2 x total cost per unit (C) . 

But C = Cost of manufacture (M) + Cost of Physical Distribution (D) 

C = M + D 

• • 

• • 

P = 1~2 x C = 1.2 x ~}! + D) 

But D = .264P 

D = .264 x 1.2 (H + D) = .3168 (M + D) 

D(1-.3168) = .3168N 

D = 3168 M = .46H""'f!1 
.6832 

Cost of Physical Distribution is nearly half the cost of l1alD.lfacture, 
or one third the total cost. 

Profit/unit = .2C = .2 (~!+ D) 

.2 x 3D where H~ 2D 

.6D 

Now say the cost of physical distribution is reduced by 20%. 

• new D (D') = • • .8D I -

Price .remains the same = 1.2C = 1.2 x 3D 

But new total cost- = M + D'= 2D + .8D 

= 2.8D 

Ne>T Profit = (1.2 x 3D - 2.8D) = .8D 

• Increase in profit (.8 - .6) .d ~ • • = = 
.6 .6 

30% 

.\'Ii th an unchanged price, a redti.ctionin physical distribution 
cost of 20% will yield the manufacturer a 30% increase in profits. 

Physical distribution costs comprise ot total transportation costs 

and .,arehousing and inventory-carrying costs. (Frg. 3). 
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Total transportation 'costs consist of:-

1) Special packaging'(for the particular,rneans of transport

ation) costs, 

2) Total physical handling costs involved "hen transferring 

from one ceans' of transportation 'to' another. 

3) Transportation or frei~ht costs. 

4) Time costs. 

In general, packaging and total physical l;landling costs "ould be 

almost constant, ~thatever, the means of princ.ipal transportation chosen; 

freight (or transportation) costl3 vary according t,o the means of 

transportation, viz. road, rail, sea or air, an~ also according to, the 

size of the load carried. Generally, the ,larger the load, the lc,lI'Ier 

the 'average unit cost. 

Time costs are incurred due to:-

1) physical deterioration of ~oods, 

2) technological obsolescence of products, 

3) interest paid on the capital tied to the, cost of goods 

in shipment, and 

4) other sources, such as pilferage, time-based insurance 

rates etc. 

Therefore, the optimum means of' transportation is one which minimizes 

the total transportation costs, i.e. the sum total of freight and time 

costs, bearing in mind that these costs may vary with different situations. 

Warehousing and inventory-carrying costs arise due to rent of storage 

space and taxes, rates, salaries to employees ~torking in the wa~ehouses 

(co:n.'Jonly kno:m as overhead costs),' the interest on capital tied to the 

inventory, and the obsolescence, deterioration, and other losses of ,the, 
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pro.ducts. It should be-noted that. any risk of loss covered by insurance 

transforms into a cost element. 

From Fig. 3 i t ~lill be noted that increasing the number of 

strategically located warehouses, 101rers the overall average transport-

ation costs of g~ods from warehouse to customer but increases the total 

1·Tarehousing and inventory-carrying costs because of the, duplications of 

over!1eads and the reduction in total: inventory utilization. It also 

increases total costs of plant to warehouse transportation, because smaller 

shipments to a larger number of locations costs more than transporting the 
• 

same volume in larger shipments to relatively fewer locations. Therefore 

the optimum n1!Jllber of warehouses is one where the total distribution costs 

are a minimum. 
• 

Inventory-carrying costs may often be a sizable proportion of the 

total costs of a'business for both a manufacturer or a customer. The 

manufacturer will aim to reduce his inventory-carrying costs by keeping a 

close control on his total inventory, and ·at< the same time optimizine his 

production runs. The customer, on the other hand, will aim to minimize 

his inventory-carrying' costs; depending upon the costs of clerical work 

and material handling involved in placing and receiving each· order, he will 

order smaller quantitites mo;e frequently, unless induced by the 

manufacturer's (or the supplier'S) discount structure, to place larger 

orders less frequently, The discount structure will be discussed· 

separately tOlTards the end of this chapter. 
distribution 

Consider the customer service circuit in the physical/system (Fig. 1 ). 

~wo factors are involved which can play an important rol~ in the manufacturer's 

competitive strategy; the order cycle time and the reliability of deli~ery 

of the order. 
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Any normal reduction which can be achieved by the manufacturer 

,'d. th the time element concerned with the movements of infonnation 

denoted by the first three steps (0 ~ 1; 1 - 2; 2 - 3) by some means, 

say, by computerising the system ("Thereby the cus,tomer's order is 

received straight into the computer in the manufacturer's order

receiving or order-processing department) will lead to'a quicker 

delivery of the order, a reduction in the size of the inventory to he 

carried by the customer and a~increase in the'flexibility of his 

inventory control system.' Any increase in the reliability of delivery 

(i.e. an increase in the degree of probability that the order will be 

delivered at the required time - not earlier, which may be inconvenient 

in terms of storage facilities available, nor later, because of the 

consequences which could arise, e.g. stoppage of an assembly line) - will 

IO"Ter the customer's level of inventory; it is the degree of reliability 

which determines the amount·of extra inventory or buffer stock that must 

be carried to avoid a stock-6ut due' to anY.deiay in the delivery 'of the 

order. 

If the customer runs out of stock due to the faulty service from the 

distributor or.from the manufacturer, he may take any one of the three 

courses.of action depending, upon the.importance of the product at the. 

situation:-

1) buy the product from another distributor, 

2) forego purchase, or 

,3) substitute a competitor's product. 

In addition to creating a dissatisfied customer, in the first course of 

action the distributor loses his sales, in the second, both the 

distributor and the manufacturer are the losers,. and in the third the 

manufacturer and even the distributor 'are the losers, ,d th the probable 

long-term effect of the customer changing brand loyalty. 
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To oitigate the situation uhich could result in the loss of a 

customer due to a stock out, the manufacturer may decide to rush an 

order to the custooer. This could affect his production schedules, 

and reQuire re-routing of normal deliveries and sub-optimization of 

transportGtion system, thus,normal costs would change for a change, 

in customer service provided., The problem here is to decide \;hen, 

and,by how much, a change in customer service which affects normal 

costs is justified, bea!ing in mind that in a commercial undertaking 

generally 20% of its customers provide 80% of the business and profits 
, . 

to the firm (Pareto-Lorenzlaw of concentration). A similar problem 

arises ~rhen the manufacturer plans to increase his marketing, effort/ or 

customer service in order to win new customers, or to increase sales 

volume; the criterion to be applied here is whether the additional total 

conts to be incurred would be in accord with the manufacturer's long-term, 

objectives. 

, It is obvious, therefore, that an effective distribution system 

should have the follo\iing characteristics:-

1) an optimum number of \-rarehouses 'located strategically, 

2) a transportation policy which is arrived at by taking 

into consideration freight and time.costs, 

3) close control on the inventory, 

4) an up to date information on actual distribution costs 

for individual products'or product groups delivered to 

individual markets and individual customers (thus placing 

the manufacturer in a position to quote competitive prices 

in most ,situations), and 

5) a broad knowledge of change in costs for the changes'in 

the level of customer service provided. " "," 

. , 

Last but not the!least, the system must make use of the most efficient 

channels of distribution - which is the subject of discussion in the 

follo,ring chapter. 
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CHA?fNELS OF DISTRIBUTION 

The customers, the product and the manufacturer's marketing policy 

play an important part in determining the channels of distribution. 

An analysis 'of customers' buying habits, viz. the place where and 

the time .,hen he buys, the service he requires, and the financial terms 

he needs ,;ill indicate which channels would be preferred. A direct 

channel will be an advantage to the manufacturer where the potential 

custot:lers. are few, or are concentrated in some areas or "here the order 

size, i.e. the volume of purchase from individual customers, is large. 

The nature of the product often decides, almost automatically, the 

choice of channels. A large, bulky product, 'these cost for physical 

handling and transportation is high in relation to the total value ,of 

the product, ''1ill demand the shortest channel; as will a perishable product, 

",hich must be speeded to reach the final outlet or the place with proper 

storage facilities. A standard product, or a catalogue item, can be 

sold easily through the distributors, while a special or custom-built 

product which is sophisticated, and expensive, "hi ch, has a diversity of 

custOt:ler requirements and involves an exchange of technical information, 

will require a direct channel. The lower the unit value of the product, 

the longer are the channels. vlliere a product is required by the customer 

at short notice, the channel is through the distributor. 

The channels are finally determined by the manufacturer's marketing 

policy, which surely ltill include minimization of overall distribution 

costs. "lliere one of the objectives is. the provision of an excellent and 

quick service to thecustomer, perhaps becuase of the technical nature of 

the product, or 'there the manufacturer ,{ants to retain control of the 

channel, then it is the direct'channel to be used. Lack of financial 

resources, selling kno<r-hO\{ and management abil:i, ty may restrict the 

manufacturer· from chosing the optimum channels, and thus resort to the use 

of distributors. Also, the use of reputable distributors, at least 

. ' .' 
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initially, liOuld be an advantage to a manufacturer ~,ho is as yet 

Unkn01"ffi in the market or industry. 

Ne" products may create problems in thc choice of optimum channels 

of distribution. I'Tholesalers may not be keen to· take the product 

depending upon how ne\{ the product is, and to "hat extent the customers 

realise they 1',ant this product. Promotional requirements for new 

products are particularly hith, and require aggressive selling, a task 

"hich the tlholesalers do not generally perlorm,unless offered larger 

margins 1'Ihich later can 'create complications. Alternatively, the 

manufacturer could employ' the services of manufacturer's agents, tlho do 

not have to carry an inventory, and thus will b~ in a position to provide 
for 

better service, includinE1 custom-built products., 

Some products lend themselves to more· than one· channel of distribution. 

I'There customers can be separated into different groups, it is possible, 

or even necessary for the manufacturer to make use of more than one 

channel of distribution, the typical case being where the manufacturer 

sells directly to large OEH, and through distributors for his other 

customers/users. Therefore the manufacturer must retain flexibility 

in the use of channels, and the use of one channel must not preclude the 

use of other channels, for the present, or for the future. 

Having established the channels, the manufacturer must review the 

situation periodically to assess .. hether he is getting his adequate 

share of sales from each territory, product line 'and customer group, 

·and to-examine for any trends in customer buying habits; if ,necessary, 

he must develop neli and more efficient channels which would be advantageous 

to the customers and to himself. 

I'There the manufacturer decides to make uSe of distributors, he has', 

to determine'two further, but to some extent inter-related aspects of 

dis tri bu tion. They are:-

1) the type of distribution, and 

2) establishing the areas ,of distribution.' 
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TYPES OF DISTRIBUTION 

There are three baoic types of distribution:-

1 ) intensive or saturation distribution, 

2) selective distribution, and 

3) exclusive distribution. 

Intensive distribution is applicable where the products are sold through 

as many outlets as possible, and 'very often such products are pre-sold 

through' advertisine; or 'other sales promotional, 'media. 

characteristics of these products are:,-

a) convenience goods ~lith iittle brand loyalty, 

The major 

b) goods bought at frequent intervals in relatively small 

quantities, 

c) goods "hich do not require specialized technical lmowledge 

to sellar to operate, and 

d} goods which do not require specialized' af'ter sales service, 

and stocking of special replacement parts (other than cheap 

ones, viz. batteries). 

Selective distribution requires almost the opposite characteristics of 

intensive distribution. Further, ,it requires or demands a reasonable 

investment by the distributor in stocks and spare parts, and the provision 

of adequate or special storage facilities. 

to do a more thorough selling job. 

The distributor is expected 

Exclusive distribution is carried out where the product has a very high 

prestige value and also a relatively high unit cost. 

• I .. 
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ESTABLISHDfG Al'llAS OF DISTRIBUTION 

Basically there are two ways of establishing areas pf 

distribution:-

1) industrial coverage, and 

2) geographical coverage., 

Industrial coverage is the basis where the area is divided in terms 

of types of industry or customers served by the particular types of 

distributors. 

Geogranhic coverage is the basis where the area is divided into separate 

selling territories 'and 8l1ocated to the distributor. 

Industrial coverage basis is often the more appropriate approach 

froo the marketing point of view because the distributors' sales. force 

'is'better ac~uainted with the particular industry/customer. On the 

other hand, the geographic coverage is an easier approach from the control 

Viel'l point and could reduce any friction and conflict which can arise 

amongst the distributors themselves. 

A manufacturer could use a combination of both bases to establish 

areas for distribution. "/here tlle distributor is given exclusive rights 

to sell the manufacturer's products within 'a specific area, it is known 

as area franchise for the distributor • 

. , 
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DISTRIBUTORS 

~ne use of distributors relieves the' manufacturer of a direct 

control over the selling of his products to the ultimate customers 

or users. The greater the proportion of his products sold through 

the efforts of distributors, as opposed to the pre-selling done by the 

manufac~~rer by means of advertising or other forms of sales promotion 

(particularly in the case of consumer goods) the more important is the 

role of the distributors in the manufacturer's ~ltimate marketing success. 

In such a Situation two basiC requirements must be fulfilled:- the 

first is the close co-operation and team-work between the manufacturer 

and his distributors, and the second is the exer9ise of indirect control 

by the manufacturer over his distributors. 

Co-operation and team-work betlieen hro different parties can be 

achieved lihen either party is aliare of the needs md problems of the other, 

is interested, ~nlling to help, is sincere and fair iri dealings with the 

other and is conscious of the mutual benefits available. 

,A formal statement of policy from the manufacturer, describing in 

broad terms, what his distributors can expect from him and what he, in 

turn, expects or requires from his distributors can be very useful, 

particularly when appointing new distributors; SO long as this statement 

is flexible enough to take individual factors into consideration, and,to 

avoid the creation of a strictly formal relationship between the two 

parties. 

The manufacturer can take the initiativ~'in such areas as providing 

technical training to the sales force of the distributors, helping 'the 

distributors in thei r problems of inventory control, co-operating lii th • 

them in their own planning by keeping them informed as necessary about 

the market potential and trends, about his ,own marketing plans, viz. 

expansion of his capacity, about newproducts or product lines, etc. and 
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about their progress. 

The manufacturer may go even a step further, purely as an 

interest anQ ]£i as an intrusion, and examine the factors under the 

control of the distributors which can influence the sales of his 

products. These factors are the services, the credit and financial 

terms, offered by the distributors to ·the customers, the motivation 

system used by the distributor:; for their sales force and the nature 

of approach made by their sales force to the industrial users and the 

customers. Such practices from the manufacturer as setting asales 
• 

quota or a 'target sales'. for his distributors, recommending retail 

prices for his products, and specifying a minimum value of s·tock 

which the distributor must carry, have several advantages. 

A target sales policy is necessary in order to evaluate performance. 

It also provides a tangible objective to the distributor,so long as the 

target in realistic, i.e •. it is capable of being achieved ~dth 

intelligent ap·plication of available ·resources. The recommendation of 

retail prices*, so long as they are ·adhered to, helps the manufacturer's 

image by re-assuring the customers that the prices are being administered 

uniformly and fairly, avoids or minimizes price wars which would otherwise 

rebound on the manufacturer to provide larger margins to distributors, 

. and compels the sales force to depend upon superior salesmanship, or other 

forms of strategy rather tha·n on the easy way out by price-cutting. 

Minimum value of stocks to be carried involves a certain commitment on 

the part of the distributors and also covers the manufacturer's costs of 

handling and transportation of products, particularly where there is no 

geographic price policy. 

*' According to National Board for Prices and Incomes; Report No.55, dated 
February 1968, price lists are not enforced by the manufacturers. ·These 
lists are, it is alleged by the manufacturers, for the convenience of the 
distributors. 
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The distributors are in direct contact with the customers. The 

manufacturer therefore can expect or require from his distributors, in 

ajdition to the meetinG of their sales quotas, useful marketing 

information, relating to market conditions and trends, competitors' 

activities and plans, customers' needs and problems, responses to 

• 
particular products and reac.tions to any price changes ,or other marketing 

strategies adopted by the manufacturer. 

lfuere the manufac~urer has a large nUmber or" distributors his own 

field sales force could play a more effectiv~ role of micsionnry 

salesmen - developing good"ill, creating or stimulating demand for his 

products, doing the initial ground work to be f?llo~led up by the 

distributor's sales force, and providing him with useful marketing 

info~ation - rather than just trying to sell. The role of the 

manufacturer, in these circumstances, will then rightly be selling 

through, rather than just to, the distributors. 

Control over distributors is exercised, in the first place only 

indirectly, by having an adequate selection process of distributors, 

Having selected the distributors, further control is exercised by 

evaluating their performance, and llbere necessary, by providing 

adequate means of motivation. The greater the role of distributors 

in the manufacturer's ultimate marketing success, the more rigorous 

':ould be the selection process, the more stringent the performance 

evaluation and the more important the provision of means of motivation. 

'All these factors, including the conditions which lead to the selection 

of distributors, and the criteria used in giving margins and discounts 

for distributors (a form of motivation) warrant' individual discussion. 
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CONDITIONS FOR SELECTION 

The circumstances lihich arise in the selection of distributors 

are identified as fol101'Ts:-

1) new marketing effort, 

2) inadequate market coverage, 

3) change in distributive process, and 

4) outlet turn-over. 

H e\'1 marketing" effort. ~fuen the manufacturer expands his activities into 

new georgraphical areas, neli markets or industries, he must have outlets 

for his prodacts, and the marketing Buccess will depend on the effective-

ness of the distributors selected. New distributors may also be 

required when the manufacturer introduces new products, and the existing 

distributors ar~ not in a position to market them because either the 

products do not fit in logically with the type of industry or market 

covered by the distributor, or because the distributor has been marketing 

si~lar products from the manufacturer's competitor. 

Inadequate market covera?,e. The manufacturer may find that the existing 

distributors do not provide adequate market coverage for his products, and 

hence the need arises for more distributors. .Or perhaps the growth of 

the market, and the geographical satter of the market for the product 

demands an increase in the number of existing distributors to tap the 

potential volume of business available. (This does not necessarily 

imply packing of the territory by distributors; before appointing new or 

more distributors in an area, the manufacturer may cons~lt or inform his 

existing distributors in that area, in order to maintain good .relations 

In th them). 

Changes in the distributive process. The manufacturer may change the 

system of distribution for his products, say, from direct selling to 

customers to selling through the distributors. Alternatively, the 

J 
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function of existine distributors may"have cha~d. Also, the 

manufacturer may decide to change over from functional distributors 

to specialized distributors or vice-versa. 

Outlet t1.:.mover. This arises when the inadequate performance of the 

existing distributors compels the manufacturer to look for new 

distributors. It could also arise where tiro or more distributors 

merge, and while previously they were carrying similET lines fr~m 

competing lJanufacturer~, thcy can no" take lines from only one 

manufacturer. Again, it 1"rill arise >There" the distributor closes 
• 

d01m his business and the. manufacturer has to "find a replacement to 

carry his products. 

• 

..>" 
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SELECTION PROCESS 

The prospective distributors are initially screened and short-

listed for subsequent selection. The screening process can be done 

through several sources, but the most important and most widely used is 

the reports and recommendations from a field sales force. Often, one 

of the important tasks of a field sales force is to be ·on the lookout 

for new distributors, where there is no specific individual or 

department to perform this function for the manufacturer. Other sources 

used for screening are the information from trade sources, from rese11er 

inqluries, from distributors' customers, from chambers of commerce, banks, 

classified directories, etc. and the results from direct mail solicitations 

and campaigns. 

The criteria for selection of distributors will vary from 

manufacturer to manufacturer, but in general, ,the key attributes sought 

for in the prospectiye distributor are ~s fo110,,,s:-

a) Na."lsgement Ability. This surely must be the most important 

attribute because every other attribute of the distributor, 

to a large extent,. is dep,?ndent upon it. HO\'TeVer, it \'Ti11 

be appreciated that this key attribute is not easily assessable 

within the short period of time in which the manufacturer gets 

to know the distributor. For this reason, attention must be 

directed to other attributes as well. 

b) Credi i;>To,.thiness and financial strength. This is necessary 

in order to ensure continuity and growth of the distributor. 

,He must be in a postion to extend lines of credit to \'Torthy 

customers. The manufacturer may even ask for oredi t references, 

for information on operations, balance sheets, etc. from the 

prospective distributors, or seek assistance from certain 
• 

organizations whi:h provide oredi t ratings on firms .• 
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c) Distributor sales stren~th. Thin refers to the number 

of salesmen the distributor employs, the specific industry 

he does business 11ith, the sa~es and technical competence 

of the sales force, Le. ~Thether they are skilled professionals 

or simply order-takers. 

d) Dintricutor product lines. The certainty that the distributor 

does not carry competitor's products may be of interest to the 

=ufacturer. The manufacturer may prefer a distributor 11ho 

carries complementary and compatible lines including products 
. . 

uhich ma tch the .manufacturer's products in terms of quality •. 

e) Sales performance. Past performance of the distributor on 

the lines he has been carrying, particularly those ~Thich have 

a relatiom:hip to the manufacturer's lines would be a useful 

guide to the manufacturer in estimating the future performance 

of the· distributor. 

f). Size of Distributor. Some manufacturers may uant to have 

distributors uho are ,;ell-established in the business·. Others 

may prefer a young and dynamic distributor. 

g) Harlcet coverage. Because the manufacturers establish the area 
• 

for distribution on· the basis of industrial coverage or geograph-

ical coverage, it is necessary to know the industry or the 

geographic area covered by .the distributor. 

h) Attitudes of DiGtributor's staff.' It will be of little help 

to the manufacturer if the. distributor meets all the key 

requirements but the basic attitude of the distributor's staff 

is not favourable towards the manufacturer's· products. 
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The manufacture~ may make use of a form to assist selection. 

Uhen ",ell-designed, the selection form could yield comprehensive 

inf07..1ation which ;rould facilitate cOI:lparison bet1'leen several 

candidates, minimize personal bias in selection, and ensure that no 

factor of major importance to the manufacturer is overlooked. 

!!ouever, personel jud{>eIJent has to be exerciaed in maki,n{> the 

decision to select, and a form, h01'lever well-designed, is no 

substitute for, but can usefully aid that judgement. 

\'There there is no separate or{>a:lisat~on to deal ~li th distribution, 
• 

the authority for selection of distributors must be vested l'1ith the 

".arketing executives, as distribution is ,a part of marketing activity. 

The greater the importance of the distributors to the manufacturer, the 

pigher the position in the organization hierarchy of the marketin{> 

executive vested >:ith the final authority. But the selection of 

the distributors by executive at, louer levels, say regional manager, 

has some advan~ges. Being on the spot, and provided he has the 

capaCity, he ia in a batter position'to exercise personal judcement 

and after selection, it is he who has to 'live',~rith the distributor. 
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EVALUATION OF PERFORl-rANCE 

The fund~ental thing in evaluation,of performance is to' 

establish standards of performance and then develop methods to' 

evaluate perfo~ance against these standards. 

There are tuo types of evaluation,. though they are 'not exclusive 

of each other. One is the current operating appraisal'and the other 

is the overall perform'lnce revie'T. 

CtITrent oDeratino; aDnrai.sal is a short-term or continuous appraical of 

dictributors' operations carried out by the manufacturerfrom his own 

record of sales to the distributor, and from the sales analysis or 

reports contributed by the me.nufacturer's sales ,force to the head office. 

,1eGdless to say, this is almost the situation where the distributo, is 

an extension of the manufacturer's field sales organisation. 

T:oe o'reraH pcrforrl~,nce revie1'T is a long-term evaluation and in addition 

to the distributor's overall sales performance over a period, includes 

other factors'such as information on market conditions, competitors, 

custoners, etc. which the manufacturer expects from the distributors. 

The scope and the frequency of eva~uation depends upon the degree'of 

control or co-operation existing bet11een the t1<0 parties, the relative 

inportance of the distributor to the manufactUFer and the type of 

product. The more sophisticated the product and its application, the 

more comprehensi~e the inquiry in'assessing performance; say, a high 

volume, 10;T cost item >Tith no after sales service >Tould involve relatively 

limitea evaluation and vice-versa. In situations >There the gain or loss 

of a Single order is important, the evaluation of performance ;Till be 

stringent; and the number of re-sellers the manufacturer has to sell 
to 

his products,t\rill also determine the scope and frequency of evaluation. 
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One of the most valid criteria for performance evaluation ''/Quld 

be the distributor's performance measured against "the salestarget 

allocated to him, but a major difficulty lies in determining the 

sales target to be allocated," or the market potential on \",hich the 

sales target is often based. Other criteria are the performance 

measured against:-

1) past performance for a similar period, or 

2) other distributors' performances and their respective 

sales potential for their respective areas • 
• 

Ioiorc criteria are:-

1) the information from customers' reports, 

2) the success achieved by the distributor in following-

up customer inquiries, 

3) new OE}! and other accounts uncovered by distributor's 

sales force, 

4) the interest sh01m by the distributor, or 

5) even the progress of the competitors' distributors. 

Whatever the criteria used in the evaluation of perfofmance, there 

must be ~IO important elements present; firstly the evaluation must 

include every task expected of the distributor, weighted in proportion 

to the degree of priority, and secondly the distributor must be aware 

of the criteria used in his performance evaluation. In many instances 

a standard form for performance evaluation is" very usefui "indeed, and 

besides bringing a certain degree of objective appraisal in evaluation, 

,;ould permit evaluation 'by exception' particularly where the objectives 

are quantified. 
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HOTIVATION 

Havine selected the distributors, it is the task of the 

nanufacturer to motivate them, in order that the distributors 

achieve the desired performance. 

Hotivation can be provided by hlo forms of incentives, material 

and psycholoGical; 1~hich are not necessarily exclusive - and one can 

often reinforce the other. 

Haterial incentives means the offer .of greater margins, better 

financial terms in the form of discounts on cbmulative orders and for 

prompt payment. Threat of cancellation of distributions hip is also 

a form of this type of incentive; it is a deprivation of material 

benefits. 

Psychological incentives are provided by such means as the invitation 

and red carpet 1~elcome from the manufacturer, special treatment and fair 

and prompt dealings between the manufacturer and· the distributor. The 

interest and participation of the manufacturer into the needs and 

problems of the distributor are motivators which enter this category. 

Technical and managerial assistance, advertisements and other forms 

of sales promotion from the manufacturer provide both types of incentives. 

A material incentive, such as fair financial t~rms can be construed as 

a genuine interest of the manufacturer in the needs of the distributor 

and act as a psychological form of incentive. 

~nule the need for financial incentives cannot be ignored, particularly 

because of the price sensitivity of industrial goods at distributor 

level, it is often believed that p~ely additional financial incentives 

have a strange effect of producing only temporary improvements in 

performance. The advantages which the manufacturer expects by a 

cancellation of distributi?nship must always be .weighed against both 

the long~term and the short-term costs of changing to a new distributor. 
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Any special terms or treatment given to the distributor must be 

ueighed against the long term effects and consequences. 

l'/hatever the means used to motivate the distributors, the 

yardstick to measure its effectiveness is the performance achieved 

against the performance desired. 
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HARGINS 

The major factors .lhich apparently determine the margins for 

the diatributors are:-

1) the existing practice in the industry, 

2) the margin given by the competing manufacturers and 

3) the degree of importance of the distributor to the 

manufacturer. 

Such a system of establishing margins for 'distributors does not 

give due consideration to'the costs involved'by the distributor in 
, . 

selling, storage etc. of products. A case in point .TaS the effect 

of devaluation of sterling >lhich resul ted in increased costs of 

manufacture of some products. The traditional or conventional method 

of giving a specific percentage margin to distributors would result 

in increased net profit for the distributor per, item of product sold, 

l'lithout the distributor being involved in any additional costs. 

Another case is wherc some items in a product line sell faster than 

others and I'Thich in. turn drali greater effort from the distributor touards 

the faster selling items. This implies that the margins on these 

items are too high and do not take ,into. consideration that rate of 

turnover on these items. 

The National Board of Prices and Incomes compiled a report in 

February 1968, after interviewi~ 160 'manufacturers in various (but 

principally in consumer-goods) industries - including photographic. 

films, motor acessories, petrol and oil, paint, and hand tools - on 

margins to distributors. It liaS found that the conventional method of ' 

giving oargins (i.e. a percentage of the recommended retail selling price 

or adding a percentage to the manufacturer's ex-factory price) had 

remained unaltered where the cost of manufactUre of the product had 

increased because of devaluation. The report concluded: "In general, 

therefore, .Te recommend that manufacturers, when increasing recommended 
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prices to the final consumer because of devaluation, should reduce 

the percentaee margin traditionally allowed to distributors". 

If "distributors", is intended to include wholesalers (~lhich the 

report obviously does) then the P. & I. Board report apparently 

overlooked the fact that an increase in price of goods from the 

oanufacturer increased the invested capital of the wholesaler.' 

Surely the margin for the distributor covers not only his costs of 

selling, storage of product, etc. but also his investment and the 

associated risks (or obsolescence, loss, damage, etc.) involved • 
• 

Therefore, though it is n.ot proper for the di.stri butor to receive or 

flaim a constant percentage margin in the above c'ircumstances (Le. due 

to the effects of devaluation), none of the calculations or tables 

included in the report provide guida.nce on how a revised percentage 

margin should be arrived at. 

At the risk of labouring the ohvious, the margins should be'arrived 

,at on each individual product or at least, on each product line" after 

takine into full consideration:-

1 ) the distributor's operating'and promotional costs, 

2) the demand for the product or rate of turn-over, 

3) the distributor's investment, and 

4) the risks carried by the distributor. 

Consideration must also be given where the distributor provides 
, 

useful marketing information ,an~or additional service to,the manufacturer, 

and where the former's reputation is an asset to the manufactufer. 

Industfial goods are said'to be generally sensitive: to price at 

distributor level, thus a change in percentage margin to a distributo~ 

could result in the latter stocking a competitor's lines. Therefore, 

the recommended method of giving margins haS only a hope of being 

successfuIiyirnplemented ~1here there is good co-operation, understanding 
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and fairness between manufacturer and distributor. Perhaps there is 

hope for this method ,;hen tackled on a wider front - at the level of 

manufacturers' and distributors' associations - without incurring the 

displeasure of the· restrictive trade practices section • 

• 
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DISCOm'lT STRUCTURE 

There are four kinds of discounts offere!i by the manufacturer 

to his customers; quantity, 'cumulative, prompt payment and trade 

discounts. Of these, only the quantity discount is a prt of the 

physical distribution system. 

Quantity discount. The criterion to be applied in offering this 

discount is the benefit ;lhich will accrue to the distributor and to 

the manufacturer, if the latter can induce the'former to increase his 

order or batch size. Crowther in 'Rational~ for Quantity Discounts' 

and Taylor in 'New Developments in Pricing Strategy' have provided some 

interesting information. 

Crowtber discusses the cost to the buyer and to the seller on 

every order placed01d then goes to show that the larger the order, the 

lower are the seller's costs and the €reater (but not in proportion) are 

the buyer's costs. He then goes on to suggest that splitting of the 

savings by the seller with the buyer would be mutually beneficial. A 

summary of his analysis is reproduced here:~ 

For the Buyer 

1 • 

2. 

D Cost of pla<:ing orders per year = A x ,Q 

Cost of storage per year =%XC 

Where A is the cost of placing an order 

D is the annual demand of goods 

x,I 

(clerical 

Q is the size of the batch or order 

C is the cost of unit product 

work etc.) 

I is the interest rate and other cost elements 

Yearly Total Cost = ~% x C x I + A x ~ 
9. D and for this cost to be a minimum, x C x I - A x -2,' - Q, 

• • • Economic Order Quantity = (2 x A x D 
, C x,I 
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For the Seller 

Assume that the costs for processing the order obtained are 

-the same as those of the buyer, i.e. A X ~. 

NOli comes the important factor of gain for the seller. It is 

more advantageous for the seller to have 1 order per year than 2 half 

orders. Similarly, it is better to have 2 half orders· in one. year than 

to have t of total supply every 4 months. 

The advantage to the seller is the profit he makes on these orders 

liellin advance and the interest he acquires on the profit made • 

• '. Seller's gain = P x % xC: x.I, where P is the %profit. 

Total cost to seller = (A x 1l. 
.( Q 

P x .9. x C _x I) 
2 

Wnile cost to .he 6eller decreases with a larger order from the 

buyer, costs to the latter increase when the order is greater than EOQ 

(the economic order quantity). But, according to Crowther, it is a 

net decrease in total costs to the·buyer and the seller. Therefore, 

the way to induce the buyer to take larger orders less frequently is 

for the seller to part with his share or to share his reduction in costs 

with the buyer by giving larger quantity discount. 

Crowther has apparently· overlooked· three factors:--

1) one of the functions of the wholesaler is to free the ~rorking 

capital of the seller/manufacturer, i.e. to part-finance 

production, 

2) too large an order size from many quarters simultaneously 

will upset the production schedule of the man~acturer, and 

3) the analysis does not take into account the effective cost 

of a stock-out, loss of customer good-will resulting· from 

delays in delivery, etc. 

Taylor approached quantity discounts on the basis of the costs 

incurred by the manufacturer in servicing a distributor's account ·and 
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this seems a more effective approach to be adopted by the manufacturer 

(Figs. 4, 5 and 6 ). 

It is obvious, therefore, that the quantity discount schedule 

should be arrived at after making empirical studies, where each 

manufacturer analyses his costs for servicing the distributors. 

C~ulative Discount. This is really a patronage discount offered by 

the manufacturer to discourage the buyer from buying competitors 

products, and thus tying the buyer to the manufacturer's products by 

means of financial incentives. 

Prompt Payment Discount. . \"/here such discounts are offered .by the 

manufacturer, to be of sufficient inducement they should be not less 

than the interest rate which the manufacturer would have to pay for 

borro;ring sums:fur his working capital - say, the ilLterest rate on an 

overdraft. The advantage to the manufacturer in offering such discounts 

is the reduction in credit risk and in the costs of sending invoices and 

overdue notices. Also from the manufacturer's point of view, it is an 

extra inducement for the distributor to sell the products which have 

already been paid for. 

Trade Discount. These are given in payment.for the marketing function 

which the buyers are expected or presumed to perform for or on behalf 

of the manufacturer. 
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PHYSICAL DISTRIBlTrION SYSTEM (Fig.l) 
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Channels of Distribution (Fig.2 ) 
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Distribution Costs Related to Order Size (Fig.4) 
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~omt)any 

Alcoa 

American 
Can 

1,.& P 

du Pont 

Esso 
(Standard 

. Oil of N.J.) 

General' 
Electric 

General 
Foods 

APPlmDIX Il 

P'lJGII.:G (iOnS OF T1'r;;;NTY T,AR(ir-: I1!DUSTRJH COllPO:lJ\TIOlIS 

Ra t.ll.,..oJ 

P"incinal PriCine 
~ 

20% on investment 
(before taxes); 
hieher on ne1i prod
ucts (about l~ ef
fective rate after 
taxes) 

,~ 

I·lain tenance of 
market share· 

Increasing market 
share 

Targ.et return on 
investment - no 
specific figure 
given 

"Fair-return 11 

target - no specific 
figure given 

20% on investment 
(after taxes); 7% 
on sales (after 
taxes) 

3~ eross murein: 
("t to make, t to 
soIl, and t for 
profit") expectation 
of realising target 
only on ne1'l product::: 

Rp-turn on 
InveGtmcnt 

Collateral Pricin~ 
Goals 

( AfterTaY-cC) 
1947 1955 a. 
Avr;. Rfinbe 

(a) "Promotive" 13.8 
policy on new 
products 

(b) Price stabiliza
tion 

(a) "Heeting" com
p'eti tion (using 
cost of·substi
tuto'product to 
determine price) 

(b) Price stabiliza-
tion 

11.6 

. 7.8-
18.7 
.' 

. 9.6-
14.7 

"General ~ro
motive" tlo>1-
margin policy) 

13.0 9.7-
18.8 

(a) CharGing ",hat 
traffic'uill 
bear over long 
run 

25.9' 19.6-
·34.1, 

(b) }!,'lXimum return 
for ne., products 
- "life cycle" 
pricing 

(a) J.!aintaining 16.0 
r.:arket share 

(b) Price stabi1iza
tion 

(a) Promotive pol- 21.4 
icy on new 
products 

(b) Price stabiliza
tion On nationally 
advertised 
products 

(a) Full line of food 
products qnd 12.2 
novelties 

(b) J.laintainin" 
market share 

12.0-
i8.9 

18.4~ 
26.6 

. '" 

Il/l 

Averaf'e r·brke· 
Share b 

Pig &. ineot, 37 
,sheet, 46%; oth 
fabrication, 62 

Approx. 55% of 
types of c=~d 

n.a. 

n.ll. 

n.a. 

- e 

n.a. 
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Cor:n.;.ny 

";cncral 
l!otors 

Goody<:!ar 

Gulf 

Print.ipn} Pricin,~ 
QQcl. 

20;.;· on investment 
(after taxes) 

"Eecting competi
tors" 

-~ 

FolloH price of most 
inportant marketer 
in each area 

International 10~ on investment 
Harvester (after taxes) 

Johns
!-ia.-wille 

Kennecott 

Y...roger 

ITational 
Steel 

Return on investment 
creater than last 
15-year averaee 
(about 15% after 
taxes); hieher 
tareet for ne,l 
products 

Stabilisation of 

J.!aintainine market 
share 

Hatchine the market 
- price follolfer 

Collaternl Pricine 
Goals 

I·rain tainins
market share 

(a) Haintain "po
si tion" 

(b) Price stabiliza
tion 

\-. '" 

Ilntc of 
Return on 

InvGstm0.!1t 
(After Taxes) 
1 q<17 - l222. 

Avre Ranl{e 

26.0 -.19.9 
37.0 

13.3 9.2-
i6.1 

(a) lhintain market 12.6 
share 

19·7-
16.7 

(b) Price stabiliza
tion 

J.!arket share; 8.9 
ceiline- of "less 
than a -dominant 
share of any 
market" 

(a)Uarket share 
not Greater 
than 20% 

(b) Stabilization 
of prices 

Tarcet return of 
?O% on investment 
bEifo~'e taxes e 

Increase market 
share 

2 

16.0 

12.1 

12.1 

4-.9-
11.9 

" 

10.7-
19.~6 

~i~3-
2Q.9 

9.7-
16.1 

7.0-
17:.4 

Il/2 

Av~rar:'e ~·T::tr1:.et 

Sh.:.rfJ 

50;': of passeneel 
automobiles f 

n.f.l. 

n.a. 

Farm tractors 28 
30%; comhines, 

• 1 corn,plc.I:ers, 
tractor, p10l-rs, 
cultivatora, 
mowers, 20-30%; 
_cotton pi cJ.::ers , 
65%; lieht and 
1ip"ht-heaV" trud 
~. J 

5-18~b; !:led i um
heavy to heay
heavy, 12-3050 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 



Pr:i.ncin~l Pricing 
Goal 

Sec!"s Roebuc1: Incrnunine market 
sh~re (8-1~ re~ard
ed as satisfactory 
",hare) 

Standard 
Oil 
(Indiana) 

SHift 

Union 
Carbide 

U.S. Steel 

).iaintain marl:et 
share 

lhintenance of 
merE-et share in live
stoel: buying and 
T!!eat packine 

Target return on 
investment l. 

8% on investment 
(after taxes) 

, . 

Co11nteraJ. Pricint; 
Goals 

(a) Reali~ation of 
tr::lIU tional re
tlJrn on inv9:Jt
!:lent of 10-15% 
(after taxes) 

(b) General promo
the (101'1 mar
Gin) policy 

(a) 

(b) 

Stabilize pri.ces 

TarGet-return on 
investment 
(none specified) 

Promotive policy 
on ne>1 products; 

"life eyele ll 

pricing on' 
chemicals 
generally 

(a) Target market 
share of 30% 

(b) Stable price 

(c) Stable margin 

. , 

Rate of 
Rctur!! on 

Il/3 

Inve3tment AverrJ..O'f} f·!ar!cet 
(After' Taxes) Share 
1.9.11 - lq55 

Avr.· Rann:e 

10.4 

6.9 

10.3 

1.6 
10.7 

7.9-
14.4 

3.9-
'11.1 

5-10% averaee 
(tllicc as large 
share in hard 
goods v. noft 
/joods) 

n.a. 

Approx. 10;5 
nationally h 

Ingots nnd steel 
30%; blast 
furnaces, 3-17~; 
finished hot
rolled products, 
35%; other steel 

'mill products, 
37%.k. 
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Fedp.rnl Tro.dp. Commission, Ro.t"s of Return (After Taxes) for Id,mtical 
Cor.:p?l1i:os in Se10cted lbnufo.cturinG' Industries, 1940, ~947, 1955 1;Tashinc;ton 
(1957), I'P. 28-30, except for the folloITinG companies- \-rl1o::;e rates ,-rere 
compnted by the o.uthor usine the methods outlincd in the Commission Report: 
A. r.. P, General Foods, Gulf, International Harvester, -KroGer, National 
Steel, Scars Roebuck, and Stdft. 

As of 1955, unlesG othenrisc indicated. 
mentioned unless noted other.-rise. 

Source of data is company 

c U. S. V AlCOo. et 0.1., "Stipulation Concerning Extension- of To.bles Ill-X", 
do.ted H'W 31, 1956, U.S. District Court for the Southrirn District of Nmr York, 

d As of 1939, u. S. Department of Justice, -\'lestern Steel_Plants and the Tin 
Plo.te IndustI'""J, 79th Cone., 1st Sesso, Doc. No.95 p.r, ·1. 

-' 
e The con!'o.EY sto.tes that on the average it ains at not more than 22 to 25 

per cent of any -Given mo.r],et. . Percento.ees fo):, individual markets or 
!lrodl1Cb ,-,ere not mane avo.ilnble, _but it ic estimated 'thnt in some 
r.:o.r:-:ets, e.G. electrical turhines, General Electric has 60 por cent of 
thc tot.?_l mo.fl:et. Cf. Standard and Poor's IndustI"lJ Surveys, "Electrieal-
El<octl'onic Basic Analysis", AUG. 9 1956 p. E21. 

f Federo.l Trade Commission, Industrial Concentration and-.Product Diversificatior 
in the 1000 Larrrent V""riufacturine; Companies; 1950, 1'Ia$hington, J3n.1957 
p.1l3. 

g TarGet return on investment evidently characterizes company policy as much 
as targ8t market share. In milkinG investmcnt decisions the company is 
quoted ae fol101'rs: "The Kroger Co., normally expected- a return on 
investment of at least 20% before taxes." See HcNair, Burnham and 
Hersum, Cases in Retail J1anaeement, New York 1957, pp 205 ff. 

h This represents the average share of total industrJ shipments of the -four 
lo.r&est firms in 1954. Cf. Concentration in Ar.erican-Industry, Report 
of SuheOl:J.z:li ttee on the Judiciar'J, U. S. Senate, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., 
~Tashincton 1957, p.315. -

i In disc1l3s-ion3 ;ri th management offIcials various !lrofi t-return fir::u:res 
,·rere mentioned, ~Tith considerable variation among divisions of the 
company. No official profit target percentage t-ras given, but the 
author estimo.trothe average profit objective for the corporation to be 
approxi.mn.tely 35% before taxes, or an effective rate -after taxes of about 18%. 

j Cher.!ico.13 account for 30% of Carbide's sales, most of I'rhich are petro
chenico.ls, a field that the com~any opened thirty years ago and still 
dominates; pJastics account for 18% - the company sells 40% of the ~;o 
most inportant plastics (vinyl and polyethylene); allOyrs and metals _ 
account for 26% of sales - top U.;;. supplier of ferro1\lloys (e.g. chrome, 
silicon, Il'Jmge_nese), ahd the biCGest U.S. titanium producer; e-ases account 
for 14~ of sales ...; estimated to sell 5(Y,l~ of oxygen in the U. S. ; carbon, 
electrodes, and batteries account for 12% of sales - leading U. S. producer 
of electrodes, refractory carbon, and flashlights and batteries; and 
miscellaneous - If!ading operator of atomic energy plants, a lea,ding 
producer 9f uranium, the largest U.S. producer of tungsten, and a major 
supplier of vanadium. Cf. ''Union Carbide Enriches the Formula," 
Fortune, "Feb.1957, pp 123 ff; Standards and Poor's Industry Surveys, _ 
"Chemicals - P",sic Analysis," Dec.20, 1956, p. C44; and "Annual Report 
for 1955 of the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. '-

k The range of the corporation's capacity as a perceintarre of total industry 
capacity varies from 157~ to 54%, as of January 1957. For more details sec 
Ad:i:linistered Prices, Hearings Before the Subcommittee -on Antitrust and 
Honop01y of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 85tll- Cong., 1st Sess., 
Pt.2 Ste81, l'lashinGton 1958, pp ~35-~6. 
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APPENDIX III 

The producers of Industrial goods stressed the product facet of competi-

tive strategy. 

':'<10 of the policy areas listed in the marketing management study pertain 

directly to the product - product research and development, and product 

sec'vice. (Product service refers to those activities performed by a manu-

facturer j.s the atte::pt to gurantee that a product gives satisfactory 

pe:-for.l:ance to its users.) 

" 
Policy Areas Selected by Industrial Goods Producers 

Policy Areas 

Product: 

Product research and development 

Product service 

Average product ·selection ratio 

Sales Efforts: 

Sales research and sales planning 

Hanagement of sales personnel 

Advertising and sales promotion 

Average sales efforts selection ratio' 

Pricing 

Other Areas: 

Organizational Structure 

Distrinution channels and their control'· 

Financing and credit 

Harketing cost bud&eting and control 

~ransporting and storage 

Public relations 

% of 'Firms 
Selecting the 
Policy Area 

79 
79 

79 

63 

49 
37 
50 

47 

50 

34 
18 

12· 

.9 

7 

FrO::l: 'Ho;, Improtant is Pricing in Competitive Strategy" by Udell J. G. 

(Journal of Harketing,. January. 1964) 
• 
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